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Volume XLITI.
THE MORNING STAR.

1. That twelve thousand

dollars be set which had as yet no existence, it was a sure isterial labor among our churches, and the.
way to create a division of feeling between ‘numerous new fields constantly opening
more
ditions hereafter set forth, to wit: That five the east and west. He had no doubt the and inviting our entrance, we should
thousand dollars be
paid to the Freewill | west would feel compelled to take care of devoutly¢¢ pray the Lord of the harvest ‘to
send forth laborers into his harvest,” and
Baptist Publishing
Association located at their own interests hereafter, independent- more
actively seek out and encourage to
Chicago, Ill., within sixty days,
apart and paid over for the use of the maners of the Christian Freeman on the con-
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For one year, $3,00; or if paid strictly in

advance, $2,50.
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Subsoribers in Canada and the other British Provmoes, will be charged 20 cents a year in addition to
the Price of the paper, to prepay the postage to the
0,

th
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= All Ministers (ordained and licensed,) 'm
¢o d
standing in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are
‘authorized and requested to act as Agents in obtaining
subscribers, and in collecting and forwarding moneys.
Agents are allowed 10 per cent, on all moneys colthem.
lected and remitted by
Agents and others should be particular to give
ne Pe t Offices ( County and State) of subscribers for
whom they make remittances, &c. Remember, it is
aot the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
receive their papers.
=~

. &@= All obituarids, a

.of revivals, and other

tet Sails luyolving fae
oroper names of the wri

+.

accompanied with the

The Law of Newspapers.
2
oe All subscribers io go not gre gzpress notice to
©
contrary, are considered as wis
to continue
their pabsoription
g
2. If subscribers order the discontinuance of their
papers the Publishers may continue to send until arare
A
8. If subscribersn: lect or refuse to take their papers from the post o
to which they .aré sent, they
are held responsible until their bills ‘are settled, and
their
ordered to be discontinued. _
4. The courts have decided that. refusing
to take a
Rewsha
r I
odiom rom the post office, i ordering it and
leayi
une:
or, is prima
facia
evidence of intentional fraud.

The Forning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

28,

1868.

General Conference,
~

PRINTING

ESTABLI SHMENT,

améndments :
1. This

;

General

@vhference

.

having ex-

perienced since its last session a great bereavement in the death of the late Wm.
Burr, who for more than thirty years acted
as the editorof the Morning Star and the
Agent and Treasurer of our Printing Establishment, does hereby enter upon its records

a grateful recognition of the delity, ability,
and signal success with which he discharged

the duties ominected with those perplexing
and responsible positions till the close of
“his life.
:
2. The Conference hereby approves the
action of the corporators of the Printing
Establishment in erecting a suitable monument.over the grave of this faithful fellow
- Jaborer, and as a small testimonial to his
bereaved widow, directs that the sam of
three hundred dollars be paid to her in three
annual installments of one hundred dollars
cach.

3. We

rejoice

in the

Freewill Baptist demomination ; that a full

west wanted the whole denomination to do
the publishing, and not create sectional feel-

of the concern shall be made to each session of the General Conference for informa-

ings by establishing papers
ed by-local corporations.

enlargement

2. That $10,000. be set apart and paid
over as hereafter.set forth, for the use of

the central

paper proposed, on

that the. brethren in

condition

New York and

Penn-

We also recommend :
17 That the Register be hereafter printed
in the same form and size as the * Reports of
Benevolent Societies.”
va
2. That the Post Office addresses of our
Ministers be given ina column parrallel

with the name of the Church

they laber.

+

with which

.

of General Conference, to be used for the
publication of such books and periodicals as
said corporators may deem advisable ; provided,
that said corporators shall always be

members in gobd and regular standing in

the Freewill

Baptist denomination,

that

a

full and complete report of the financial
condition of the Establishment shall be

- 8. That some suitable character or sign
be used in connection with the name of

each Minister
and Church, to indicate
whether the former be employed and if the

latter be supplied.
4. That the column reporting. contribu
tions for Missions be hereafter omitted ; and

that, instead, the aggregate amount contributed from each Yearly Meeting for the va-

vous benevolent causes be given in tabular
orm.
i.

The establishment of the
Christian
Freeman at Chicago meets our hearty endorsepnent,

and the energy, skill, self denial
and perseverance of the brethren connected
with that enterprise challenge our admiration, and merit
the" remarkable success
which has attended. their efforts in the past,
and promise still greater success in the
future:
Bete
’
: res
‘In
t to the request of the managers
of the Christian Freeman, located in Chica0, for an appropriation of tsventy thousand
ollars from the funds of the Finding Es-

tablishment, to aid in the publication of that
and of the brethren. of New York
and Pennsylvania for a like sum, toaid
establishing a Duper in the central portionin
of the denomination, your Committee
that the brethren of the West cherish fin
th
postive conviction ‘thatthe Freeman mus
paper,

ve sustained at whatever cost: and the
‘brethren of the central pie of the denomi-

nation are also postive that they must have

wn

they commenced, but

agreed

The Kstablish-

ment at Dover needed a larger capital than

the others, because the publishing of books
would be done there. But the Christian
Freeman needed some: $5000 to be paid
now, to enable the publishers to go on.

also,and then let another start when ‘it was

needed,and make appropriations for it when
they should be necessary for its support.

The Christian Freeman and the propesed

paper in New York should not be placed: on

in

these appropriations.
< should have started
the west had dome, and

placed it on as good a basis, then would be
the time to sanctionit. This measure would

dwarf all three of the enterprises by start-

ing too many with too limited means.
We
were not so full of funds that we reed go
out to seek for chances to locate papers.
J. O'Donnell said he came from another
denomination into this some ten years.since,
and five years ago he agitated the question

may accrue from the

New England would not consent to the removal of the Star, and therefore its removal

the

Morning Star,

publication

of books,

orany other periodicals,

shall be sacredly. appropriated to henevolent purposes connected with the Freewill

Baptist Denomination,

except

when

such

profits may be required as capital for the
publication of books ; and that any and all
books published at each of these Establish-

ments be furnished, for cash, to each of ##&
other Establishments at cost.
Resolved, That .the General Conference

submit the following question to the Yearly
Meetings composing this body :
Shall the Constitution of the.General Conference be amended by striking from the

7th article these words ? « To

exercise

su-

in aid of its work, shall be regarded as deResolved,

That

this

General

Conference

direct the corporators of the Printing Establishment to obtain such-an alteration in
their act of incorporation, and make such
changes in their by-laws as will, in accordance with the conditions above specified,
remove said Printing ¥stablishment from the
control of the General Conference.
The first item was unanimously adopted,
. by a rising vote.
* On presenting the report, the Chairman
said that the report did not exactly please

York.

He knew

that

would be more difficult than to start a new
paper and at present he believed the best
policy was to have three papers.

The .Free-

man got the start of the central paper, but
he was in favor of the starting of that pa-

per, though he knew that it would measur-

ably retard the other. The friends of the
central enterprise were desirous of having
this whole matter arranged for the
all.
5

PAS,
and

The Conferenee adopted the report,
adjourned.
EicaTH

DAY—AFTERNOON.

The Conference was called to order at
the usual hour, when prayer was offered
by Rev. H. S. Limbocker.

Rev. A. H. Chase,

from the Committee on the location of the

next General Conference, reported in favor
of holding it in Chicago; that Rev. G.
T. Day preach the opening sermon, and
that Rev. G. H. Ball be his substitute. The
report was adopted.
The Special Committee to which was referred’ the question of the continuance of
the publication of the Quarterly, reported

that it be discontinuedin its present form,
for family
and that a religious monthly”

reading be published in its stead. A committee was also named by which said
monthly was to be managed. Some discussion was awakened by the report, Bros.)
Chase and Stevens advocating its adoption,
and Bros. Bowen and Woodworth opposing
it, and advocating the ‘continuance of the
Quarterly in its present form. The whole
subject was referred to the Corporators of

:

the Printing Establishment.

marks.

Tot

aw

the Ministry; made the following report:

on

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Question 1. Ig it proper for a minister fo

‘upordained ministers, and others not.

Prof. Dunn opposed thé adoption of that
part of the report which diverces the Print-

‘Tt is

in accordance with our usages to conform
to law in this respect,

In fegard to a petition for the revival of

ing Establishments from the General Conference. and puts them under the control

the order of ministers known in the New
Testament by the name of Evangelists, we

ern Delegates had all come instructed by

almost entire disuse among us of this effec

of several incorporated Boards. The Westtheir Yearly
Christian

Meetings,

Freeman

be

to

vote

taken

that the
under the

Sat,

answer:

Resolved, 1. That we deeply deplore

equitable division of the fundsof

ing Establishment.

He regarded

the print-

this as

the sacred right of the West, and the dele-

able a footing, while, at the same time, they

gave a sum nearly equal to that, toa paper

“the

tive and soyjptural method#of preaching
Christ; so generally employed by the fa-

superintendence of the General Conference; | thers of the denomination.
2. That we earnestly recommend
and if not successfulin that, to insiston an

the re-

vival of this much needed instrumentality
of good among us, especially for the benefit of those churches and communities
where settled pastorates are for the present
;
impracticable,

GENERAL RESOLUMONS,
Resolveg, 1.

That whilst we

tages, or for other reasons,
are

from

the work, we

laid aside

most earnestly recom-

mend to the churches in want of pastors
not to overlook this class of our ministry,
but to consider whether the
good of the

crease

their funds to the amount of $100,-

000 each, and that th e several Yearly Meetings be earnestly requested to respond lib-

erally to the appeal,

-

We recommend also the adoption of the
following :
v

Resolved, That since we, as a denomination, are in favor of a liberal education for

the ministry, and are in_possession' of fair
facilities for imparting the same, our young
men preparing fer the ministry should feel
themselves under obligation to attend,

cor

practicable, the

academies, colleges

Committee do not

deem

make any recommendation.

it ‘advisable to

vinely-appointed special

perpetuated
time.
»-

ministry,

in the church
‘

4

to" be

2. That in view of the destitution of min

conscience, free speech,

frée will and free

this representative body

of our

government, and, of the glorious history
which we have made ‘in the thirty-five
years’ contest with slavery in which it was
at length overthrown, if we should fail in
entire

de-

increase in the means of promulgating

the

doctrines of the denomination, and recommended means for Church ‘extension.
Adopted.
mee
Rev. A.H. Huling, from the Committee
on the Revision of the By-Laws, reported

that they be so changed ag to make’ thirty- five members a quorum, the Moderator to
bg elected by ballot. A new article enjoinsit upon Conference to appoint a Com mittee of Arrangements.
Article ten was
amended so as to allow constitutional amendments by a two-thirds. vote, providing notice has been given at the previous - fession.
Adopted.
:
a
Rev. J. L. Collier, fromthe Committe on
Home Missions, reported in favor of helping established: churches in preference to
locating new ones. The report contained
the following preamble and resolutions:
Whereas there is a promising
opening

for the F. W. Baptist cause in

ia; and whereas our
successfully phoma
and a Q. M. have
flagtering prospects;
tution of Learning
Virginia, has, come
denomination,

West

Virgin-

cause has already been
there, and churches
been organized with
and whereas an Instiat Flemington, West
‘into the hands of the

having

already

some

ten

thousand dollars of funds and a good
prospect that an Endowment of ten or
more thousand dollars from the denomination>*will secure an equal amount from
-other sources; and whereas the establishment and endowment of said Institution
“would tend greatly to promote our cause
and influence there and in the South
ally, therefore,

gener-

Resolved 1, That the Conference recommend the Home Mission Board to make
an appropriation of one thousand dollars
per year for three yearsto that field.
2. That we sanction and recommend
the raising of an endowment of ten thousand dollars for the aforesaid Institution.

The report was adopted,
and the Conference adjourned.

1

:

EcuTH, DAY—EVENING.
The Conference met at the usual hour
and was called to order by Rev. E. Knowl-

ton. Prayer was offered by Rev. J. Malvern, of N. H.
- The Committee

;
on the Sabbath, through

its Chairman, Rev. A. H. Huling, made a
report, which was adopted, condemnatory
of politiciens and railway companies for dis-

regarding the Sabbath ; also reproving Con-

gress for holding a Sunday session, and
those Christians who take occasion to ride:
and visit on Sunday. = |
dain
Rev. R. L. Howard, from the Committee
on the Relief of Aged and Infirm Ministers,

made a report to the effect that their wants
be provided for by the local bodies in their
immediate vicinity.
.
A Committee was appointed to ‘visit the
General Baptists in the Ohio Valley.
Rev. J. A. Lowell, from the Committee
on Correspondence, made the following report:

Your Committee having attended to the
duty.assigned them, respectfully submit the
following resolutions:
Resolved, 1. That we take grateful

.
rec-

ognition of the generous and Honoring reception given to our delegates,
Revs. G.
T. Day and R. Dunn, by the General Baptist Connection of England.
2. That we specially desire the continuance, both by letter and delegation, of this
hitherto
grateful and profitable correspondence.
3. That the Clerk of this Conference be
time to time direct.
|. 4. That the Home Mission Board ap- appointed to represent usin the epistolary
’
point, in each Y. M., a missionary agent. intercourse.
4.
That
we
send
a delegation to repreor secretary who shall be the medium of
correspondenee for that region with the sent this denomination at the centenary
Board, who shall spend his time in collect- meeting of our General Baptist brethren in
ing funds, securing bequests, helping fee- England, in June next?
4
ble or destitute churches, opening new
5. That this Conference most cordially
fields, and by enlisting as helpers both—pas- reciprocate the spirit of Chritsian fellowtors, evangelists and lay preachers, seek to ship of the Free Christian Baptist Conferpromulgate our sentiments and establish ence of New Brunswick as expressed by its
Christ's kingdom on every hand.
delegate; and that we extend to that Con5.

de

That

the

Board,

by

means of

the

and

showed

the advantages

which

he

the union

ference,and also to the Free Baptist Conference of Nova Scotia, the hand.of Christian

fellowship, and express to them our desire
for the continuanee of correspondence, hoping ere long our union with them may become closer;

and that as

members

of the

great Free Baptist family of this Continent

we may be one in action and organization
upon the true basis of religious liberty,that
each section may retain its chosen name and
usages.
6. That Bev. E. Knowlton be appointed as
delegate to represent this Conference in the
next General Conférence of Free Christian
Baptists of New Brunswick:
:
7. That we hail with grateful hearts the
rapidly multiplying evidences of fraternal
sympathy between the various evangelical
denominations in their Christian work; and

we recommend to the Yearly Meetitigseto
carefully maintain such correspondenééas
may promote this symphthy.
That part of the report having

!

reference

to sending delegates to the General Baptists
of England

‘created

discussion,

some

and

wag at length referred to a Committee of
which Rev. G.:T. Day ‘was Chairman.—
e remainder of the report was-adopted.
This Committee subsequently reported ih
favor of sending Revs. G. H. Ball and D.

Rev. 0. B. Cheney gave some account of contemplated. He thought that all our M. Graham as delegates to the Centennial
the financial ‘condition of Bates College, Mission operations could be carried on meeting of the General Baptists
provided it
stating in detail the recent proposition of more successfully by one Board. Rev. C. can be done
witholt expense to the ConferMr. Bates aiming at the increase of the en- 0. Libby, Corresponding Secretary of the ence. Adopted.
- Rev. G. H. Ball followed, urging the im-

dalesand Bates Colleges.

:

.

Rev. T. Stevens stated what he consid

to the end of ‘ered _to be the effect .of what he deemed
-

the fathers who planted the denomination
upon the principles of free salvation, free

thought might be derived from

dially welcome the introduction of a larger. mediate increase of the endowment of Hills-

lay element into the
public service of
Christ, we still hold to the doctrine of a di-

gross inconsistency by adopting this report ? Others followed, taking a similar view
* Prof. Whipple, from the Committee on of the subject. These resolutions were lost.
the state of the country, made the following The remainder of the report was adopted.
Rev. R. L. Howard, from the Committee on
report, which was also adopted at the eventhe State of the Denomination, madeareport
ing session:
i
We, should prove ourselves unworthy of setting forththe fact that there was a steady
sion of the Conference the report of the
Committee was adopted.

and theological seminaries
under our press, its officers, ‘and especially by the
charge, inasmuch as the Slosperiey of our teachings of its Y. M. agents, labor to ininstitygions is largely conditioned upon such struct our people in the doctrine and duty
patronage.
of systematic beneficence, that all persons
Whereas Benjahiin E. Bates, Esq., of Bos- under our influence may be taught to give
‘ton, Mass., has given to our college at Lew- liberally, regularly and cheerfully.
:
iston the sum of $25,000, and now gener6.
That the.Boards seek to perfect as
ously offers upon certain conditions to do- speedily as possible a system by which the
¢ nate the additional sum of $75,000—theregreat and important work of Church exten:
fore,
;
sion may be carried on, that our brethren
Resolved, That the thanks of this Confer- removing to new homes may be helped in
ence are hereby tendered to Mr. Bates for the erection of houses of worship, and thus
his great generosity to our denomination ; not be lost to the denomination as so many
and that we commend to the favorable con- now are; and egpecially that those sympa.
sideration of all our members the plans and thizing with us and living in large towns
efforts of the college to raise $50,000, | and cites may be assisted in securing ®ligiNherehl the offer of Mr. Bates will become ble lots and building churches.
available, and the independence of the col7. That the executive officers of our
lege secured.
d
Mission Boards be urged to the exercise of
Resolved, That the above resolution be the most rigid economy, so that while all
engrossed, sighed by the Moderator and the who serve receive promptly. such compenerk of the Conference and forwarded to sation ag their services and
necessities der. Bates.
mand, there be a careful gyarding. against
The suggestions respecting the removal unwise appropriations, exorbitant: salaries
of the T eological
SihinaLy from New and unneccessary traveling “expenses.
Hampton were received and respectfully
The first threq resolutions gave rise to
entertained by the Committee, but there appearing to be insuperable difficulties in the some discussion. Rev. J. Calder strongly
way of carrying out those suggestions, the advocated the measures therein proposed,

dowment of the College.
most

Number 382.

nomination to put ourselves on record upon the question of loyalty and freedom
cause does not demand that in many in- which is still pending in our country ; there‘stances they be called again into the work fore,” CC
;
:
:
| 4. of the Lord.
Resolved, 1. That we have cause for
4, That we recommend to the. pastors-of gratitude fo God that our nation is preall our churches that they develop and served and slavery destroyed.
| maintain in the pulpit more fully and fre2. That we hallow the memory of our
quently the whole system of Christian doc- patriot dead, who fell in defense of constitrine.
| tutional liberty and the rights of man in the
5, That we most earnestly exhort all our great rebellion, believing as we do that
‘ministers to more direct and persevering ef- men never died in a better cause.
forts for the immediate conversion of" sin-:
8. That we hold in high estimation the
ners.
hk services of the Union army, who stood beThere was some digpussion respecting tween our homes and murderous hordes of
in the dark days of the Republic,
‘the second question and its #nswer, but the traitors
and that they, together with the ‘dependent
report as made by the Committee was families of the honored dead, should he
adopted.
kept from wantby a
grateful country.
Prof. Whipple, from the Committee~on
4. That the rebellion of 1861 should be
branded by our government as a high
Education, made the following report :,
against God, liberty and humanity.
The Committee on Education respectfully crime
5. That depriving loyal colored men
report:
who bore arms in defense of our governWe are oppressed with the conviction, as ment, of the ballot, is base ingratitude and
we approach this subject, that the denomiinjustice, which we pledge ourselves
nation must enter at once upon a more lib- gross
before God and the world to oppose untill
eral patronage of our theological and liter- the wrong shall be redressed.
ary institutions, or suffer decline and inThat any church or political
party
lorious failure in the great work which we that6. affiliates
with A unrepentant ‘rebels in
ave attempted. We are dependent upon ecclesiastical or political action, is deserv-’
our institutions of learning for the supply ing
of the same contempt in which we
of qualified laborers for the wide field hold the rebels themselves:
4
which Providence is so wonderfully open7. That we are not indifferent to ‘the
ing to us. Without more ample endow- great struggle which is now going forward
ments
and increased facilities. these institucountry, and we believe that the
tions will prove inadequate to meet this de- insameour question
is tobe decided by the balmand.
lot in 1868 which was submitted to the arA hundred important places, furnishing bitrament of the sword in 1861.
hard work and comfortable support, are
The report of the joint Committee on
ready to welcome educated ministers whose
labors wonld speedily add as many church" Home and Foreign Missions was taken up
es to the denomination.
A hundred Tol- ‘and considered. It read as follows:
fords and Dudleys are wanted to go upon
Resolved, 1. That it is desirable that
mission ground in the South, and prepare the the Home and Foreign Missionary work
way for twice a hundred churches to sprin
of our denomination be under the superup.
More James Phillipses are wanted
vision ‘of one Society, whose officers
to go beyond the sea and plant the standard shall be chosen by and be
amenable
of the cross among the ‘overflowing* popu- to this Conference.
lations of India -and China. We owe a
2. That we advise the two Boards of
long
neglected debt to Africa abroad, as officers now in charge
of the affairs of the
well as at home ; and New Hampton, Bates, Missionary Societies.to hold a joint meetand Hillsdale should be able to send some ing at ar early day, thereto
arrange the
of their choicest sons and daughters fo re- details of a union whichshall be as perdeem Africa from her-sleep of ages, or fect as can be legally effected,
survey the
make their early graves beneath her burn- field of operations
ing sky. Shall your institutions of learning, make arrangements for the next year, and
for the gathering of
O beloved denomination, be enabled to funds and the employment
of missionariesmeet this solemn responsibility ?
and agents.
Your Committee, Mr. Moderator, ask the
3. That the Corresponding Secretaries
General Conference to adopt the following of the two Societies be requested
by this
resolutions :
:
.
‘General Conference to secure the best legal
Resolved, That this Conference earnestly advice as to the practicability of a perfect
recommend to the denomination,
~
union, in view of bequests
to and vest1. To take immediate measures to in- ed funds now held by given
the Societies, and
crease the endowment of the Theological that if so advised they shall then “join in
Seminary at New Hampton and the Theo- seeking - legislative enactment
to consumlogical Departtent of Hillsdale College to mate the union; but that if insuperable
diffithe amount of $75,000 each, to secure in culty shall prevent the merging
of
the
two
each the constant and undivided-labor of Societies in one, then in
such case, while
at least three professors, and for other pur- they continue to be separately
elected and
poses.
designated, the Boards shall act as one,
2. That immediate steps be taken to in- dividing their members, into
sub-commitcrease the fund of the
Education Society,
tees to whom ghall be severally committed
go that aid, to the amount of $200 per an- the management
of the different parts of
num, may be afforded to every young man missionary work, as Foreign,
Domestic,
reparing for the ministry,in any Theolog- Freedmen,Church-extension,
that there
al Seminary under the control of the de- shall be but ene treasurer and &c;
one treasury ;
nomination.
:
that the income. of vested
shall be
"8. That all our churches be requested to still used for the particular funds
take a special collection every year for the work indicated by the donor or branch of our
;that
benefit of young men in a course of prep-| contributors may still name the testators
directions in
aration for the ministry in our institutions which their gifts shall be expended;
but
of learning,
that all other moneys shall be used for the
4. ‘That the Trustees of Hillsdale and of prometiod of the general work, whether
Bates Collége be urged to immediately inTome or Foreign, as. the Beard shall from

when

Prof. Fullonton, from the Committee

solemnize marriages where either of the
parties has obtained
a bill of divorce ‘for
other than Scriptural reasons?
Answer. It is not.
Ques. 2. Is it according to the usages of
the Freewill Baptist denomination for an
any of the committee,but all had been comunordained . minister to solemnize marpelled to yield something for the sake ‘of riages P
;
;
4ns, The statutes of the several States
harmony, which they regarded as more
prescribe the qualifications of such: minisvaluable than any amount of money.
ters as are authorized to solemnize this rite,
Rev. BE. Knowlton also made similar re- some conferring the right of this service
on

protrastedly considering the varidus bear- and if they did so, and thus left the Chrisings of these undertakings upon the cause of tian Freema
n with only $12,000 of the deChrist and. the interests of the denomination,
+ your, Committe have come to the conclu nominational fund. after its patrons had
. sion . that the following appropriations sacrificed so much to place it on so respeot-

should he made on the conditions hererafter

« Rev. A. H. Chase said the Committee dif-

of a paper in New

a paper in that section in order to pro erly gates should contend for it as a duty.
develop their field of effort. After listen- . The Conference should not alienate their
ing to the arguments,sand patiently and ‘control over these denominational papers;

stated,

something else than F. Baptist.
Rev. A. H. Huling thought there was no
danger,as the first Board of Corporators were
chosen by this Conference, and they would
appoint their successors.
;
.
:

made to each session 6f phis Conference, for

information only, and ‘that all profits which

voted to benevolent purposes connected
with the Freewill Baptist denomination.

2

become

cern shall * be made to each session of the
D. S. Heffron said the friends of the cen
General Conference for information only, tral paper were for the greatest good to the
and that all profits which may ever accrue .greatest number. We were one denominthe publication of the proposed
paper, or
from any otherpublications of said corpora- .ation now, and he hoped we should contion, shall be sacredly appropriated to be- tinue so. We should labor to promote the
nevolent purposes: connected with this de- interest of the whole, and all parts would be
nomination; and that before the money is benefited.
:
paid over said corporators shall secure a
Prof.
Whipple
was
of the opinion that it
bona fide capital stockused if needed in the
publication of the proposed paper not less would be better to let the Star remain in
than $30,000 ard at least 3000 actual sub- the denomination and take the Freeman in

Hills, Wm: H. Bowen, E. Knowlton, G. P.
Blanchard.
4. As-these various publishing Corporations are pledged to devote their profits to
the benevolent and missionary interests of
the denomination,any ‘appropriations which
one of these corporations may deem it proper
to make to either of the other corporations

next three years, to our Foreign Mission
Home Mission, and Education Societies be
equally divided among them,

such

to be managIn this way

publications ‘might in time

equal footing.
When. . New
a paper, as

suitable preparation the young men amon
us who have talents for the ministry, an
who give promise of usefulnes in this work.
8. That in view of the lamentable destitution of: ministerial labor among us, and
that largé class of ministers who, in conse-.
quence ‘of. the want” of educational advan-

in the repoit. "The

in presenting the report.

report of the financial condition of the con-

nell, E. W. Page,D. S. Heffron. J. 8. Gardner, D. G. Holmes, G. H. Ball, D. M.
Stuart, J. Calder, J. M. Crandall, O. C.

recently

published by our Board are meeting a longfelt want, and are worthy of a place in every
Sabbath School throughout the land.
We recommend that all appropriations
made by the Printing Establishment for the

the

contemplated

fered when

sylvania shall (secure a legal act of incorporation from the Legislature of New York
or Pennsylvania) providing that the corporators shall be members in
good and
regular standing in the Freewill Baptist
denomination, and that a full and complete

provement in the typographical appearance Stewart, J.
L. Sinclair, G. W. Bean, A. K.
and literary character of ‘hese periodicals. Moulton,
T.
Stevens, D. Waterman, E.
The Conference would express its entire Knowlton,
L. B. Tasker, D. S. Heffron, C.
and - unanimous approval of the action of
Latham, H. E. Whi ple.
the Corporators in enlarging the building H. For
the Western
and increasing
the appliances of the Print- Chase, D. M. Graham, + R.Corporation: A. H.
Dann, A. H. Huing Establishment; and adds its cordial en- ling, H.
E. Whipple, J, Calder, D. D. Gardorsement of the policy expressed in their land,
G. P. Blanchard, R. Clark, E. Knowlreport, to enter more largely upon the pub- ton, Benj.
Chase, J. B. Drew, H. G. Woodlication of such books'as are most demandworth.
ed by our people, and so increase our deFor the Central Corporation: J. O'Donnominational literature and usefulness. We

that the Question Books

as was

tion only, and that all profits which-may
ever accrue the from publication of the ¢%stian Irceman, or from any othér publica-.
tions by the said Corporation, shall be sa-*
credly appropriated to benevolent purposes
connected with the denomination.

pervision over the Printing Establishment.”
‘We recommend the - following as the
Board of Corporators of the Printing Establishment: G. T. Day, S. Curtis,
I. D.

of

the Morning Star and Myrtle. and have
witnessed with great satisfaction the im-

believe

if a charter could be obtained in Ill.,

and completereport of the financialcondition

raent, and not be subject to the interference

Rev, O. B. Cheney reported for the Committe on the Printing Establishment.
The:
following is the report as adopted after

‘ly, and within 90 days a ¢all for a convens
tion would be issued for that purpose.
Be-

sides, he Tegarded it as extremely doubtful

Legislature of Illinois an Act of Incorporation, providing thatthe Board of @orporators
Shall he members in good standing in the

shall not at that time exeeed five thousand.
dollars.
;
3. That the capital still remaining in the
hands of the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment after paying the sums above
specified, shall, by proper legal enactments
and change of the Constitution of this Conference, be placed absolutely under the control’ of the corporators of said Establish-

[Continued
from the second page. ]

THE

Associa-

scribers to said pape
andr,
with the further
condition that the indebtness of said paper

—

EE

be

shall have secured from the

tion when they

should be addressed to the Agent, andqll communica
oY

. seven . thousand . dollars

paid over to the said Publishing

~ tions designed for publication should be addressed to

TERMS.

and the re-

maining

All Tettors on business, remittances of money, &c.,

the Editor.
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-

the

undue

agitation,

education among us.

ian

of

the

subject

of

At the ovening ses-

F. M. Society followed, taking -a different «+ A motion to reconsider that portion of thé

view of the subject. He thought the union
contemplated impracticable, and sustained

report of the Committeé on Home Missions

his position by a copious citation of facts.
Besides, the Conference in the action just

ginia was carried, and Rev.
moved to recomniend that the 's

ment, had put itself on record as opposed to

permit.

which contemplates giving aidto Wess, Vira

GH. Ball
rie tion

taken in reference to the Printing Establish. | be made provided the state of the funds
will
centralization.

Would

it now commit a

An animated discussion followed.
{Continued on the fonrth page. ]
:
/

s

>

Conference.

SIXTH

DAT—=FORPNOON:— He

The Confarence met at 10 o'clock.
chair.

Moderator inthe

The | ‘Whitcher, the general

order of business schools and out of them, "Ten minutes!
was suspended, in order to receive the del- Every speaker knows that it will take ten
egates of the Genesee

M.

E.

Conference,

minutes to get the

fered by Rev. W. Whitacre, of Ohio. Pho.
Bro. W. stated that he boye the greetings
usual order of business followed. A large|
of our body to them this morning and these

tor introduced the delegation, Dr. G. Fillmore, Dr. J. Seager. and! Rev. G. Lanning.
our mission operations he placed under the
After a few pleasant episodes, Dr. Fillmoré
control of the General Tonference after
- spoke ag follows:
or
Referred to the joint Committee on
1871.
The Genesee Conference represents the

from the Home Mission Society that all

. On motion of Rev. A. H. Huling, of} portion of the M. E. Church from the Gen-

Wisconsin.
sin, the Conference voted thatat thore
the | esee River on the east to about thirty miles
be a special Committee to revise the Con- west of .this point, from Lake Ontario
stitution and By-Laws of tlio Conference. south to the State Line going over into

4

The
chair appointed
Huling,
Holmes, Lowell and Perkins said

tee.

Tasker,
Commit-

:

McKean and Crawford Counties in Pennsylvania. Our ministers number perhaps from
120.to 130; our membership is somewhere
in the

Rév. A. H. Chase prescated a resolution

that

feighborhood of 10,000.

We

came

the next

General Conference beheld [soul to this place atthe same time
in Chicago. Referred to a special Com: with yourselves, and are happy to meet this
mittee of five, consisting of Chase, Bowen, body of Christians that have come here to
transact business

Calder, Woodworth and Ball.
Rev. D. Waterman, from

on

Church Polity,

the

Commitee

made a partial report

ference at the opening of the afternoon ses-.
Rev. H.- Whitcher,.

from

the

Holland

Com-

of Roman

Catholicism as an

evil, and calling upon Christians everywhere to do all in their power for its suppression,

Bro.

Whitcher

also made a few

brief remarks setting forth the objects and
_ aims of thé’American

and Foreign

Chris-

tian Union, and commending its organ, the

Christian

World, to patronage and

favor.

Purchase),

and joining swith them

occasionally in the work and service of God.
We never were afraid that the Freewill

mittee on Popery, made a report deploring

the growth

of the Lord.

Fifty years ago in this place, I. occasionally
met Freewill Baptist ministers; had the
pleasure of hearing them preach in my pulpit (the first pulpitthat was erected on the

which was made the special order of Consion.

in the name

Baptist ministers

would

preach

heresy

to

us, and I believe they did us the honor to
believe that we never preached heresy to
their people. We rejoiced in the great,
“free salvation. We. rejoiced in believing
| the saints should persevere. We rejoiced
| to meet them as fellow-laborers who preach| ed full salvation; and we rejoiced in the

The report was adopted.
’
| belief that trusted in the increasing love of
Rev. J. Calder, from the Committee on
God.
Tor
:
Foreign Missions, made a report, speaking
I am
so
circumstanced that I know
hopefully of the prospects of our mission
in India, commending the labors of our but little comparatively of your periodical literature, and that was gléaned
faithful missionaries and recommending
through the Methodist press; butit always

the establishment of a mission in China’ at

has done me good to read extracts of good

an early day. . The report was adopted.
Rev. E. Knowlton,

mittee

to which

things from your periodicals.
g
In the name of my Conference we bid you

from the special Com-

the report of the Com-

good speed: God bless you.

mittee of the Treatise was referred, report-

Se

Dr. Seager and Rev. Mr. Lanning followed
with appropriate remarks. At the reed to the present Committee, and that the
quest
of the Conference,Rev. G. T. Day reCommittee thus constituted have full auplied to the delegation in his usual happy
thority to revise and publish the Treatise.
manner, assuring them that they had the
The report was adopted, and Knowlton,
prayers and sympathies of our denominaTasker, Sinclair and Stevens were added to
tion for their prosperity and success. The
the Committee.
occasion
waspf the most pleasant character
On motion of Rev. G. W. Howe, of
throughout.
«
a
Maine, if was voted that the Standing Clerk
The general” order “of business was rerecéive fifty dollars forhis servicesgduring
each session of Conference, and fhat the sumed, and the remainder of the session
Asgistant Clerks receive one dollar per day | was spent on the question of increasing the
| delegation, the Committee on Church Poleach during the session of Conference.
Rev. H. N. Herrick, of Minnesota, pre- | ity reporting adversely thereto. The dissented a resolution favoring missionary cussion, participated in by Waterman, Stelabor among the Norwegians,an interesting vens, Dunn, Chase, Durgin and others, was
class of emigrants in the north west. After warm and animated, and showed .a great
- some discussion the resolution was passed. diversity of opinion. This portion of the
Rev. B. E, Baker presented a plan for report was at length recommitted to the
the erection of a monument over the grave Committee. Adjourned after prayer by
of Rev. David Marks. The plan was adopt- Rev. T. Stevens.
ed, recommending that four persons be add-

ed after receiving several modifications.

SIXTH DAY—EVENING.

Oa motion of Rev. R. L. Howard,of Mich.,

!

The order for the evening, the Education

it was voted that a special Committee be Aunnive
,, was taken up.
appointed to devise some plan for the relief * Rev.
W. H. Bowen, Corresponding Secof indigent ministers. The chair appointed retary, read the annual report. He comHoward, Bowen, Polk,

clair.

Manning

and

The poet and singer, G. W.

Sin-

Clark,

menced by saying that in all departments
culture

makes

the best

workers, and men-

was then introduced and sung one of. his tioned many.instances where
inspiriting songs, for which he received the
.thanks of the Congconee: Adjourned after

prayer hy Prof.

Din, of Hillsdale.

long and la-

borious exertion prepared the way for suc-

cess.

* He said that Theological schools pro-

duced similar’ results to the ministry, and
illustrated the process by which they do it.

SIXTH DAY—AFTERNOON,

past pertaining

the wants are so great that we cannot

those who wanted a change were stubborn-

We are told that

Prayer

by Rev. H.

Rev.
Mr. Richardson, agent of the
American Bible Society, was introduced,
and addressed the Conference for five minutes on the subject of Bible Circulation.
* The Society had appropriated $280,000 since

the war for the benefit of the freedmen.

Rev./®.G.

Holmes of New York) pre-

ture to be terse than verbose.

Learning in

the ministry must save the world—not

that

which omits Christ, but that which is devout.
Our preachers need more theology,

not rhetoric—more thought, not sound. It
is a great mistake that learning is out of

place in the ministfy.
field had great power,

Wesley and Whiteand were scholars.

Other examples were given of strong men
sented a lelter from Baptists in Gedrgia,
produced by culture,
:
sotting - forth that they had adopted the
In this land the ministry is influential
Freewill Baptist articles of faith and askonly by gaining respect, and the preacher
"ing that a missionary might be sent there.
reproduces himself in his influence on the
Referred.
i
world. A classical education is not all.
The special order of the hour, the conThere must be a - theological training also.
sideration of the report of ‘the Committee

on Church Polity, was taken up and acted

—

“upon, topic by topic. During the afternoon,
the following was adopted:
“1: Can a church rightfully give a minister, convicted of heresy, a letter of .dismission, stating that he is in good standing
in the Freewill Baptist denomination excepting his heresy:

willers.

Without . culture, the

order

of

the+Lord’s

house is broken. The Christian belief
must be positive, as against German skep-

ticism and Englishrationalism.

The church

can be prepared for her work only through
her leaders. This society has disbursed
only a pittance to our theblogical students.

teachers and schools a high compliment;
that he knew but one single individual who

had ever attended the Theological School

that had ever fallen. It is cheaper to save
theni thus than to bury them as dead when
alive. The. Conference then adjourned,
and the Education Society was in’ session a

few minutes.

The report of the Cor. Sec.

was

and

adopted,

the

usual

number

of

copies were ordered to be printed for gratuitous distribution.
SEVENTH DAY—FORENOON.
The time from nine to ten was spent in
At ten the
Conference was called to order by the Moderator, and prayer was offered by Rev. J ‘|

devotional exercises, as usual.

Rand, of N, H.

After the reading of the

minutes and the calling of the roll, the
Conference listened to the report of ghe

Commiittee on Legal Organization, through
its Chairman, Rev. R. L. Howard, of Mich.

The report was taken up article by article..
After long deliberation it was decided to
The first article was to the effect, ‘ that
Answer—The seriptures teach, ““ He that move the Theological School from ‘New
is a heretic reject;” hence a church could
this Conference take the necetsary steps to
not righ¥kdtly give a letter of dismission. Hampton to Haverhill. The last graduating éffect a legal organization.” The article
The answer was adopted unanimously.
class numbered six, and all received calls
Can a church properly receive such a’min- to important positions before graduation. called forth some discussion, strong arguments being urged both in favor and against
ister on such a letter ? No.
Six

have

entered the new class, and

2. The question in relation to removing a
deacon from his office is answered in the are expected.
minutesof the General Conference, bound some back.

.

more

Deficiency of fusds has kept
:
:
vol. 8, p. 152, that they have the same]
Rev. A. L. Gerrigh,of Maine, said he had
right to dismiss a deacon from his office as a few thoughts to present on the matter of
t) dismiss a pasto r. We add, but should
theological education. He was in favor of
ib!
give bm notice of the reasons,
hange of Name.

Whereas, achange | theological education, bnt had no faith - in

ist to Free Ba P-| any qualifications without the baptism of the
Holy Ghost. He proceeded to speak of
title to the propsome errors among us. We too frequently
use all our strength in making aggresh reas, wills have been made running

of name from Freewili

tist
would bo aften
esand 1m i ir our

to

the Freewill Baptist

might boa aherd

sio;
and forget too much to care
denomination which | sions,

for those

and ‘die.

I see

mMny

Conference. The result was 83 yeas and
81.nays, and the article was declared
adopted.

:

. The second article, recommending an ef-

fort to obtain the charter from Congress, if

possible, was adopted.
fa
The third article, proposingto appoint |
Special Committee of three to draft the
form of a charter

and report to the gext

To avetdthis,

The fourth article, to the effect that the
Conference incorporate thder the name of
the * Baptist General Conference of North

upon us,

planted the first church in America, and it

places where

our

that a majority of
areopposed to the change, churches are languishing because converts

are left without instruction.

at

the proposition. The vote being called for,
the yeas and nays were ordered by the

carried.
the namo was changed; | already converted—leaving them fo pine General Conferdyce, was also

shat this General Conference

no farther efforts

be made

.

»

of forms for their: assistance. ' The report

closed with a resolutionof gratitude for

preservation and p

rity, and a remem-

we must have pastors, and to sustain one's America,” gave rise to a warm discussion.
self- long as a pastor, he must needs be
Rev. G. H."Ball ‘gave a history of the
thoroughly trained. Annihilation, spiritu- ‘English Baptists. . The General Baptists

alism "and other errors. come

an | have affectedus more than those de- was froth this that the Freewill Baptists
nominations whose ministryis more. thor- sprang, but in New York they were abbh oughly trained. We have suffered for that sorbed by the Calvinists. There wasno inreputation instuction which a thoroughly educated” fringement in assuming the parental name.
whichhe | ministry alone can impart. Infidelity is It was a modesty on the part of the fathers
»
| takingon a specious form, and it needs | who accepted the name Freewill, They
“
~

|.

Dr. Ball introduced a resolution, allowing

| having had nothing referred to it, would report the foJlowing Resolutions:

Thatipis fit that we express
the Committee who revise the Treatise to ourResolved,
deep sense of heartfelt gratitude
due
have larger discretion in enlarging or condensing, which was adopted.

to Almighty God for his beneficent hand,

fraught with blessings to us as a denomingThe eleventh s¢ction, concerning receiv- tion, and for that prospérity which has charing unimmersed persons to church mem- | acterized our past history.
Resolved, Thatour success as & denominabership, wae discussed at considerable
tion and our efficiency in tho great cause

He charged that

*-

I believe it, I go as far as that speaker,
Prof. Whipple was sorry to meet the: length—mostly against such a practice— ‘of saving men, demand of us in all our ef
forts for improvement and labors in promul-and thinkhe would go with’ me to-night. question. He was disgusted with it. The and finally referred to the Confmittee on gating truth studiously to keep the heartRevision
of
Treatise.
:
He illustrated by a farmer's sons dividing name was grand, noble, indicatin o the
The twelfth section was adopted, leaving work the most prominent, requiring Svar:
the estate; The one living on the home- great change of the century. The politithing else to, be subservient to this; and al
the question 'of incorporation of Yearly 80 that we still adhere to the necessity of
stead takes a polished hoe.. The other takes cians on all sides understand us.
:
the baptism of the Holy Spiritto make efthe drill. They meet at the fence. The
Bro. Knowlton being in the chair, Hon. Meetings to thé meetings themselves.
Rev. Dr. H. Mattison, a Secretary of the fectual thelabors of working in the vinehomestead man says: ** What you drilling J. O'Donnell said the question was a pracyard of .the Lord. ;
aa
:
for? The other says: ‘ What are you hoe- tical one, but would not change the name American and Foreign Christian Union,
_ Resolved, That we recognize in. Christ
was
introduced
to
the
Conference
and
made
ing for?” and then hoe-handle each other. of the denomination, by providing for the
and his atoning work the stand-poins, from
Not a good way—want of brotherly love. name. . It provided for the Open Commun- some remarks explanatory of the objects of which with the sanctity of Christian insti;
od
tutions as a falerum, by the mighty lever
In a new field wo must go to work at once, ion Baptists, under which name his church the Union.
of gospel truth, we may hope to move the
The
Doctor
was
invited
to%peak
on
the
or tares will grow. I favor that young men was filed.
The entire Baptist family. could
world.
go at once into these fields. But we must unite with the General Baptists. We must subject in the eyening.
Inview of the great need of revivals
“The
report
on
Church
Polity
wa¥
rehave appliances to educate men to go into have a legal organization to carry out the
among us,
ig
Resolved, Thiit we urge all our ministers
fields as they become older. The difficulty work on a large sphere. While we vener- sumed. Among the items adopted was one
is not so much a lack of men for new places, ate the past, we do not dread all innova- submitting to the constituent Yearly Meet- to aim to become revival preachers, and in
the question
of doubling the delega- addition to their pastoral work to labor as
as for old destitute ones. Sometimes they tions. Many bequests had been declared | ings
|,
\
evangelists among weak churches and in
disband. But old hands can't give it up, null because they cduld not be made lo- | HOB 10 the Conference,
new interests, holding protracted meetin
Another coticerned taking publications, organizing S: Schools, procuring pastors or
and they send to Bates, or Hillsdale, or gally. There was no more practical name
New Hampton: ¢ Send us a man to break than the Baptist General Conference. The &ec., from under denominational control, destitute places, thus strengthening the
‘the bread of life. But we want a man fact thatfnder the walls of the oldest Uni- which was referred to the Committee on | things that remain lest they die.
Resolved, That we urge the membership of
thoroughly prepared.” If the young men versity in America we have our sentiments Printing Establishment.
our churckes toseek to render themselves
FE
SEVENTH DAY—LVENING.
could read the letters I have received, they openly advocated gives hope for the future,
more efficient in personal effort for the
The order of exercises was changed salvation of souls.
re
would hasten to prepare themselves. When if, an opportunity”is offered” to others to
somewhat, to allow the” several standing | Whereas, the Conference at its previous
rebelsguns threatened this best government come in.
sessions has recommended the holding. of
they shouldered their guns.’ Some of the.
Mr. O'Donnell resuming the chair, Prof. Committees to do their work. ‘A sermon four
days’ meetings, and whereas the blessoutposts of God's cause are being taken, R. Dunn wanted to acknowledge the com- was Preached by Rev. N. L. Rowell, of ing of God has signally attended such ef- to the forts, therefore
Young men read Strauss and get bewilder- pact made in 1839, by which there should Mass. Revi Dr. Mattison, agreealdg
:
Resolved, That we recommend to our Q.
ed. He related an instance of a young be no question as to the nate. He was op- request of the Conference, made an address
man who came to him, and pleasantly stat- posed to one. general name over all; if on the subject of Popery, which was highly M's and churches the importance of coned the young man's perplexity, and how brethren wished to be called Free, Freewill, interesting and instructive, We are sorry tinued effort in this direction.
Resolved, That we would earnestly recomthe Bible was held tip to hip as the source Open, General, or any other name, they not to be able to give a report of the ad- mend thejobservance of the ** Week of PrayThere was a manidress.” The Conference then adjourned -to
of evidence.
Such men as Strauss, and had aright to do so.
er” the week following the first Sabbath in
January of each year by all our churches
Renan, and Fece Homo, must be "disposed fest destiny which would drop the * will.” nine o'clock, Wednesday morning.
a
and that whe
jeable this be followed
of, and to-night a score of men are ex- He suggested the name * Union” Baptists,
Efenrh, DAY—FORENOON.
by
special
efforts
both
public
and
private
posing them, and when the result comes simply for the purpose of incorporation, or
The» Conference was called to order by to bring the unconverted to Christ, expectout you shall see how they are disposed of. « United,” or *F.” for Frée or Freewill. |
the Moderator, and prayer was offered by ing a glorious ingathering of souls as the
But for such results we must have schools. He wanted a name under which all Baptists
ev. B. E. Baker, of Ohio. The Clerk read result,
The positions necessary to be carried can- could unite.
.
Rev. M. A. Quimby presented report of the
the minutes, and the roll was called.
Rev. A. K. Moulton thought that there
not be carried without them.
The letter from the Ohio Yearly Meeting Com. oii Bible and Tract Cause: 1. ThanksProf. Whipple, of Hillsdale College, said: was no name which would be the denomi- being .called for, the Y. M. Clerk stated giving for a press in India; which is doing
he wasalarmed at what he saw. When I national name, though his feelings inclined | that, in consequence of ill health, he had great good. 2. Recommendation to our
see young men struggling to complete their towards a more general name. The record not reported by letter, but would report the churches of greater liberality. 8. That there
training, and are groaning and weeping un- of the- Conference was read to show that |
Y. M. verbally and make out the letter af- be two depositories of our Booksand Tracts,
der a pressure of debt, and when I see also the Free Baptists were allowed to come in terwards. The verbal report was made.
one at Dover and one at Chicago. After
the freedmen,I ask, ‘ Which of these, when"| with their
heir original name. The change to
On motion of Rev. JS. Manning, voted considerable discussion and explanation,
lifted up, will do_most for God?”
I ask Freewill Baptist would not alter their stathat a Committee of three be appointed by this item was laid on the table. The 4th
not for you to do less for the freedmen, but tus.
the chair to nominate a delegation to visit item recommended the offering of a premore for these young men. [Voices,Amen!)
Rev. G. T. Day said ho would prefer the and confer with the General Bap:ist Asso- minum ot 8100 for the best tract on systeHeo wanted to say to these, ‘‘ Come in. here name *‘‘ Free." It seems to be settled that ciation. The chair appointed Bros. Man- matic benevolence, &c. On the motion to
and get as good a training as can be had if we should not adopt Free for some time to ning, Whipple and Calder.
adopt, it wad suggested that the General
the land!” I hope this Conference will not come.
It would be wise to-take a name
had no funds at their control, if
A motion being made by Rev. O. T. Conference
close until some action shall be had that which would be a perpetual invitation to Moulton, in regard to the Bible Society, the certain measures should be carried out
will convince the young men we are “In all to join. He favored the term *‘ United members engaged in a lively debate in re- which would deplete the’ treasury of the
earnest in this matter.
Why, the son of Baptist,” and he moved to amend by adopt
Printing Establishment, and place it entirely
lation to the relative claims of the Ameriour oldest missionary is struggling under] ing that name.
under the control of corporators. Referred
can Bible Society, American and Foreign
extreme embarassments, and he knew not
The question being taken on Bro. Day's Bible Society, and the Bible cause in the to the committee on the Printing Establishhow he could be relieved. Let us arise and amendment, on which the. yeas and nays F. W. Baptist denomination, in connection ment. The 5thitem was laid on the table.
put our institution upon a basis that shall were called, the result wis 25 in favor and with the Foreign Mission ; also the relative
Prof. Fullonton presented a partial re- command the respect of our churches. Let 40 against. So the amendment was lost.
merits of the King James’ translation and port of Committe on Ministry, recommend- *
Dr. Fullonton see the desire of his heart, in
Rev. F. P. Augir moved to amend by in- that of the Baptists. ,
ing that a committee be appointed to prean institytion equal to the emergency, ere inserting the word ¢ Free)” but this motion
Rev. J. Calder, chairman of a joint Com- pare a course of study to be pursued by
he is worn out.
was lost by a vote of $6 to 30. |
mitteeen Home and Foreign Missions, re- such candidates for the ministry as cannot
Mr. Sisson saw a difficulty. If he went
A motiofi to insert
word *“ Freewill” ported. The subject of the report was made take a full theological course
; amd to pubinto the new fields by and by somebody was adopted bya vote of 88 to 27. The arlish their recommendation in the minutes of
the special order of a subsequent hour.
will come along, better prepared, and ticle was then adopted, and the Conference
Rev. T. Stevens presented the report of Conference, the Morning Star and Christian
crowd him out into the woods again, and adjourned after prayer by Rev. Dr. Clark,
the Committee on Doctrine. This report . Freeman. Adopted, and Prof Fullonton
so keep him there. ,
of the First Presbyterian church.
contained the answers to numerous ques- was appointed chairman of the Committee.
Dr. Fullonton
explained that if these
Rev. H. Quinby reported on behalf of
tions, the substance of which was as folSEVENTH DAY— AFTERNOON.
young men would study as they should,
the H. M. Committee a recommendation that
lows:
Whether
it
is
consistent
to
receive
After the usual devotional exercises,
the
they might perhaps retain their places, othConference nominate a list of officers to be
chair
appointed
John
Chamberlin,
Prof.
H. into a Quarterly Meeting a Calvinistic,
erwise not.
chosenat the next annual meeting.
Opes,
Comuusion
Baptist
church.
It
was
E. Whipple and Rev. 8. Curtis a Commit"Rev. L. B. Tasker, for Committe
on Peace,
Rev. T. Stevens anid he had watched the tee
to secure subscriptions for a monument answered that only such as subscribed to reported the following resolutions which
advocates of the schools for years, and
to be erected at the grave of Rev. D. our Treatise should be received. Questions

The Conference was. called to orded at Pulpit eloquence is the product only of toil could not do his duty without paying the
and trained power. It requires more cul-

half-past two,” P. M.
Whitcher.

leave the denomination, was adopted.

to tho great struggle was

bound up in this name.

wait

preachers must go at once into the field.

and Foreign Missions.

Home

Democrats, and the rebel partyof the North

into order.

for kelp, as we have had, without inquiring

how canfthey be miet?

presented a proposition

Rev. H. Quinby

machinery

nia, Ohio and Indianato-day, and claim the
name of Democrat because they werethe real

I shall only attempt'to say a few plain, ‘were the real aristocracy. © We had fought
pleasant things. “I never listen to appeals. the battle as Freetvill Baptists, and all the

number of items was presented and referdelegates had come to bear the greetings
red to the appropriate Committees.
y
of their Conference inturn. The Modera-

,

4

brance of the departed.- Adopted.
.- Rev. H. N. Herrick reported for the
Cornamittee on the state
te of religion, and the
on.any | report was adopted as follows :
this.point,-on-motion-of
Rev. H. | Hion=—1i the ministry wd out-of it; fu the -publieans-might-as-well stop-in-Pennsylva agreeing with the denomination
points should be quiet on those. points or | The Committee on the state of religion

wrt

Prayer was of

.

tions to Y. M. Clerks, and the furnishing

training to meet it. Some say our Theolog-

5.1Isit according to the usages of the
‘Freewill Baptists that an unordained min-

nl

MERLE

~

ought to have fotight it out on that line.: Polity was taken up.- Prof, Dunn offered abodies of Gen.ical School does not meet all our wants. But We are now assuming a new position, and | substitute fo admit several
the Ohio. He
of
the
valley
in
eral
Baptists
ister administor the rites of baptism?
Anmust:
take
the
family
name
before
heresy
perhaps it can be madeto do so, if we take
supported his substitute in some remarks
swer=-Nb.”™
ES
“i
division.
the
caused
|
s.
earnestnes
sufficient
1 hold of it with
highly commending
those bodies; and his
* The second and fifth “topics called out
CO
Rev. Dr. Fullonton, Professor of Theol- ' Rev,-E. Knowlton, of Me., said this body,
much warm discussion, but they were ogy at New Hampton, said thathe had been had voted to have no more agitation on the | substitute was adopted.
Re- | Th
The tenth
no
each finally adopted by a strong vote.s
m
th section, that aa minister
requested to speak ten minutes on educa- ‘subject of the change of name. The

-@ommuanications.
General

28, 1868.
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STAR:
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en

Marks.

Rev. W. H. Waldron, Chairman of the
Committee

on

Slavery, reported

in sub-

stance as follows:

That by one
war

Or

oki

enerous impulse, without
zar of Russia
strife, the

has liberated his oppressed millions; and
in our own land more than four millions

of

bondmen have been set at liberty, and re-

stored to the dignity of manhood; and. this
we

regard

as one of the triumphs of the

gospel, and not the work mere
and discriminating politicians.
of

God

has

of wise

The hand

been in it, &c., and

we rejoice that we are enabled

also that

to dissolve,

and have dissolved, at.this Conference, our

denominational Anti-slavery Society, which
has done

so

remarkable a work, HA

be-

ing nothing more for it to do.
Rev. H. Whitcher had scarcely expected

to live to see the slaves frag; but he thought
the work of the Anti-slavery men was not

;

:

:

2 and 3 referred to the baptizing of candi-

were adopted.

baptism. The 4th set forth the doctrine
that such ministers only as preach Christ

passions of men, and in its final iriumph
will unite in one brotherhood all the human
race.

1. That we reaffirm our adherence to
dates. before they have given evidence of
pelnct les,as expressed by our last
conversion. It was decided that those alneral
Conference, as we believe there is
ready regenerated only are fit subjects for " power in the gospel of Christ to subdue the
as our example, &o., and profess

te know

2. That in the adjustment of national difficulties every means should be em
to secure pg A and equitable settlement
without recourse to arms; but if all these
fail, war
is justifiable in the suppression of
‘the promotion of freedom
‘one was in the kihgdom of God before he rebellion
government.
received water baptism. The Committee and the maintenance of
3. That any comprom
with sin for the
regarded paragraphs 2 and 3 as sufficient
urpose of preserving peace is opposed to
answers to the question,
Se
The spirit of the guspel ; and whoever makes
Mr. Baker thought-those answers too am- such compromise is false to the cause of
:
biguous. They did not say whether regen- humanity and the cause of God..
4. That we are united and will be uneration
constituted one a Christian, or ceasing in our efforts to extend among all
‘brought one into the kingdom of God or nations the universal reign of peace, and
not. He argued that Nicodemus was taught we will do all we can as Christian citizens
no vicarious atonement,-should be subjects
‘of labor. The 56th was a resolution submitted by Rev. Mr. Baker, of Ohio, who
wished the Conference to decide whether

that a man dould not enter the kingdom of to establish peace by the election. of loyal
:
God without water baptism. He wanted to -and good men to rule over us.
Rev.
D.
Waterman
moved
a
reconsiderknow whether the Conference ‘would decide that men did or did not come into the ation of the vote adopting the report on
men shall no more be heard.
’
kingdom without receiving this ordinance, Church Polity, forthe purpose of amending.
Rev. J. Calder, of Pennsylvania, next which Christ had placed at the entrance. Carried. The article by which provision was
took the floor. He did not think the report This doctrine, too, had been lately affirmed made for appointing a double delegation
of the Committed went far enough; al- in an editorial in the Chriskan Freeman, for the next General Conference in anticithough slavery had been abolished in this and he thought brethren should meet the pation of an amendment of the Constitucountry, the active spirit of slavery still issue squarely, and say whether they would tion being regarded as unconstitutional, aflived in the North. An infamous and in- sustain that doctrine or not, but: it was no ter considerablé discussion on a proposed
amendment, the whole subject was laid on
fernal idea of caste existed, by which the plainer with their answer than without it.
negro was denied the kindness and consid- . Bro. Stevens replied for the Committee, the table.
Rev. D. Waterman proposed another
eration of the white man. Because
a, man that they did not regard it as their province
has a black face, he should not be treated to criticise the editorials of the Christian amendment to the same report,a8 the acdifferently from a white man’ of equal ca- | Freeman, nor any other periodical, but had tion on the matter concerning the Chenango Q. M. was regarded as conflicting with
pacity. He believed that one man was as affirmed the. doctrine of the denomination.
our
usages heretofore.
)
]
Prof:
Whipple
thought
the
question
fairly
good as another, without regard to his
[Continued on the fret page.) *
color,
We should welcome our colored answered. The Committee had shown in
brethren to our homes, our firesides, our their answer timt every Christian was retables, and our churches ; and this infernal garded as in the kingdom of God, whether
A Word on Family Prayer.
;
—
—
s
4
.
| idea of caste should be frowned down. The baptized or not. Adopted.
aristocratic ladyin the South would toler
‘Rev. G. W. Howe, chairman of thé Cofn- “« Perhaps some of you fay, I am go ignotrying t» have prayer
ate her negro woman in her company all mittee on Statistics, reported. More than rant that it 13 no good
Youmake a mistake there.
day long, while she was a slave, but when one-half of the letters had no :statistios, in our family.”
It is not grand words that God wants, but
Dinah comes into the parlor and claims to and in cases where they were given it was honest hearts, God offers you his Holy Spirbe the equal of her mistress, then she be- impossible to make them harmonize with’ it to help youia yourprayers and to teach
comes offencive. In regard to his own the reports of last year,as contained in you to pray. Jesus says,* If ye, then, bechurch,he had dome what he could by the Register. It appeared, however, that ing evil know how to give
L pow
teaching and example to show his appreci- all but four of the Yenrly Meetings had’ in- yor children, how much more
to
give the Hoy Spt
eavenly Father
ation of the colored race, This Christian creased in numbers, and that the entire net them
that ask him?"
Ask God for the hel
work must go on till this terrible idea of increase, including the addition of the Gen- of his Holy Spirit, and you will find that
caste was done away with, Adopted.
=
eral Baptist Assoolations, was 9,420. The far better
all the help that any man

yet fully accomplished.
In Brazil and
some of the Spanish colonies there was
still slavery; and the Christiaf work must
go on till the clanking chains of, the bond-

4

The ninth section of the report on Church Committee recommended a list of instruo- |
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and extravagances

{ ations of the people.

The fleshly demands

tin and the kingdom of God continues.

Wait, and he’ll all things give.

Oh, shame! A silkworm works
And spins till it can fly;
And thou, my soul, wait still,
On thine old earth clod lie.
—Angelus Silesius.

altar?

Fruit After Long Waiting.
Others* than ministers may properly find
encouragement.in these words from the
Watchman and Reflector:
The first missionary to
Greenland toiled
- for years
and accomplished nothing. He
had everything to deepen that depression

which so generally goes with failure,—in-

opposi-

stone.

on the

has

other

Ygent wants—hunger, often almost to fam-

stuffed themselves
them they
were
asked if he had
Denmark ‘to tell
not know it be-

If he talked to them of hell, they as-

sured him that they liked the idea; that it
would repay them for their present excesstve cold. At length be abandoned the enterprise, carrying with him as his only eolace the dead
y of her who had been the
bosom, toils and

suffer-

ings. Before his departure he preached his
farewell sermon from the text: * I have lav

bored in vain; I have spent my strength

for naught.”

Was then Greenland beyond the reach of
the cross?
‘I, too, would be saved,” sud-

denly exclaimed Kayarnak to a missionary
..of another denomination a fuw years later;
the same exclamation has continued down
to our day, and Greenland is one of the
bright spotsof oudgyretched world. Who
doubts that in God's
plan, and in historic
the

Paul

-

Apollos

watered, and

Pe-

Schools.

work

The scholars, gen-~

p interest in our welfare. Some years
since, our pastor was a strong, vigorous

man, physically, and he had the charge of a

large Bible class, composed of the young

with

be

ye

scholars

out our

salvation;

so

must we

tend

to keep

the stream

he is unable to take

say that it is hard for a creature of God to
leave the way of that God, and try to adapt
himself to the ways of hyenas, or of foxes, or
of swine, seems clear. Do not let us satisfy
ourselves with looking at some future resuit
of such transgression,—such abandoment
of the divine way. No! We rack the engine itself,—we twist it and begin its ruin,—

e moment the transgression begins. ¢A
short life and a ‘merry one” is the motto of
the fool, who“1§ too proud to keep his car-

riage upon the highway which wiser men
have traveled. But the life is not merry.
Merriment requires balance, ease, comfort,
and a measure of success, Passion indulg-

ed in leaves no balance, no ease, no comfort

enced religion, the fact extended to-our
property. ‘Our goods and estate came into

a

When we experi-

the church with us, else we climbed up

seme other way.

Where our treasures are,

there we are, or our hearts, and

our hearts

aré ourselves, morally. If these are outside the church, so are we. To unchurch
our property, therefore, excommunicates
ourselves.
Our hearts and possessions go

If we serve God with either, we

How

to

Hold
C—O

satisfied

question ofien thought ofifnot asked.

your Sanday school

teachers,

the

anil

They

, mote the prosperity of your Sunday school?
are not, are

you.doing

i

your full du.

tyP
Are you sure thereis any place where
you can accomplish more, in the great work
_ of-saving souls, than in your Banday

¥

.

o

WHAT a folly it is to dread the thought
of throwing away life at once, and yet have

no regardto throwing it away piecemenl.

a

.

of passion

uncontrolled,

with

the kiss of his

liquor,

dis-

purchased

5
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in 80 severe a case go mine, stating that if it did
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Muriatic Acid,
Refd, Petroleum,
Chlor of Calcium,
Fluoride
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Natrona Saleratus,
w
Caustic Soda,

Porous Alum,
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"
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mr

~ BOYNTON’S CELEBRATED

FURNAGES,

He TAT

oo

p

makes but one stepup a stair,
much

nearer to the top of

house, yet has stepped from the
is

delivered

from the

ground,

foulness

and

Soin the first step of

miserable

comforts

thereof.—Dr. Donne.

THE RUIN of most men dates from some
vacant hour. Occupation is the armor ot
the soul.- 1 rememb@t a satirical poem, in

which the devil ‘is represented as fishing

for men, and fitting his bait to the taste
and business of his prey ; but the idler, he
said, gave him no trouble, as he bit the
naked hook.

Lot's wire looked back and God never
ave her leave to look forward again.
ackslider, look out!

*

!
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37 Park Row, New York
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BURNETT'S COCOAINE,
A PERFECT HAIR DRESSING,
For Preserving and

Beaut{fying the Hair,
it dark and glossy.

and

PIANOS! ORGANS! MELODIANS!

every

year,

besides

the

of wash

month,

and many
apers.
P ra

the retail price, Washer,

$14,

extra

Wringer,

free

before the public fur over ¥ FORTY

Boston,

of all kinds Repaired.
;

OR

A

A

“B. A, FAHNESTOOK’S

Hanover Street, Boston; M.S. Burr & Co., 26 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.; Mrs. Lewis Packard, North
Jay, Me,
[eow6m49

Select

YEARS,” and

VERMIFUGE.”

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

PITTSBURGH, PA.,
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' SOLE

Westward

Flavors

SECURE

the

Their Strict Purity. Delicious Flavors, Un=rivaled Strength and Great Kconomy
are adtrac
a trade
from Lovers of Choice
vors
which is without a Parallel.
.
The great secret of their success is they are the true
rick flavors of the fruits of GREAT STRENGTH.
Ex-Go ay amis Y. i
viden
R. 1.
8:
le pronounces
su
r
any
Flavoring xtracts she has ever used.”
y
Ex- Gov. Wm. A. Buckinghem of @onnecticut says: “ For a long time we
have used them, and
find them ro fine.”
:

DEMERITT’S

A HOUSE IN CALIFORNIA

may be afllicted with Catarrh.
DANIEL

BOSTON.

FURNITURE,
.
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should

examine
.

our

stock

before pur.
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WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MACHINE.

.

ALWAYS

THE EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED

BOOK

Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe's system of sewing

Elegance, perfectionpf work, simplicity, solidity of
mechanism and facility of management, such are the
essential qualities united in the Wheeler & Wilson
machine, constituting a superiority
which the jury
haw, with unanimity, recognized and proclaimed.
0 these gentlemen the gold medal was awarded as
mahufeturers of machines; to Mr. Elias Howe a similar medal was awarded

as

promoter,

'

made by the jury explains itself.—~ Evening Mail,

Daver,N, H, Jan, 27, 1808,
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;
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;

JOB TYPE,

JOHN

K. ROGERS,

5

Water

55

Street,

131

in every
AGENTS WANTED se?

Illustrated Religions Magazine published in Americ
Biograp! y History and Natu.
It contains sketches in
ral Science, and employs the a fest Pens, and best
‘Artists, in giving interest to the study of the Bible.—
It has Stories and Illustrated Bible Recreation for the
oung, and is, in a large\neasure, a Young People’s
agazine, Price $2a year. $20 worth of books, or
$10 1m cash given for twenty subscribers, Also BEV.
EN EXTRA CASH PREMIUMS, the highest being $50 for
the largest clubs for 1869. Send.teén cents for a spec
imen copy and circular, containing full particulars.
Published monthly by the American Tract Socie
. Adress
Boston,

“BABBATH

HOME,” 164 Tremont
:

AT

AMERICAN

Hunting
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1
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-

gold
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The works sre of the finest quality, those of the
Gents, size, being the Lever movement, extraruby
Jewelled, with adjusted ‘balance &o, and the Ladies

Bize,the Lepine escapement (the bes

£ adapted to small

Watchoe) with Gold balunce, and are for correctness
| unrivalled; thus fwnishing a Wateh for accuracy,
beauty, design, finish, uniform exce
apd durability, equal’to any that can be procured tof $150 .to
$200, at a price within the means of any
person. -Ev-

ery Watch is fully warranted against origins] defect -

~

Agent,

Boston,
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At the Paris Exnosition, 187, ELIAS ROWE, Jr.,
President of the Howe Machine Co., was awarded,

otier eighty-two competitors, THE TWO HIGHEST

GOLD

Case

pert
judges, having
tho rich colomof 18 carat
throughout, not liable to tarnish, free
from
and retaining its brighthess long as worn,

THE HOWE S8BWING MACHINE.

'|

York.

or weakness and to he an Mcnrate and relinble ‘time
keeper. Trade Price, either size,
$15.
y
Ar wherever introduced a steady
de mand eneues
.we have arranged for the sale of sib
watcher and
rend them to any place within 1,0 .
miles of Ne
York by Express, nt Trade Price, the money to be
Juidthe Express messenger, when
you receive ¢xom¢ and accept the goods,
Parties # rdgring to hy
express charges, Chain of su
esign,
and fipish 33 each, Address all orders to
L. H.
MOORE & Co., No. 52 John 8t., New York,

FACES.

Address ordere to

1 size,8
All sent

nts, no disNo. 27 Market

canvass for the “SABBATH AT HOME,” the only
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A= The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,

THE WILOOX & GIBBS SEWING MACHINE.
During the last six years, the undersigned h
in use for family sewing the Wilcox
ihbs lin
Machine. For
the sinipheity and
per
finish of the
machinery, the ease with wh
, the
nofwéless manner in which it does”its work, and the
elasticity and durability of thd seam, he believesit

AND

NEWSPAPER

The distinction:

well worthy a first rank/among Sewing Machines,

Street, New

”

And lately for its unrivalled

front rank of manufhcturers,

me-

These Watches; which have attained such popular
ity, are made only by the AMERICAN GOLD
WATCH
h C0., and the CASES resemble fine gold so closely, in
w
t, color and texture as to deceive the mowt ex-

METAL,

And its large varieties ot

machines important modifications, which have’ pla

case,

L. H. MOORE & €O.,
No. 52, JOHN STREET,
NEW YORK. “%

NOTED FOR ITS

HARD AND TOUGH

i Piblication authorized by the Imperial ‘Commis.
sion,
By thelr skill, universally recognized, Messrs.
them in the

FREE on receipt of the amount. No.
count. Address WM. SCOTT, Agent,

California,

BOSTON TIPE FOULDRY,

“Persons in want of farniture will find it to their ad.

vantage to call and
charing elsewhere,’

Francisco,

OOMMENCED IN 1817,

AND DINING FURNITURE.

cheapness,

less pattern. EIGHT SELECT AIRS. Eminently adapt.
ed for the drawing room table. Guaranteed of the

-

First Letter Foundry in New England.

LIBRARY,

wood
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novelty,

highly polished

best workmanship
and performance.
No.
airs, $1; No. 2, 16 airs, $2; No. 3, 24 airs, $3.

Post Office Box No. 80,
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peries,

PARLOR.
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French Great Sensation;

durability; in

talic tongues, brilliant
in tone, of the best construe.
tion, with the most recent improvements, new hey:
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Beoretary Immigrant Homestead Association,
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, D. J. DEMERITT & CO., Proprietors,
Tested free at their office, 117 Hanover St., Boston,
Send for Circular.
kad

A Circular, containing
a full description of the
property to be distributed
among Shareholders, sent
any address upon receipt of stamps to cover re™m
pos
X
.
\
I
—
on as to price of land in any portion of
the State, or upon any other subject of interest to
parties proposing vo immigrate, cheerfully furnished
upon TSceint of stamps for postage.
All letters

12 Cornhill & 25 Washington St.,

:

STONE, Proprietor,

Bosron, June 19, 1868.
D. J. DEMERITT & Co., Gents: For the last fifteen
yearsI was afflicted with Chronic Catarrh, I have
used many remedies but obtained mo help until 1
tried your North American Catarrh Remedy. When 1
commenced using it I had nearly lost my voice; less
than two packages completely restored it to me
again.
N. 8. LILLIE,
Employed for i6 years od Am. Ex. Co.
These testimonials are a sample of what we daily
receive. We warrant it to give immediate and per{ manentrelief as can’ be attested by thousands who
have used it. Scld by all Druggists, Price $1.25 a
package.
.

Ba~No person allowed to hold more than five Shares
of Stock.sw

Remedy.

!

OF CALIFORNIA,

G. W. WARE & CO.

Oatarrh

ils | Good
Carter & Wiley. Weeks & Potter.
Sv Hos. L. SMITH, Agent for Dover,

-"

ately upon recelpt of the money.

allows.) Al-

CAMBRIDGEPORT, Mass., June 26," 1867,
D. J. Demeritt Dear Sir:—This is to certify that [ have
been afllicted with that loathsome disease, Catarrh, in its
worst forms for nine’ years. I used many kinds of remedies. but did not receive any lasting benefit until I tried
oar North American
Catarrh Remedy.
I can truly say
Tat I received more relief by one application than afi
others that I have ever used,. Less than one package has
entirely cured me. - I heartily recommend it to all who

The Tmmigrant Honestad Assuiato, | A

OF THE CHOICEST FRUITS AND SPICES,

,

nts in Boston—M., 8. Burr & Oo., G. C.

takes

Way.”

(Terms as low asthe Firm

North American

PROPRIETORS.

Star of Empire

He does this:

m29 Rev. L.L. HARMON, Portsmouth, X. H,
A
SURE
CURE FOR
CATARRH.

has

B. A. Fahnestock’s Son & Co.,
’

New.

For circulars address

LSS.

H1S WONDERFUL MEDICINE, mace from an
Indian recipe, is entirely vegetable, and is a cer.
tain cure without supporters, * By enclosing a three.
cent postage Sap, I wil send
you my Circular.—
Manufactured and sold by Mrs.
INUS BELCHER, |Randolph, Mass. Also sold by G. C. Goodwin, 38

Colton’s

inet Organs.

attested its superiorily
In’ thousands of cases,
throughoms all parts of the world.
It is the imperative duty of every parent to watch
the hea th of his child, and to provide himself with
this potent
Cc.
Be
to observe the initials of the name, and
see that you get

GEO. H. HOOD, General Agent,

for

#0, for all kinds of Piano’s; especially Chickering &
Sons’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York

has Sot been discovered which can.
substituted in its place,
And it is given without apprehension, because every one knows its perfect satety. It has now been

Large discount to canvassers and the trade every:
where. Send for a circuldr.”

Street,

FAHNESTOCK’S

Nothing

‘to directions.

Water

LIST.

“
»
This celebrated specific for worms is used with the

so

97

exchange

utmost freedom and confidence by
gentlemen who
have obtained eminence in the medical profession,and
many of these, throwing aside their prejudices, have
cheerfully given certificates testifying to its superior.
Lk
It is used extensively
for the simple reason
that

sure are we
that they will
be liked, that we agree to,
refund the money if any one wishes to return
the ma.
chine, free of freight, after a month’s trial according

B, 8, Wringers
13teows

FOR PRICE

least

I. By avoiding the payment of from 30 to $150 per
week to keep up a Music Store.
II. By sending Instruments directly from the manufacturer to the purchaser.
e
PLEDGE. If any Instrument fails to
give satisfaction after afew week’s use, MR. HARMON will refund the money and take the Instrument: hence he
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,
and he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for
five years.
:
3
Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cad

IN

THE SAFEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE
REMEDY FOR WORMS

agricultural

is selling, and

DEALERS

That has ever been Discovered.

$9, and we will forward either or both machines,
one

RETAIL

VERMIFUGE,

tch-

of freight, to

places where no

SEND

B. A.

Agriculturist, N. E. Farmer,

o

& CO.

letting the rent pay for them.

3m22

Gold and Silver Medal,

man & Reflector,
other of the religious and

AND

the

risk in any way.
Tet per cent is saved by purchasing of Mr.
HARMON.
No man rents Instruments so reasonably as Mr.
HARMON.
Old Instruments of allkinds taken in.

Smith’s
Unrivaled
American
Organs.
Also, Superior Pianos, Melodeons ;and Publishers Gf SUN.
DAY SCHOOL MUSIC! fe will rent our Organs by

these improvements consideréd over all other kinds,
that they were deemed worthy of the award of both a

Wa

PHILLIPS

WHOLESALE

These machines, with the latest improvements, are
just now ready to issue in the market, samples of
which took ‘‘ FIRST PREMIUM” at nearly every STATE
and INSTITUTE FAIR last autumn.
So
great were

Plowman,

States, thereby freeing the purchaser from

all Druggists,

37 UNION BQUARE, Broadway, N. Y.,

:

And thousands of others will tell yon that DOTY’S
Clean Hens) WASHING MACH
, and the UNIRSAL CLOTHES WRINGER are a real success,
in clothing

Sale by

PHILIP

Scott, Solon Rob-

saving more than half the TIME and LABOR
ing.
’

For

;

148 Lake St., Chicago.

Attention is called to the fact that many
purchasers
are being greatly favored by Rev. L. L.
HARMON’S
new method of sending
Melodians, Organs and Pianos, from any firm desired,to any part of the United

rendéring

No other compound
sesses the ‘peculiar proj
es
which so exaetly sult the various conditions of the huWan |naire J is the Best and Cheapest HAIR DRESSING
n the world,

9w22

THIS

WONDERFUL BOOK,

IT NEVER FAILS,

y's Station, Pa.

ls work surely.

STREET.

wae

Laon

and save their cost

Blankets,

J. X PURINTON & (0,
g power, enables the sto!

i

Ward Beecher.

Lap Robes

ARE TO BE FOUND AT

WITH THE LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

Bishop

that the

AN Dem

Horse

An Antidote for Tobacco.

GLOTHES WRINGERS.

Rev.

and Desirable

te’

>

Washing Machines

"+ inson, Rev. Henry

ee

market affords suitedto the wants,
of the -people, together with

not

Sold Wholesale by RusT Bro. & ‘BirD and GoobwiIN & Co., Boston; J. BALCH & 80N, Providence,
R. IL, H. H, HAY, Portland, Me., and retailed by Druggists and medicine dealers genérally.
;
HR
8 & VAN SHAACK, Wholesale Druggists,
Chicago, General Agents for the West.”
[3mortf

Orange Judd,

tl NTF

| GENTS FURNISHING GOODS.
Ea

®

Lie

FURS,

aw

Everything

i

CLARKE,

CA PS,

4

Nitric Acid,
Refd. Saponifler,
Salt,
Copperas, ete.

_

he
4

Sul, Acid,

118 Water Street, Boston,
Agents fo¥ New England.
+ 8m23

Proprietor of the celebrated EUROPEAN COUGH.
REMEDY, Minot, Me., to whom orders may be sent,

;

canker of
; his very
he cagries
of our*sf-

.

For Warming Dwellings, Churcltes, Stores, Etc.
Sixty Sizes and Patterns, Brick and Portable, for An.
my wife of Neuralgia to which she has long been subthracite, Bituminous Coal and Word. Also, Fire.
ject; again thanking you for your kindness.
Place Heaters and Parlor Heaters, Ranges
ours truly,
JOHN W. JACKSON.
and Stoves. “Send for Circulars.
Price, §1. per Bottle==~8ix Bottles for $5, | 3m23 RICHARDSON, BOYNTON & CO., New York.

;

Tr

HATS,

;

Importers” of CRYOLIDE, Manufacturers of the.

help me you would sharge me Bothing for it, I readily
acoe)
your offer, and before I had
taken the six
bottles I found it all you had recommended it to be,
and as you will remember I offered to pay you double
the
price for it. I cannow do as much work
as I could before I had the rheumatism and believe
the oure will be perfect. Your Elixir has also cured

Upholstery,

prayer : “God be merciful to me a sinner.”
Though a mat be not established in heaven,
yet he hag stepped from the world and the

circle them, holding each precious soul in
their soft embrace, until the desired impr ession bas been made.~#8, §. Times.

natures,

dampness of that.

of water springing up into everlasting life”,
and behold how the spiritual fibers will en-

and'to pro--

life

taste of his own

though he is not

ence. of Christian love, which should ever
flow from that fountain which is as a “well

for the discharge of the pesponsihle dutjes
devolvng upon me. Christians pastors, are
you doing al you ean to aid and encourage

.

_

mar the bright’ and cbuoyant spirits God
has ‘given us to work upon; but sprinkle
upon them and around them the gentle infla-

his presence dnd aid, I should be inadequate

a

IDLENESS i8 the very rust and
the soul ; the devil's cushion
tide-time of temptation, wherein
without contradiction the current
fections to any cursed sin.

While as superintendent I cannot be held by main force ; that would

feel my dependence upon every teacher in
the school and feel sometimes as though
the loss of the humblest would Boe inost oo
reparable, yet, aftor all, my main dependenceis
upon my
pastor, and without

that

Varieties.
sini Ah

er? How shall we keep the children quietBR their places on the Sabbath? is ‘the

its success

It defies

he rakes froni the gambling table, he is disgusted with the steady Shbing and failing
of his own powers. As for future punishment of transgression, he knows as little of
that as ever. But the way of the transgressor is hard now ; and he knows that,
as he rides upon it.—Z%. E. Hale.
A

in pieces of wood.

Is there not here a little Jesson to the teach-

law.

paramour, dissatistied with the gold which

Pearls.

’

as

passionate

fied with the

Ws

;

:

NRW

FALL GOODS,

sometimes touch for an instant. But then
Incorporated under the laws of the State, November
*
80, 1867, for the purpose of
they fly apart, likethe sides of a bursting
|shell. The way of eachis hard, and itis a way
Providing Homes for its Members -which must be traveled alone. Itis hard
and thereby increase immigration.
‘because it isthe way of passion. This is
Dr. J. G.
Holland ( Yiulotlyy Titeomb), author ot
not simply because God is displeased. It is Kathri
Capital Stock, $1.000.000,
&c., of Sp
eld,
Mass., says: ‘ They
not simply because men and angels are are the Standard in all this vicinity.”
Divided into 200,000 Shares at $5 each, payable in
Dealers
treble
their
sales
with
them.
sorry. . It is that the fool who shoots off the b At wholesale by Geo. C, Goodwin
& Co., and M.S.
U. 8. CURRENCY.
road, who transgresses, or goes cross ways, Burr & Co., Boston; W, H, Schieffelin
& Co., New
[ eowly, ° Certificates of Stock issued to rubscribers immediis dissatisfied with himself. He is dissatis- York.

out, the fibers gently relax; and the pearl
:

breastpin,

Two

1t is said that certain native artists, when

is free.

God's

fit in with the carved edges of the mosaic of

their value. . But by this simple process, the
choicest ones are kept securely
in their
places without injury, until the artist's
work is done, and then, as the water dries

ch ol who

Passion of its nature

It defies

all law.
You might as well expect, therefore, that a_pebble from the beach, should

vice could hold such delicate little treasures
without marring them and thus diminishing

us in every way in his power ; and although
he has not the care of a class, take the year
through, I do not believe there is hardly

To

should at any edge fit in with any other life.

loosély‘in apertures bored

the constant care of a

clear enough.

i

A box8f it

' MANUFACTURED BY

PENN’A. SALT

REV. W. CLARKE, .Dear Sir I desire to thank
= sincerely for the
at benefit I have received
m your
Rheumatic lixir. I had the Rheumatism ) |
over
three years and was so lame that I could only
.walk with great difficulty, and at times had so muc
ain that I could not sleep, or even lie in bed, and 1
Rad tried so many * remedies” without receiving any
benefit, that I lost all confidence in medicine, but
when you proposed to let me have half a dozen bot.
tles of your
Rheumatic Elixir, that it might be tested

Massachusetts

faith tlean, the heart clean, the character
and principles pure, and the immortality
bright and blessed !
;
True conversion reaches the possessions,

és well as the affections.

:

19, 1887.

American

atin, to transgress,—where no track has

been made for it, seems

time, the very best of Soap, use

The.only genuine Lye in the market.

From Mw John W. Jackson, Monmouth, Me, Deo.

aU

To say that it is hard for a locomotive enine to leave is track, and run across, or in

welfare of the school, then a little water is sprinkled around them,

actual labor fd

DAE

PLUMMER & WILDER,

GENERAL NEW ENGLAND AGENTS,
G9 BROMFIELD STREET, , . . BO STON:

vil make much more soap than Potash or any bogus
ye. |
»
ac
;
a
:

ket, after careful examination, by the

is Lawless.

‘is lawless.

health

with a pleasant

any one’connected with the

Passion
BE

full,

and gradually penetrates the fibers & causes
the wood to ‘‘swell,” until éach little pearl
is held as firmly asin a vice. Indeed no

‘you

+

our

and his course was always such as to show
that he regarded the Sunday school as an
institution of the first importance. This
one was succeeded by our present pastor, a
most worthy successor of those who have

would promote the

* What shall it profit a man if he shall
gain the whole world and lose his own
soul ?"—Mark 8 ; 86, 37.

NOTICE!

wr

mT

The Ready Family Sosp-Meker.

RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA
AND GOUT.

REV.

Howm

Sapouiér, or Concentrated: Lye,

oe

Offered as premiums for subscribers, and recommended as reliable articles and the best in the mar-

saved, is not a

tLey would drill a hole in Jearis, first fit them

performsmore

was not finished but the man was dead!”

God

“smile and kind word. He was ever feady
to lend a helping hand to anything that

than he dors.

narrator, ‘I passed that way ; the house

.

olags, he is always with us during the sessions of the school, aiding and encouraging

iA

Prayer.

of the happiest kind.

preceded him,
ra
Althoush like his immediate predecessor

wi

and

-| many do it. ** When I have finished this
house,” said one man, ‘“‘then 1 will seek
the Lord.”
‘Years afterwards,” said the

England,

WANT CHEAP SOAP, and at the same

- A CERTAIN CURE FOR

I

immortal joy and everlasting life ; yet how

serve him with both, Our groperty aad our
piety cannot be separated. So the judgment
will show,—Rev. Wim. Warren.
@

would not allow of his taking charge of a
ass, but he was always Wi/h us, encourag- |
[3

ye, clothed,

together.

men of the congregation. His active personal labors in the school, Whs an example
worthy to be followed by the'best members
of the church, and. his influence upon the
whose

at:

3

and all things shall be clean unto you; the and insures failure.

especially to

their teachers. I have had more or less
know;
of many Sunday schools, in the
course of my life, but I have s¢ldom, if ever,
seen thirty more earnest and faithful teach. am, take them as a whole, than we have
connected with our school, and yet Iam
disposed to attribute our prosperity ina
great measure to the fact, that the different
rs we have had, have taken sucha

and

in

.

(TARK'S RHBUMATIC BLIXER

“ His Soul I”
A solemn pause followed this briet an- |
swer, for the inquiter had not sought first
the kingdom of God and his righteousness:
The person referred to was the son of a
pious laboring man. Early in life he pro-

'0 change the phrase, sacrifice gives wings
to prayer. Everyidol we give up adds
buoyancy to faith, and inspiration to prayer. Give alms of such things as ye possess,

erally, seem attachéd to the school and to

by a man

is valued

¢¢ How much ?”

prayers. Good deeds open the channel of

work, and to have a strong attachment to

teachers

be paid

position, and wrestled

prayer, and

satisfied with it. “Those who visit us speak
of it as a good school. It is orderly. The
rs seem to be interested in their

He was succeeded

to

never made and a crown

PREPARED BY

what it

TAKE

pass- J IF YOU

~ Bdbertisements,

——

know what it cost its late possessor.”

prayer. - Bat feeding the hungry, clothing
the naked, and saving the lost, if not a
prayer, are essential to prayer, the condi~
tion, the accompaniment, the expression of
prayer. There is the worship rendered by
works, as well as by words. Words must
be crowned by deeds. We must answer our
own prayers, or God will not. This. we do
by acting answerably to eut prayers. We

We have what we call a good school, In
many respects, although not in all, we are

sohool was Hways

his

fed, be

PG

theirindividual classes.

the tax of $125,

‘of ornament,

+7

SEWING MACHINES.

Honselcepers

, Of New

up crosses- which sit

we never strove for.

riding, ag they passed a fine mansion surhs
by fair and fertile fields.
“I don't know

TET

|
Farmers and

respectability, a cheap, substitute

ora struggle we

“What is the valueof this estate?” said
gentleman to another, with whom he was

a

as few on earth have ever done! The truth
18, he couldn't pray till he had given! No
man can, if there are claims on his justice
or his charity that are uncanceled, Be ye

Place in
God's esteem than binding the ripened sheaves.
5.

and

rr

Upon every servant girl-the priest

levied

took

and watering, we doubt not, hold a higher

the school as a whole,

porte®o

~ What it Cost Him.

Christ's?

his wyllet and laid down a bank bill, saying
in an undertone, “ Now I can pray!” He

_ other entered into. his labers; but planting

on

be

seat, went to the Treasurer's desk, took out

Nuy,—the one labored and the

Sunday

an hundred

grow in

SoME HAVE bornecrosses painted upon

a

demonstrate

to

Benevolence promotes the spirit of
prayer. Rev. Jotham Sewall, known as
the patriarch of Maine, and always mighty
in prayer, was once called upon, at a meeting of the American. Board, to lead the
congregation in prayer. - He rose, left his

e Lord has seemingly so delighted

Pastors and

God's:

——

mer must take to himself shame and con‘fasion of face before his fellow servant
to honior?

practically

Benevolence

ter, perhaps, gathered the fruit. © Did the
two. former, therefore, labor in vain because they did not reap? The hard working pastor labors in season and out of season, with many tears abd temptations; the
evangelist comes along and there is a great
gathering to ‘our Shiloh. May the latter
ry, forgetting that God alone giveth the
rease from germ to fruit, while the for-

wh

busy for God, each to the utmost of his abil-

they

-theit-backs:—F-is-to—he—feared
that many

be

0, what a price for which to barter away

later glorious result P
planted,

it will

five years, to nid in building the church.
And he will get every dollar of it. How
many Protestant Methodists, as
r as
these girls, are ready for the love of Christ, fessed faith in Christ. and soon obtained a
to offer such a sacrifice? Shall Satan's subordinate position in a mercantile estabforces be found in better discipline, and lishment in the city. He continued to mainprove better soldiers and more available tain a reputable religous profession till he
servants than Christ's in the best, the hichme partner in the firm. Labor then inest and holiest of causes? The test i§ be- creased. He gave less attention to religon,
fore us. *‘ It is this consecra
of our and more and more to his business, and the
wealth to Christ,” the placing
Ere
oir ron. cares of the world choked the. Word.
he became old, he was exceedingly rich in
erty at his disposal, that is
now demanded.
We raised a generous amounts our Cen- money, but so poor and miserly in soul that
tenary contribution, but that way hy “dint none who knew him would have suspected
of extra exertions. When shall we see that he had ever borne the sacred name of
the free will Serings of the people so in Him who said, ‘It is more blessed to give
readiness for every demand that every-call than to receive.”
At length he purchased the large landed
of Providence shall be munificently met?
When shall we adopt the gospel method estate referred to, built a costly mansion,
of systematic bengficence, of laying by sickened and died. Just before he died he
the first day of the wéek as God hath pros- remarked,—** My prosperity has been my
ruin.”
pered us?

“ gonnection, the first effort, so sad and seemly fruitless, entered among the causes

of

he reasons,

ity, the church would at once

Shall we do willingly, rejoicingly, intelligently, for Christ's sake, what the devotees
of Rome do blindly through priestly constraint P
a
*- In one New England village the Roman-.
ists are building
a majestic and costly
church edifice. - They have already erected
acapacious and attraetive schoolhouse, The
latter
is of brick, the- former is to be of

3

part of himself and family—besides

Shall we

ourselves to be another's,

to

Le Wvertisements,

shoots

cut off from the vivifying, quickening influ.
ence of the Holy Spirit.
5

most

unfurled. Never did

spiritual virtue, wealth, all goon

of his

has

fold her power, The giants are working but
the waste of power is . with the masses ; the
{its prime agents labor with more subtlety eloguent are speaking, but the stammering
an cunning, with greater finesse and res-’ tongues are silent; the rich and able are.
olution than now.
It calls for
talents, and giving, but the men of moderate means have
they ave given. For ‘cultivation~gnd ac- not learned as yet to tithe unto the Lord.—
complishments, and they are yieldad. It Before the millennial can reach its noondemands wealth, add it is with an \enor- tide, the consecration and activities of the
mous prodigality rendered.
church must become universal. A baptism
Now what shall countercheck allf this? of the million is the want of the hour. Oh,
Shall the Holy One of Israel be in notling God! let it fall, speedily, plenteously.
limited? Shall talents, acomplishments,

more energetically

life thereby,

Go out, Gad will go in;
Die thou, and let him live;
Be not, and he will be;
:

companion

Such an one

¥
doso; — He naturally
thinks

either. . In fact, as

Sas

sickly

he

weakness for a time and thea wither and
die. What an emblem of our works when

had only igher endowments, such as are
worthy of God’s great cause, then he might
well employ them for God, but the yield of
his little investment would be so Ihsignitcant that it would amount+to nothing either
for God or himself’; it would scarcely honor

tan is on the alert. "Hell never was more.
desperate.
Never was its -black banner

difference, mockery and tantalizing

the long,

ing pure air “and ‘sunshine,

has

words, - his pittance of charity
cannot
amountto anythingin swelling ‘the aggreappear, This demands money.
As the fale of heavenly successes.” Se the devil
demandis heavy and incessant it requires
elps him to wrong his master of his due,
much. Wants increase. Necessities mul- to rob his God, and thug also secures the inspl vi Thus a feverishly abnormal condition. ‘action of a large part of the church. Itis a
of things exists.
horrid ha
indi by fiends in Chris3
But with the increased demand for world- tian ears. Butwe must awake. Ten tally outlay; comes an increased demand in ents scattered among ten individuals canin
behalf of Christ and his cause. Tho an- |
me respects yield more than ten talents
cient warfurs between the_kingdom of Sa- concentrated in one, 1Ifall Christians were

I don’t believe in death;
:
hour by hourI die
*T1s hour by hour to gain

fore.

Advocate

must do as others do, and appear as they

r-for thy. birth,

that, as if they did

Northwestern

of life are urgent and imperious, * We betterto letthose work who can work better
must,” say the numbers of professed Chris- than he. His feoble efforts, his ungifted

«God would once more becoine
A child upon this earth,

them

the

tians; ** keep up with the times,” that is, we

tion on the partof the natives and

vou seen

a
lof aplant vegetating in theeellar? - Wantrll Coe

hid it in a napkin.

eat up, like devouring locusts, the accumu-

Ah! would thy heart but be

is
, while the former
and jeered. If he told
sinners, they derisively
eome all the way from

HAvE

had but the single talent is represented as
the one of all others who went and buried it,

furniture, expensive journeys, amusements

is in thee;

————

Workers.

these suggestive thoughts:
glial
It was doubtless not undesigned that he who

lar under contribution for vain and earthly
purposes. Dress, equipage, costly houses,

Beekest thou for God elsewhere,
His face thou’lt never see, -

better

Of thew

[of the hour lay with the masses, every dol-

Hold there! where runnest thou f

A

of

——ro—

e luxurious custom#

soul is still forlorn.

A man,

:

"Says Zion's Herald:

‘The cross on Golgotha
Will never save thy soul ;
The cross in thine own heart
Alone can muke thee whole.

PE

TSonsee
Ga

he

Talent

more necessary, more timely, than to-day, that he has so little to invest for God that it among ourselves take
Retr ae
heed and beware of covetousness P” - is searcely Worth while to.invest it. If he ‘just as: lightly—things

Though Christ a thousand times,
* 1n
Bethlehem be born,
- Jf
he’s not born in thee,

Know heaven

nsecration

Dana

A single hearty step
Will all thy journey end.

“

~ One

~reeet—— YW hen-was-the-earnest-injunctiomof Jesus temptation to

Becomes a walking tent,
Of heavenly majesty.

;

Where can you do more to fill up

your-church with such as shal he saved —

’

p—

i

;
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T

;
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If he qualifies himself
sion with them. The Greek church and the when they were kind in spirit, and “concil- ous. Avital and vigorous denominational course thie ale
Anglican are invited by specification to this jatory in tone, and patient in listening to literature has been the bright dream and the for it, he will be sure to have it, even
unity of the peoples of Christendom, and argument and objection, it Was not ‘easy to precious hope of many years. ‘The dream though it should be in a western log cabin
cause in West Va., and of its need of aid at| class meeting, held on- Sabbath afternoon, | to this grand exaltation
of the papacy. And “dislodge men who really felt that to vacates seemed just readyto change into fact, and with only one or two rooms in it, with one
this junctur. Such were the representations | brought out the heart-warmth and spirit of then, by a general call upon all others who ‘a position was to surrender a principle. the hope was steadily rising toward attain- foot on the rocker of the cradle and his
made that many of the members saw the the brethren and sistersin a most free and have run off into heresy and schism, the And, hence, even dimid the prevailing good ment. The vote of Conference dissolves books but few. A mere name of having
-necessity of doing something in a practical interesting way. That a cheering work is Christian sects of the world are told that temper and mutual courtesy and apprecia- the vision and blights the promise in an passed throuugh a Course of study, or a sterway, and it was “agreed to take pledges on being accomplished in the valley of the this is the favored time for making their tion, unity of opinion ‘on some important hour. The waiting triumph changes at eotyped certificate or diploma testifying to
It is the
the spot. Conference suspended business Shenandoah i § obvious. Faith and” gener- peace with popery and finding a home and points was unattainable, and harmonious once into a long and anxious struggle, and the fact, amounts to nothing,
requisite
qualification
which
is
essential.
thé
near
goal
suddenly
recedes
ill
the
salvation
within
the
only
true
church.
SOF this =purpose,
and Ww ith “what was pre- osity¥y—earnest-wwork-and tireless patience |
action a most ‘difficult and perplexing re“Audacity Ts sometimes sublinie, and egos |sult.” To yield, soniething of preference amd- Lvery-distance makes. it-dim. it may ‘be a Have that, and the other will naturally folviously received at the Conference pledges are “still needed; but with thpse and the
were taken amounting to between six and blessing’ of God, it is not) unreasonable to tism is occasionally pompous enough to be policy was therefore the plain requirement weakness to confess it, but the experience low. This consists, 1st, in fhe discipline of
"This papal manifesto ap- of charity and wisdom; to hold fast to’ is unexpected emough for disappointment mind nécessary to, appreciate the study ;.
seven hundred dollars.
Bros. Powell and expect ggreat things in the field chosen for almost majestic.
proaches that distinction. Here is Pius IX,, what was settled in. moral conviction was and almost sad enough for tears. °
; and 2d, in the habit of study requisite to
Williams expressed thanks for the favors’ effort in West Virginia.
a feeble old man, who has lived to see his the only way of treating conscience decently
Having written thus frankly for fidel. the continuous application ‘of the mind to
received, and the motion of . Bro, Ball was
prestige giving place to contempt in most and keeping a manly self-respect..
earried.
:
:
a
These ity’s sake, we have now no energy to the practical duties of the study which per-of -the countries of Europe, whose rule two elements were manifestly present in waste in repining, no indignation to throw tains to the highest duties of his profession.
Prof. Whipple, moved to-take up a colleca
grows every year narrower and less real, the Conference, and entered into the busi- off in stinging speech, no censures or coms- Of the latter we have already 3
tten, and
tion for the son of Jeremiah Phillips, the
who
has just witnessed the fall of the last|. ness which was done. Its members gener: plaints
8, it 18 not
‘or suspicions to hurl at the heads of of the former, which isi so ob
Missionary, now a student at Hillsdale, Ceir“throne that has -steadily buttressed. up. his ‘ally met each other in the spirit of Chris- our brethren who have aided in inaugurat- necessary that much should be said.
ried ;—and over on¢hundred dollars w ere,
dynasty, and=who is ridiculed and plotted tian brethren ; they generally met the ques- ing this policy. * They believed it was made
subscribed.
ls
It must be evident to any ome that no
23,
1868.
ER
WEDN ESDAY. ‘OCTOB
against by the very masses who so lately tions that came up-for decision in the spirit needful by the cireumstances and necessi- book could be of service to him unless he
At this hour, a communion . service was
bowed before him as the vicar of Christ,—
; held iin which the members of the Confer |
of men to whom truth was not the same ties of the hour. Some of them were con- knew how to read or had the opportunity
here is this enfeebled 01d man patronizingly thing as a triumph, and to whom duty had vinced thatit was intrinsically the best. of learning how. Ifitis an English book,
GEORGE T. DAY, +. + + » + » Editor
« ence and” others ‘participated. Revs. S.|
offering to be somewhat gracious and for- not becom? synonymous with desirable- We respect their conviction. They may be he must know how to read the English
Curtis and Waterman. presided at the table
J.M. BREWSTER. + o + + . Junior Editor.
|
giving,
if the Christian peoples that have ness.
right. The judgment of the manyis like language, and be enabled to interpret its
and made brief and appropriate remarks.—
EJ
The time spent in the service was nedessaAll communications designed for publication should ceased to fear and respect him, and | that
On ‘most of the subjects dealt swith there ly to be truer than the opinion of the few. idiomatic construction. - If it is Greek, Latrily short, but many will no doubt recall it pe addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business, can hardly keep.down their impatience at was a pleasant harmony. In the support of The Conference ought to-be better instruct- in, Hebrew, French or German, he must °
as one of the most pleasing and interesting remittances bf money, &c.; should be addressed to his presence and his pride, will just bow the great doctrines that enter into the evan- ed than the individual. There were many be able to understand it in order to make it
down before the great hierarchy which he gelical faith the Conference was apparently wiser and better men in that body than we available. So it is with a philosophical,
features of the Conference.
the Agent.
represents, and own its perpetual sover- united in conviction and firm in its attitude. are, and we shall make glad haste to ac- metaphysical or theological work. The
- After the communion’ service, the report of eee
eignty over the conscience and the life of No disposition appeared to fritter away any knowledge any advantages which the new most abstruse, scientific production requires
the ‘Committee on Deceased Ministers was
Fraternity in the Vatican.
mankind!
It is like Falstaff lecturing and portion of the real gospel of Christ for the policy may be found to yield, and dismiss a different degree of knowledge froma
presented, showing that sixty-nine had died
our regrets with gratitude when our fears simple tale. Any boy could understand
patronizing
Prince Hal when he comes to
* during the last three years. Remarks
Pope Pius IX. is likely to be femembered bring him to account for his abominable philosophy of men. And in all that gives are proved groundless.
A brave spirit, at the plain Saxon language of De Foe's Robwere made by Revs. Dunn and Quinby.
us a distinctive life as a denomination-there
after he has gone the way of his predeces
lies and conscienceless cheatings. It is as seemed to be nothing less than a full and one with God and working for the right, inson Crusoe, while it takes a man to com- .
The time for the final adjournment drawlast
the
be
to
sors. If, as many think, he'¥s
ing near, Rev. O. T. Moulton presented the pontiff who represents the supremacy of though Lee had turned round to Grant at stable faith. Qur .Arminian theology, as never despairs; and he who is bent on prehend Butler's Analogy, or Edwards on
3
.
following resolutions, which were adopted Catholicism in Rome, that fact will make-a Appomattox, when further resistance had distinguished from what js known as Au- useful service cannot afford to keep aloof the Will.
from the practicable work of this world, for
become
impossible,
and
sought
to
dittate
by a rising vote.
arg
Then
we
would
say
to
every
minister,
there
But
gustinian
or
Calvinistic,—our
open
comhim,
name and a history for
Resolved, 1. That we exteiid ‘our thanks other things which will keep his memory the terms upon which the’ federal’ ‘army 4 munion,—our theory of church indepen- ‘the sake of guarding his ideal and filling have a study, whether you have any parlor
to the Moderator and all other officers of alive. - He has had a peculiar experience might be permitted to march back to Wash- dence,—our doctri ine of believers’ baptism, the air with vehement or plaintive asser- or not; and use it. If you do not know
this‘Conference, for the able, faithful and
a unique administration: His ington. It is only paralleled by the brag- —our faith in.missions as the only true. tions of what might have been. He will how as you desire, make it the settled purimpartial manner in which they have per- and maintained
gadocio of Wade Hampton, who insists on seed-sowing for a real harvest,—our testi- toil in his sphere like a man so long as he pose of your life to learn how.
This will
election followed a long struggle among
formed their duties duving all its sessions.
framing.
the conditions upon which the de- mony that the divine life comes through re- can do so with liope and a good conscience ;. give your preaching a freshness, variety,
looked
was
he
2. That the truly generous and Christian the Cardinals, For a time
feated rebels will consent to live peaceably generation and is the one great and vital if he cannot keep these in his company, scope and life which it could not* otherwise
hospitality extended "to us by the people} upon as a tolerant and progressive leader.
with. the government that Spetisen them thing,—our setting of the spirit’ that quick- he will not consent tg stand in the way of ‘possess. Thus you will have thought, illussympaof this city during our stay with them, has Liberal ideas. seemed to meet with
.awakened in usa warm interest in their) thy at his hands. He was the.centr al figure into a surrender and a plea for pardon. In ens ahove the letter that hampers and de- the work and the success which others may tration and argument to present in a style
welfare, and put us under obligation to ever
well calculated to impress the truth, and to
Inheriting absolutism, he seem- the struggle for the “Hight of impudence, stroys,—our demand for a sanctified educa- perform and reach.
pray for their highest and most enduring in Europe.
The Conference has planned the cam persuade men to embrace it as the antidote
to pat- Charleston is the only rival of Rome. and
people
the
favor
to
inelined
ed
tion
as
the
pressing
want
of
the
hour,—our
PrOSDenT.
paign of the next three years, given its or- for their sins and the solace for all their
The tendencies toward Christian “unity
The Italian masses trusted
devotion to legalized liberty as the right of
3. Thatwe render thanks to God for the har- rodize liberty.
are indeed many and strong and cheering.
ders,and
withdrawn. It is left for usto ac- griefs.—y. AM. B.
and
dness
wretche
their
‘pity
to
was
monious conclusions of this Con. on mat- that he
the humblest: citizen and the hope of the
Even
Catholicism
begins
to
feel
these
tencept
the
programme,
make’ the most and
+
ters so dear to usall and go intimately con- stoop tq itn the spi irit of 4he great Master
strongest State;—all these points were the best of our resources
Toand position, hope |
nected with our denomi
nal prosperity. in'w hole’ name he had put on the tiara; dencigs striving within her borders.
never accepted more cordially by any Con4. Thatwe separate with
mest that he longed for their enlightenment and day Popish priests stand less remote from ference than by the last; nor have they often all things and think no evil in the spirit of
Events of the Week.
fraternal regard for each other, and with-a
—_——
to become their teacher Protestant pastors than they did. The ap- met a more unqualified and emphatic ap- true Christian charity; take hold of the work
was
and
n,
elevatio
fixed determination to address ourselves
proach is likely to be still more close and
like loyal and earnest men, and so make up
;
“THE ELECTIONS. |
proval than at the late meeting. in Buffalos
anéw to the work of saving men and glori- and helper.
rapid. A true Christian unity, that shall ina record that may be read at the next session
fying God.
The ‘old Bourbons and ultramontanists
There were some differences of opinioirver |
“The result of the October elections was
clude
men
in
the
Romish
communion,
is
|:
They
“specting the best methods of expressing
5. That this Conference would express were alarmed at what they saw.
briefly
stated in our last issue, and fuller
evidently in store for us. The Beecher or
twinge of self-reproach in the heart. Fortheir thanks to the Lake Shore and Michi- looked into each other's faces with surprise
and diffusing these convictions, but the
returns
do not materially change the charSpurgeon
of
no
distant
day
may
have
a
WARD
!
BROTHERS,
AND
MAY
Gop
CROWN
gan Southern Railroads for returning per- and fear and anger, and insisted that the
unity was even here substantial and genacter of the verdict. The Republican masons attending this Convention over the papacy must not be allowed to lend itself welcome and a hearing in St. Peter's itself, eral. The call for larger undertakings was OUR EFFORTS WITH VICTORY !
jority in Pennsylvania does not vary much
road free, and also to the General Ticket
of toleration And the and some Cardinal Antonelli, yet to be, strong, and the purpose to attempt" greater
Agent, Mr. Kimball, for his courteous and to the fatal heresy
from ten thousand. In Ohio it is from sixmay
bend
in
reverent
worship
in
the
mettered
things for Christ and for the world was
gentlemanly conduct in conferring this fa- liberalizing spirit was soon overmas
The
Minister’s
Study.
|
teen to i.
thousand, while in Indiropolitan
Tabernacle
or
in
Plymouth
e
sunshin
The
vor, and that the Clerk forward a “copy of and apparently rooted out.
heard on all sides.
——
fre
=
ana
itis
¢
about
one thousand. The
Church.
But
the
basis
of
that
unity
will
the above resolution to Mr. Kimball.
that had begun to gild St. Peter's was no
The one great subject that enlisted the
Every
minister
of
the
gospel
must
have
a
new
State
of
Nebraska
also gives a Republinot
be
the
Romish
supremacy
which
Pius
On the adoption of the above resolutions , | more seen, and the adjoining palace became
interest and engaged the attention of Con- study. It is indispénsable to his success in can majority of above two thousand. In
Rev. G. T. Day made some extended re- resonant with the old familiar thunder. IX. assumes is still existing, nor the abject
ference concerned our periodical literature. his work. We do not say that it is the only these states the Republicans elect thirtymarks, speaking of the courtesy and skill of Pius IX. had ceased to be a reformer. He submission of Protestant Christendom to
Though the report on the subject of main- thing essential, but it is one thing. Unless seven of the fifty-five Congressmen chosen,
the
dogmas
which
have
so
long
shamed
in
the Moderator and Clerks of the Conference, was simply a Pope.
He ceased to live
taining denominational papers and using he has a place where he can retire for this being a loss of seven or eight memand especially did he commend the cordial- the future or in the present. His look was reason, to the authority which has so fearthe denominational funds in supporting thought, meditation and study he will be bers. To compensate for this loss, howity of the citizens of Buffalo,whom he thank- backward, and his speech became the mere fully tyrannized over conscience, nor to the
them,—which will be found on our first very likely to neglect preparation altogeth- ever, they gain two United States Senators,
superstitions
which
have
so
long
rode
the
dead
the
«ed for the Christian courtesy generally ex- echo of the effete dogmas which
masses of Europe like the nightmare. page,—was not presented until the last day er; and if he neglects this he will inevita- one in Pennsylvania and one in Indiana who
tended to the members of the Conference. past had proclaimed.
When that unity comes, the last great hie- of the session, and then occupied less than bly fail to meet the expectations of the peo- will succeed Messrs. Buckalew and Hen~ The closing remarks of Bro. Day were full
Since then he has been true to nothing
two hours of time, and was adopted with- ple for any great length of time. Gas and dricks.
The popular majorities in these
of pathos, and affected many of those pres- higher than tradition, and has followed no rarchy will be ‘in its grave; popes will be out division, yet it was regarded as over- brass are very poor-substitutes for thought
states
may
seem-small in comparison with
simply ecclesiastical fossils; all truly Teva
ent to tears.
more trusty guide than'policy. He has seen
"shadowing every other subject in impor- and the elucidation of Bible themes; and those rolled up by Maine and Vermont, but
Rev. G. H. Ball said he had" looked for- something of the fluctuation which waits erent and dutiful souls will meet and hail tance; and, in point of fact, through dis- flippancy and foppishness will not very long it should be recollected that they have been
each other as brethren; and the mischievward with trembling .to the assembling of upon all human affairs. He has stood face
cussion in committee and otherwise, more
suffice to render a minister popular with obtained under very disadvantageous cirous traditions of men will have passed
the Conference, but the generous hospitali- to face with the peril which ever confronts
thought and argument and time were given his society. Anything permanent in this cumstances. In the three states first named
away,
to
leave
the
soul
unhindered
in
its
ty of other denominations had enabled the tyranny. He ran away from his palace and
approach to God for light and fellowship to it than to any other half-dozen topics that direction must be founded upon true merit. thousands of fraudulent votes were cast, the
members to meet with a kind reception his capital to save his triple crown and incame up for consideration. The results The real mental caliber must be in him. enemy seeming determined to win at any
and life.
and comfortable homes during the session. sure his life. He was glad of a refuge at
reached came at the end of much hard He must have a mind well disciplined in cost: But in this he has miserably failed,
He also spoke of the progress which the Gaeta from the indignation of his own subwork and many deep anxieties. They are spiritual things and a disposition to apply and the election of Gen. Grant to the -Pyesidenomination had made since the General jects. He dared not go back except when The Conference and its, Work.
not probably what were expected by a sin- himself to his appropriate work.
dency is now regarded as certain as any
Conference in Providence in 1850, ‘at which surrounded by a wall of French bayonets,
gle individual. They perhaps fully emTo this end he needs a study. It is his event in the future. Among the more im-’
he was present,it being the first Cofiference and there has been no hour since his return
Our present issue furnishes an epitomiz- body no man’s ideal plan. They are the workshep—his Olympian workshop where | mediate results of these elections is
whenhe could safely dispense with the aid ed account of the proceedings of Confer- fruit of much compromising, that seemed
he ever attended.
he is to forge out his moral thunderbolts
SHE PANIC
:
Prayer was offered by Rev. E. Knowlton, of Louis Napoleon.
ence during the last three days of its ses- necessary to most of the members; they with which to accomplish his most effectin
the
Democratic
ranks.
No
sooner
was
who had occupied the chair for the most of
He has shown himself thoroughly ready sion. The work accomplished is now be- were accepted by a Vote which had little ive .execution. It is not his parlor nor.
the time during the evening,and the Confer- to uphold, as well as he was able, the huge fore our readers. They will judge of its emphasis and much half-reluctant acquies- drawing-room--not the place for the enter- [ the result known than the New York World
ence adjourned without day.
and hideous fabric of Romish ecclesiasti- chagaceter and await its results. That they cence in it; and they are probably inspected tainment’ of friends nor for mere amuse- and other leading Democratic papers decism. He has endorsed all its old mon- will find much to approve we are confident; now with a sort of heroic hope that they ment, but a place for work, and he should manded the withdrawal, at this late day, of
strosities. His Bulls and Encyclical letters if they discover anything that appears at may justify the action and yield us the profit have his implements well selected and Seymour and Blair from the field, and the
substitution of other names, as: Chase and
. The Work at Harpers Ferry. have had ‘the bigotry and verbal fury of first view unwise or of doubtful tendency, which we all agree in craving.
well arranged so that he can lay his hand Adams, or Chaseand Franklin, in their
Xr
\
Hildebrand. His promulgation of the dog- they will assuredly choose to believe that
For ougselves, we may frankly say that on the one desired at any time. His libra« Avisit of several members of the Com- ma of the Immaculate Conception, and the the measures were honestly approved by the lon nies to establish and maintain ry should be selected for utility and not for places. - While this wild and chimerical
scheme has found some adherents, it has
“mission to Harper's Ferry, afterghe close of more recent canonization of a new list of their representatives, and hesitateto centhree denominational papers and publishing show. To this end it is not necessarily
General Conference, was a Source of no saints, suggest the puerility and pomposity sure till they have learned all the essential Sorforegens has seemed to us anything but voluminous, but it should be appropriate, found still moré opponents, and it seems
likely to be abandoned, if it has not already
little interest to the visitors, and seemed to of Leo X. His anathemas at heresies and facts and weighed all the Sporn testiul, wise or desirable. The objections thoroughly read and digested.
-| preached
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Brethren. Williams, Powell; Chase and oth- Stewart to the great gratification ofthe
. ers spoke earnestly of the wants of the colored people; and the Conference and

113 Blonning Sir

be welcomed with real enthusiasm by the heretics recall the decrees of the Council of mony.

colored people connected with our churches
and schools. A formal organization was

effectéd under the chdrter recently granted
by the Legislature of West
Va., and measures were taken to carry forward the various departments of the work in the valley

with added vigor.
"The Normil School has just

opened for

the work of the second gear. The number
of pupils, though not large, is steadily in‘creasing, and among them are several that
give promise of good scholarship and ‘effect
ive service as teachers and preachers. A
member of one of the classes in Bates College is teaching for the present, and producing a most favorable impression; and
he is assisted by one of the female teachers
who has been eminently successful as an
instructor in the primary schools in the valley for the two ‘years past. The prospect
of doubling the attendance at the Normal

School by the first of January is strong.
“The churches which have been organized

. such

a policy have appeared many, obvi-

The Conference had many peiyieting ous and grave. It is a policy that looks
Trent. His verbal bombardment of Victor
Emanuel shows a familiarity with the lan- matters to deal with. No previous Confer- more to localization than to a vigorous
guage of cursing equal to what any of his ence has had more of them. Fundamental unity.—We cannot safely count upen a patpredecessors have displayed, and his half- questions in denominational policy had ronage ‘sufficient’ to give so many papers
frightened and half-insane outery against arisen which could not be postponed nor the needed vigor and an adequate support;
New and so they are all in danger of being weak
Garibaldi, when he was lately knocking at turned off with ambiguous answ®#.
the gates of the Eternal City, was squally fields were opening, new enterprises were and compelled to fight hard for a perpetu1 pres
, new wants were exhibited, new ated life.—We shall probably lose henceludicrous and pitiable.
But his latest manifesto is in some re- measures were called for, new men asked forth the appropriations to our benevolent
denominational enterprises
spects the most remarkable. He ‘cannot for a hearing. To refuse attention to these, causes and
consent to close his pontifical ‘career with- simply out of regard to the old ways, would which the single establishment has been
out signalizing it by the calling of one of | have proved us the victims of a blind con- able to bestow from its earnings; while the
and need and value of those appropriations
which servatism and heralded our decay
those imposing
probably never so great as they promdeath.
Vigorous
lifealways
works
changes.
| dni
w
apmuch
jso
lent
have for many centuries
parent glory and so much
real shame to Mere routine belongs solely to mechanical iseto be for ten years to come. ~The withthe history of the papaty. Such a Council action; vital movements are both flexible drawal of the brain and service necessary
The terms and varied. Itis only a step from monoto- to sustain these separate concerns, from
has already been summoned.
of the call smack of the middle ages. Itis ny to stagnation. And Freewill Baptists be- other spheres where they are so much needbrim- full of egotism and assumption. It lieve in life even more than in regularity.— ed, seems both a disregard of economy and
a sad misuse of power.—The cost of three
suggests that the present” pontiff is quite They cannot consent to sacrifice vitality to
papers
to the subscribers, who wish to learn
order.
They
wisely
insist
upon
a
moyeas the head of the
content to be known

Catholic church, and that he tries very hard

to persuade himself, in the very face of the
evidence, that this church is the same great

ment on a new line when advance is plainly what is being accomplished ‘at the various
impossible on

the old. on

d in their

dutyof progress,
wi re compell-

points

in the

denomination, will thus

be

loyalty to the idea and the
large enough to ‘be burdensome to many
it the members of Oo
hopeful, earnest, self-sacrificing and pro- was when kings pleaded for its bghedic- ed to consider fairly whether there was not whose interest pronipts them to seek the information and patronize out publications, —
gressive, They are laboring and giving tion and nations trembled and grew pale “a more excellent way” than the past had
And this diversion is effected just when the
Bios.
into
convictions
their
put
to
and
revealed,
worship.
in anticipation of its censures. He speaks
freely to secure houses ‘of
arrangements are being completed for crelaid
had
Providence
with
deeds.
g
and
purposes
préachin
are
of
it
as
the
great
depository
of
the
truth
Jackson
and
Dunjee
to the people, and the essing that sav® and the sole instrument of di- this responsibility upon the delegates who ating a genuine and vigorous denominasatisfaction
tional literature, such as has long Teen
‘of the Lord seems to follow their labors.
vine authority in magters spiritual; and he met at Buffalo, and it could not be thrown
called for, and by whose: aid we seemed
treachery.
and
e
OE
been
cowardic
has
house
without
off
utters
himself
in
its
name
with
a
gandilomeeting
‘col
at various pointsin the valley are generally

prosperous.

The members are well united, ecclesiastical power in the world thgy

harlestown,—a resultfo which Sister quence of speech that is'.only employed|

represented various -sec-

made

much greater

about to organize our

than is needful,

strepgth

and

effectually

Those delegates
ey has most efficiently contributed ; when pretension ‘is seeking to palm off tions, interests and constituencies: They for new and higher forms of service; and
is in progressat Martinsburg, - the sount for sense, and trying to make a huge brought definite and settled opinions with by coming just now corhpels, it may be, the
other
indefinite postponement of this promising
them. Some of them came up with posi- work and the loss of its fruits.
ation for one as been laid at Win sham represent a great reality, .
ar a movement is on foot to comThe most noticeable thing in the mani- tive instructions—possibly with definite

o

operations

at Berryville, and at

festo, howeyer, is the call made

upon the

er points the preliminary steps schismaties of all classes and countries to
in, taken to furnish a sanctuary embrace this opportunity of confessing
OC qmork bas been, going for- their errors and returning, as so many penitent prodigals, to the mother church. No
was held ab matter how widely the’ errorists have
on
| strayed, they are asked by this document
return, + bringing their Pledges oysemis:

pledges behind them. These convictions
were not the same in all cases, but sometimes

quite

unlike; now

and then

thor-

These are some of the objections which
we saw, or seemed to see, to the plan adopted by Conference. ‘We speak only for our-

oughly antagonistic. Contrary lines of policy found ‘earnest and honest advocates.

selves. Nobody shares with us the responsibility of expressing these thoughts; and

argument‘which had been dbnstructed with

apparent loss which this policy

Members were entrenched behind lines*of nobody may

care, nd

testdd in home

debate.

Even

been.

But the past week or more has pre-

A new toul before acquaintance, however sented the novel spectacle of a great party
valuable it may,be in itself, is of no practi-’ ‘rent asunder respecting its leaders in the

cal utility whatever. The utility can be
‘reached only through acquaintance. There

very face of its antagonist. In consequence
of this state of things Mr. Seymour has
been compelledto take the stump in his

are many booksin pastors’ libraries which

“are of no more real benefit to them than so own behalf, and_we have accounts. of his
many blocks of wobd painted in imitation ; speaking at
ester, Buffalo and other
and unfortynately some of them would not places. He will find it difficult to resuscibe if they were thoroughly studied. They tatea cause so hopelessly lost. Thousands
will not pay for reading.
They are like a of Democrats will vote for Grant.
highly polished cast:iron ax, or a wooden

nutmeg manufactured to sell; and the man |"

THE

CAMPAIGN

good tools and good books when rightly
used are of the greatest: utility. The

now seems very largely confined to New
York; New Jersey and one or two other
‘doubtful states, in which both parties seem

trouble is, many who have them do nog
know how to use them. They have never

Judging from what we saw and heard while

who buys them

is sold too.

Nevertheless

to be concentrating all their energies.—

at Buffalo, the contest in New York must
be of the most animated character, and the
friends of freedom and progress are cheered
in their “work with a good. hope of
‘‘a workman

learned how as they ought to have done.

They hate never really learned their trade.
Théy may have served an apprenticeship,
but that alone never makes

that needeth not to be gshamed.”

success.

Certainly the Empire state should

give no wrong or doubtful verdict at this
erigis. 1Itis reported that greater quiet pre-

Young men in learning a trade or profession which they intend to follow through
life, especially a profession to which God
their Maker and.
er calls:them to
devote themselves, should learn it well and
follow.it well, and then the grace of God

vails at

!

THE SOUTH
since the elections, the chivalry veginaiiy

to regard their cdiife as hopelessly lost. -

will ever be with them. If they follow it That settion has been recently honored by a
| well, they will spend from one third to one "visit from one John Quincy Adams, Demohalf of their future available time in their cratic candidate for Governor of Massachustudy ; and is it not a'question of some im-,
portance tothem to know how to do this
satisfactorily? . Their success, other things

being admitted, depends

«on this.

Ay, hal

is the point,

setts, and edified by his speeches and con.

versation. His speeches at various
pojnts
indicate that he is a stranger to the spirit of
his honored ancestry, and his private conversation, if correctly reported, was such as

A pastor may fit up ars study, deco- cannot be particularly pleasing
to his party
rate its walls with rich maps, chromos and friends. On the one hand he(gives it as his ~
antique paintings, fill its shelves with rare opinion that the people of the South are as
and costly volumes, yet

if he

cannot

them to advantage what will it all avail?

use

loyal as those of the North,and on the other

he regards the election of Gen. Grant as

Every minister should thoroughly qualify certain and hopes the best therefrom. Inof
share our regret over the himself for the study, and not make it a deed, he seems almost wholly destitute
threatens.

0 us that loss. Sppeas both real and seri-

mere nominal thing as too many do. It ‘the tact of a politician. His race will
lies between him and the pulpit, and of doubtless be short. News: from the Poeifi 1
Ls hit
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EARTHQUAKES.

Wilton Seminary. '

.|

articles upon “ the Wickedest Man in New York,”
ROCK AND DANE Q. M., Wis.—Held its last gave
a lecture in Music Hall on the 19th, consession with the Rutland church. Most
- of. the
York.”
churches were Jepreseniad; The Evansville ch. cerning ‘ what Ihave seen. in New
reported an addition of five members, three of He also gave some_ description of what he had
them oy baptism. Public and social meetings seen in the lowest haunts of Boston, and exwere interesting and profitable. Rev. J. 8. Man- pressed his conviction ‘‘ that Boston could beat
presented the claims of was
the taken
Freedmen
on | New York in the quality of vice, if not in quanof $26,00.

Agreeablyto a list of appointments pubthat lished
in your columns a few weeks ago,
section. They are reported to have been I am canvassing .among the churches for
quite ‘severely felt in the interior as well our institution at Wilton.
SAY
as upon the coast, and the damage at San
The
public
school
system
of
Iowa
is ofie
Francisco.alone is estimated at $300,000,

tructive shocks which ever happened in

Thé fre-

besides thelossjof several lives,
prise.

Current Topics.
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adford

church.

Opening Sermon |

8
Sion
by Rev. G. H. Hubbard, Nov. 13 [i 7 o’clocly,

best of .common “schools.

tity.”
on

of an Evangelical church at Favale
Genoa, Italy, From a letter to his brother

doing well.

Antonio, whois coliecting funds in this coun-

open by the commencement of tlie winter

Our Boarding House will be

present he mpintains a family for educational and religious purposes of eightynine persons, sixty-three of whom are boys
He sends out constantly six
and girls.
colporters, who go through the country distributing religious books and, tracts, and

nic complaints generally.

will

Meetin

known

‘buildings,

property

when

worth

we

shall

have

$25,000.

a

school

vere colds

enough

We

of the ‘priesthood, exposed to many priva-

tions and hardships in the prosecution of

and

influence

interest

in, the

school

than

of sixteen

dollars per,

and Jargly attended. That there was life in the
gathering,is evident from the fact that the church

month. This exercise afforded a season of refresh‘ing and rich enjoyment.

We were favored with

good accdptance.
The next session will be held
with the
Clymer and Harmony church,
r
B.JMCKOON.

Rev. Daniel Ladd, who

we had

has been a successful

minis- || Present.
strengthbut ofthethe working
tryWhereas
in thistheQ. numerical
M, is large,
Cfozer Theological

port and Rock Island, on the main: and most

Boston, A Mass.

What is the Matter with You?

to every invalid, In
This : is the familiar; question put
Den- | -

+ 7

.

effects of

>

TARRANT’S

EFFERVESCENT A SELTZER

Foreign Missions,

:

countenaly

.

man or woman who makes this reply, and you will
generally find that thé eyes are dull and lusterless, the
complexion sallow, the cheeks flaccid, and the whole
expression of the face dejected. Interrogate the invalid more closely, and you will discover that CONSTIPATION, the result of a disordered stomach and a
torpid liver, is at the bottom of the mischief. ‘That's
what’s the matter.” Whoever has experienced the

>

\\

1
remecy.

:

3

APERIENT

in such cases, needs not be told to recommend it as a

£10 | TARRANT & CO., Wholesale Druggists,278 Green6.80 igh ng 100 Warren Streets, New York, Sole Pro-

Carpenter,
J.
8. A. Stanford, Miss 8, Stanford,
Rev.
|; Pellet $1 each; S. A. Atkins, H, Pellet, S.

Sold by all Druggists.

Past
.

ar

.

1
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Physilogical Hair
Tebbett’s
Miss Ar Bich
Miss, Chase,
Gorton,
miles from | ton. Mes.018 M.Sach;
some-of that a dishon- | yijose of Upham, about sixteen
Regenerator.
others. 1.25, Watson ais Mich.
Arar $0
ij
i;
AT
; La
28
us; whereas ministers
tholwonder of the day! Ii soils nothing. restores
"338 | 1a
?
2
"pep pb, 3. Weaver,
at ordinations to make | Philadelphia, was dedicated on the 2nd inst.— |
ON ny hale parfectiy, Prevents Bs-f
12.00 | 10
of the Q.M., or by the | Tlie building was erected by Mr. J. P. Crozer | Ch. and Soc.N. Freeport, Me,, per N. Bard,
ap atollstidel, Bv3001 oft, is 8 luxuriant iii
but recently the whole prop- pH Mad ge Pub Bt, oestenkill, N. Y.,
heres minisiem aie for a Normal School,

gall, aud
Pacific R. R., from Chicago to the’ strength very
honor to
Itis located in one of the largest | °F rather than a
we are sus-| ocean.
councils
on
officiate
must
|
8eSt
i
)
,
h
th
ing
action
the
(by
valid
them
West.
the
in
countries
farming
best
and
|
through
tained in oug work, nokknowing
what channel our support comes, and | More than’ 300,000 bushels of grain are Sigice 3 dre chuches);
direct

ter referred to:
“The people wonder how
k
ained §

New England Botanic : Depot,
4m2g

is per BL. Stockbridge,
Lower Gllmanton he
20 chy Woodhul, NY, per J, Stuart,

Semipary (Baptist) in the

at

N.Y. Indeaes

The
White Pine Compound is now
sqld im every part
of the United States and British Provinees. iy?
Prepared at the

Eighiwinisters and elders were’ Feunale Jssion: Society, Grand Rapids Mich per. 50

School ody:

ope

Cereghino- is engaged, we give the sub-| inhabitants, within an hour's ride of Daven- | ble and Tesolutions were ‘adopted :

Greenleaf,

everywhere.

Sold

warranted.

ottle

e

Me.,

Abbot,

in W.
.
a
‘ding
churches only for
amenable to the
> | not
.
S
.
:
.
.
N. H.
BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester,
| BET S
3
convey Ye
#nnually, be- | al conduct, and whenés the General Conference | °TtY» including tweity acres of land, was
knowing that as a family we are quite | shipped from this point alone
:
12
Jeundss, towards the support of Betsey Whita« 200
Ms.
four
the
by
seminary
the
of
All kinds of fruit has made it the ‘duty of Q. M’s to give letters of ed to the corporation
Many persecuted us and had eight | sfdes shipments of stock.
poor.
fue
putin’
br
with: only bread and
.
:
commendation (as well as churches) when they sons of Mr. Crozer. The family have endowed | 10,0
"SN: m., per G. 1. Pinkham
9176
for edu- | N. Jenness, Tlampton, N. H., per D. W. {. Durgin, - 1.00 | Mineral Bath at Home.—A few Baths pre1.

2

h 8 putin

h

water once a

p

A

f

in

day-for four months,

““stacks” of corn stand

orphan children without sustenance, and
three: aged brothers and others that need

anton

W.L. Noyes, J. Brick, L.B. Tasker, S.W. Stiles, J.

|° D. Cross, Misses8. N. Douglas, Ellen Perkins, L.

bd

5

:

0

INI

tsements.

Aber

899

Minneapolis gh, Mind per H, . Herrick,

:

a

:

Dw

to Professor M’Cosh. | Jeiferson 0. MN. ELPA. Rundlett,
ba sar | of Edinburgh, in Preference

ihe

-

M. Beede, Sister Dearborn, H. A. Blake, Lewis
Dexter, E. Avery, O. Stack, J. Matthews, H, True,

en

a

J

She Limits of

OOM. shall Josiding wigs

They are not so tedious | ing $0,the one Where they ig

salary j3 sual, havive a wife ai six chil- | dry and pleasant.

Smith, $5 each; Rev. F.. L. Wiley, R.M. Minard,

PROFESSOR VEITCH, Who is writing a me. | 3H, sa; Dotieetion, 12.13 Vr

&ec.
The falls are delightful. | remuneration,

my | Winters,though somewhat cold, are ns

that

know

Moreover, you

eare.

ter,and come out inthe

tion for market.

.

pared with STRUMATIL SALTS will effectually cure .
Rheumatism, Serofula, Dyspepsia and Eruptions on
the Face. Sold by Druggists generally,
eoply43

Rev. F. A, Stevens, R. J. Russell, B, Cheney, C. ur“gin, D. B. Giles, Dea, P. Beede, E. Towns, Dea.

The atmosphere is dry and bracing, and’
the country is of course a healthy one. Large

ing the word of God; but they are now
sorry for what they did. We have eleven

our

M’s, (See 18th | the institution with a fund of $150,000
excepting peaches. | remove their standing to sister Q.
‘Gen. Con: church Polity, Sec. 8), therefore
cational purposes, $25,000 for a library and $30,Resolved, 1. That the ministers belonging to
000 for the erection of three houses for professors.
this Q. M. shall be amenable to the Conférence,
shall Jeport themselves as often as once in Rev. Henry G. Weston, D. D., is President ofthe
out uncovered all win- and
six months by their presence, letter, or represeninstitution.
spring in good condi+ tative—givingan account of their labor, success,

are raised successfully,

P)

for read-

ENiinnurannce

Hansers IHansonJT 3 King of Khowiton | dons Rasen ewer sje Sows know SXictly butL

BY MAIL,

ELLSWORTH Q. M., Me.—Held its Sept. ses. their work, which is, nevertheless, attended looked for so soon, and we may be allowed
sion at the Morgan’s Bay meeting house; Sherry,
Synod of Alb any,
Scho l Presbyterian
The e Old
with a good degree of success.
ence more a few items relative to .|| pp Me. There ; being neither church nor members
name
to
Presbyterian Synec o
Old School
.
tit
o
.
Som residing in this place, the Q. | at its recent annual meeting in Saratoga, voted
of our dibs
ot
For the purpose of giving some insight | jt.
‘into the character of the work in which | Our school is located in a village of 1,500 yas Juvited by jis Jriend 8 19 Jhces Heres = unanimously in favor of a union with the New

portion of thedet- ;
Ststance.ce of the concluding
onciuding por

©

G, H. Danforth, Hallowell, Me.
Me,
W. 8, Stevens ony Detroit,
Rev. J. H. Loveless, Weavertown, N. YBY EXPRESS
T. Patten. Gilford Village N. H.
Rev. A. W. Purinton, Bath, Me.
Rev. M. W. Burlingame, Cornish, Me.

laborer in Western Turkey, for the A. B. C. F.
M. for thirty-two yeais, has been compelled to
return to this country on account of ill health.

—[
al our druggists.
oe

ed. It is for’ sale by
“pendent.

Books Forwarded.

wasfilled at six o’clock in the morning for a
prayer meeting, éonducted by D. L. Moody.

the labors of Revs. Cutter and Williams from
Washington Q. M., wiios preached the word. to

ea

trial in all those cases of disease to whieh itis

hy—E Moseley—
—R Lumley—L Lewis--J.
tech—J Mu
I D Mooney—B E Parker—H D Peab
y—A M Richardson—R Richardson—C B Smith—N-K Sargent—H Small—
'oothak r—L B
G W Shaw—E Seager—G W Stearns—E
H Wil lams—$ Willilams—D G Yo! ng—N
Tasker—I
Young.

A Convention of the Y. M. C. A. of the State of
Vt. was held at Brattleboro’, Oct. 13, 14 and 15,

funds were raised in cash and pledges to

support her at a salary

.

: ahd se-

gland

a
willing to be without it.—[ Boston Journal ZR
A
VALUABLE MEDICINE.—Dr.J. W. P:
.
Pine Compound, advertised in our columns, is a successful attempt to combine and: apply
¢ medicinal
virtues of the White Pine Bark.
‘has been thoroughly tested by people in this city andyvicinity; and
the proprietor has testimonials to its value from por
We reco recommend its
sons well known to our citizens,. We

Addreuses.

the | —N 8 Choon—B Cass—C Dickinson—W W Dean—W

his lectures the middle of November next.

as is thatof N

article,

Itisan

.

Rin n it Ave It a fair trial, will not 5 t

hold its

M Atwood—A T Brown—0O Buckman—V V Beebe—J F
Buzzell—8 Burnham—G B Clough—R A Ol hase—dJ Carrill

Hartford Theological Seminary, nnd will begin | Fits

It was re-

solved in Conference to support sister Carrol another year among the Freedmen, and "about half

The requisite

funds, we hope, can soon be raised.

g in
i
History

;
professorship of ; ‘Ecclesiastical

In seve:

‘it to give prompt relief when

which, in a climate so promotive of

Letters Received.

Rev. Phillip Schaff, D. D. has accepted the

der

dies which had been tried had,

Rev, D. Cross, Sutton, Vt.
“ ¥.P. Augir, Frankford Station, Ill.
“J. 8. Letts,Ripon, Wis.
“ W. 8S. Merrill, Meredith Village, N..H.

ed the fiftieth anniversary of its organization, on

Clerk.

pervaded the meeting.

cellent spirit

are happy to say that our peofidl
throughout the state are in sympathy with the enterprise and determined to sustain i-.
The
numerous inquiries made of us relativeto
our enterprise indicate a larger notice of,

of the

Quarterly

Ross Office:

2

{

Smal

Amon

nol Wis

exten)

the 8th and 9th insts. Rev. Daniel W. Fanuce,the
pastor, delivereda memorial discourse.

“try for the prosecution of his work, it ap- term. Itisafive story brick building, 50 * FRENCH CREEK QM, N. Y.—Held its Sept.
session with the South Harmony church. There
pears that he has been laboring
forthe
pro- by 72 feet.
‘We think that $3,000 more
“was a thin attendance ) in consequence of a stea
P
y
Es
y
An ady
_ motion. of Protestantism since 1852. At | than our present means will complete both | rain, but a precious season my

who are in consequence

Belknap

The First Baptist church in Concord celebrat-

one as goon as a suitable man can be found.
_H. N. HERRICK,

Jn

a

he sollection. ol

Re ing 1s hein te

~ Stefano Cereghino, a Waldensian, is pastor

-

ig

oe

given it a thorough trial we can
mend Poland’s
White Pine
able article for the cure-of colds) co

COMMITTEE.

The Committee on révisin
the Treatise will meet
at the Star Office, Dover, N.
., Tuesday, Nov, 10, at
11 A. M., to make final revision of its work for “imme:
diatae publication. Let all bg present.
rps
y
HOSEA QUINBY, Chairman.
:
:

The Jews in New York City have just finished

P.

Rev. | to strike for an endowment fund. Our Seminary is nearly completed sufficiently for to $20,00.- It seemed to be thought that a good
missionary could be sustained in the Q. M., and
near use, and hence the school is in progress and the Q. M. Committee was encouraged to employ

IN ITALY.

~—BYANGEMOAL WORK

we-thust-make-}-

Next ses-

Sissons, 8.50,

TREATISE

We must make it an object for students to

.

.

better than the

Forei
for Bri
Collection
STOTT
With . the

heat its Seminary Building with steam.
8. To transact any other business found necessary

and dedicated a temple. costing the sum of $600,
next session with thé church at Su thanton Iron‘LE. HULSE, Clerk.
’
a
1 000. The pews were sold for $700,000, leaving a Works, ov, 10,at 1 o’clock, ». 3. - The 5 per cent. Y
M.assessment to defray expenses of delegates to Gen’l
| patronize it.
Ly
. HENNEPIN Q. M.,Minn.—Hzeld its Sept. session surplus of $100,000. The Jewish Messenger says Conference, and the balance on Freedmen’s Mission
that the corporation owning ‘the edifice will, will be expected at this Session.
Our purpose isto ‘complete, as soon os at Champlin, on the 25, 26, and 27. - A Very good
.D, Sarr, Clerk.
number was in attendance, and a good degree of
| possible,
the requisite buildings, and thén interest was manifested. There were such indica- probably, in a few years, become one of the
i
3
wealthiest
in
the
city.
The
real
estate
owned
by
val
eid
:
:
b
that the
| tions of a revival in the d,community
people have rested a e little,
as soon as our a
Adress
:
them equals in extent that of the famous Trinity |
tion.
meeting is being b
ST Lf
ee
:

enter-

yo

BEC

>

good-denominationat-sehool

=

quent visitations of this kind which Califor- | it
nia receives are unfortunate for her

and a collection
‘the Sabbath,
L

"of the best; and if we would. maintain a:

.

a

The Great New England Remedy.
. Notice.
F. Baptist ministers, both ordained and licensed, ‘buildingin the western part of Washington, three ;
COMPINE COM.
of the ; Green Mountain Seminary | : DR. J, ; W. POLAND'S
corporators
It will be called | The
at at aa costcost ofof $25,000.
was ; | stories high,
bers of Conference. Rev. J. M. Kayser
;
; POUNDWHITE
corpo
e
h
C
,
5
2
$
,
h
g
i
y
eo
:
;
to meet at the dwelling of Mr. H. W. Judson, |
the | Dosified
;
o
corresponding messenger to next term
:
Gough,
Center, Vt., on ursday, Nov, 19,at?
House,”n honor of the | Waterbury
SchoolStevens.
- Stevens
with Burns | ic
o'clock, P. M.
late Hon,
Thaddeus
church, Dee.-11.
1. Tochoose a Clerk,
the
| 9.
eto |
B. A. GURNEY, Clerk, | Oliver
Dyer, of New York, the au

:

On Wednesday
of last week San Francisco|
‘vas visited with the most extensive and des-

GG

wi

Denman News an ots, | of Prairie City Q» M. Next term

coast is to the effect that California has been
:
:
:
:
with
again : afflicted
;

yi
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writes from Ovid,
Druggist,
FARMER,
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EX
theology.
his
up
build
to
church
a
minister
A
a
:
gardening
meetings during the week.
where I hold

and'| pLgisofisuse thls Avs. ovr | “SESE Sikri, hippo Pale Wi, wre:
7. Hamilton,
ofthebookslateofSira classical
ne: | heomehas lectures
published
order. One

Ino ih cae; and Fs
tho month, | IsHiuie an nary
past tho ismiddloof
a lle fencing
.
brethren for past favors received, and | o~ Osage
good
still pray that they may continue through
a success here. Most the church on the subject.
you to aid us for a little while.”

~§

PROGRESS.
Advance,

.

Dr. Patton, editor of the

giving an

account

of

a recent

visit at Andover, relates the following, which

4. Ttshall be the duty of such church

-| of our farms in this vicinity will in a few
years be enclosed, and considerably divided
into fields by osage. As to fuel, though
wood is not plenty, costing from $4 to $7,
yet good coal can be had, plenty of it,

receive a minister

ing-alley

here?

‘ Why,you have a bowl¢ Certainly;

excellent exercise

and

it

of other parts East or

¢ But,

when I was a boy in Andover, ] at Phillips
:

to move here,

Voted

was 3 a significant evi- | do notes hesitate to: invite those to look toward
It certainly
:
:

dence of a revolution of ideas, and suggests | us fayorably who are intent on

to publish the above in the

and especially
4

?

Morning

Sarah E. Simmons, Broadway, O., towards
port of children in India,
An Iowa friend,

:

The Rev.

er ‘seats of learning, twenty-five years
as ninehence, will not find billiardsas well

‘pins ?

church, -N.|

Dr. Bellows says the omfty hope he has for

Y. Last fall we commenced our prayer
meefing. The result has been that the
first Rabbath in August, I baptized nine.

Protestantism on the European continent, which
is “sickly, -weakly, and ghastly,” is the ‘ missionary efforts of American Unitarians.” If this
be true, things are at a bad pass indeed—considering the remedy proposed, to say nothing
about the disease.
;
:
Of the 241 Orthodox Congregational churches

| Since then there has beén a growing in-

ness, will reclaim may things now usurp

by Satan.”

:

——ARRIVAL

OF Doctor

McCosu.

Dr.

McCosh, the President elect of Princeton

College, arrived in New York last week,
where: he was warmly welcomed. At

‘Prificeton he was met at the station by the
faculties and students of the Theological

terest in the church. We held a few evening meetings and God blessed the efforts in
the salvation of sinners and the reclaiming

of backsliders.
twenty-four

baptized

young

iY

in all,

people.
one

Rev.

week, and

J. H. LoveLEss.

great eloquence and in a manner entirely
appropriate to the ogecasion, while the en-the

theological students and the citizens knew

no bounds. * Great preparations were made

church on the third Saturday
I. H. DUDLEY,

The’ New York 7¥mes photographs him
thus: “Dr McCosh is a tall andremhrkably handsome man, His bearing is dig- |
unified and his deportment courteous. He

reveals the true gentleman in every word
and gesture. In his address he pledged
himself as a true American, and succeeded
in popularizing
students,” yi
£

himself at once
.

with

the

ARO00STOOK Q. M, Me.~Held its Sept. session

the church at Monticello.

was rather thinly attended,

The meeting

Nellie

which

meeting,

was

held

the

in

ladies,-and deeply interesting, but gentle-

men were not admitted.
wag

supplicated

for Chinese

and

Turkish mothers. - Many conversions were
reported,
and more interest than ever before

was shown, A solemn spirit of prayer,”
spoken and silent, was manfested.
or
Fait

NEE

an
1

5
Haha

iy

el

which he heard of the
for singing hymns.

WATERVILLE Q. M,, Me,—Held its Sept. term
with the Sidney and Waterville church. In con.
sequence of a storm on the first day, the

1

RX
%

suspension

of the

with

spirifualism, and animal

magnetism

vented.

A. Philbrick, of

East S8anbornton;

born of Gilford.
In Johnstown, Wis., Sept.

13, by

Rev. G.

FoR

H.Hub-

Sion.

Parlor

other letters) which might well be put under the
ban also, unless his grace

ought

attend-

A SPLENDIDLY

the

eALYoshuA

\
Special

Harmony

‘We were favored with the counsel and
:
JE. B.

prevailed.

labors of
eM.

permanency the customs
tions of their native land.

itll

Hor. “Win. Mack. and B; ary is fixed at $1000 in gold, with the perquisite
pastos

and Tioga %: M.,also Jacob Stewart to Yates and
Steuben.
Next session with the *Tuscarora
cliurch Ji STUART, Clerk.

In connection with his

rate thepe is a seamen’s chaplaincy, and in con.
sideration
- of this the American Seaman's
"Friend Society advance $500 passage money. WALNUT CREEK Q. M., I1l.—Held its fall term
A report from the trustees of the colored
with Liberty church, Sept. 11 and 13, The at- gchools of Washington shows that they now have
tendance was small. “Notice was
given of a proJosed amendment to the
constitution to be intro- 48 teachers employed in Washington and Georgeuced at the next session of the Q. Mamaking all town, They are putting up a very fine brick

members

+

lf

———e

Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer

is en-

endorsed hy the first medical authority. Its intrinsic merit alone, introduces

it into

use.

%

-

general
3

BEST BOOK For EVERYBODY.—The new illustrat
‘ed edition of Webster's Dictionary, containing three
thousand engravings, is the best book for everybody
that the press has produced

in

the

present ngind

and should be regarded as indispensable to the well:
Tegulag home, reading-room, library, and place
f business.— Golden Era.

|

hring Bs vogue and |

d religious instituMr. Thompson’s sal-

1,600

“Down with the tyrant” of ignorance that induces
you to patronize worthless dyes and pomatums (lard).
Only “Barrett's Vegetable Hair Restorative” finds favor wherever it is used. That is the preparation to
which a “silver medal” was awarded at the N.H,
State Fair in 1866.— Louisville Journal.

to leave his present fleld, and New England, in
November, and repair to Hilo, the second seaport

4

About

THE first contribution from our new purchase,
Alaska, is one of two thousand varieties of birds,
whose plumage is said to be very beautiful.

THE

BOOK

:

OF

3

3129.

WORSHIP.

We Kave a few copies of this work in Embossed
morocco with Jt edges; price $1.60.
Alzos fou 0, Turkey morocco full gilt for the pul
; price $ 2.
:
P Our friends will please send for no more Sacred
Melodies and no more Dialogues and Recitations as
weare entirely out of both of these works.

Odd

MAGAZINE,

they stand unequaled.

A-The

current

;
Notices.

BOWMAN,

is

sureto flow

Notice.
The annual meeting ofthe Trustees of Whitestown
Seminary will be held in the office of the Seminary on
the tenth day of Nov. next, at 3 o’clock P.M,
v
By order of the President.
5
.
J. 8. GARDNER, Sec’y,
Whitestown, Oct, 13, 1868.

EMPRESS

SALERATUS,

~.

Notice.
next

at 10.80, A.M,

R. B. STUBBS, Seo'y,

Correction.

COLGATE

ra, N. Y.,is the man to whom money may be reid.
i"

Aromatic

Address J, C.

grand and

spacious, with all the modern convenienc-

London, Conn.

dw3l

Desirable Securities.
®

Principal and Interest

a

ay

GOLD. 4

THE

F[RST
50 YEAR

with
dies

LL

Glycerine,

and

Enfants.

is recommended
.

combined
for

Ka.
1yl6

CENT.

Sinking

¥und

Coupon

‘Bonds

of the

Rockford, Rock Island & St. Louis
Railroad Company,
Principal and Interest payable in GOLD COIN,
FREE

OF

GOVERNMENT

TAX,

aro for Salo at the Office of the Company,
.

Neo.

i

STREET,

WALL

12

=

AT

)

»

PER

—"

narrow

ng

MORTGAGE

SEVEN

NEW

5129

Soap,

Serv-

OTTIS & CO.,Box 397,Boston, Mass.[31

és and improvements, Ladies ;wishing to]
e
sensible, theoretical as well as practical musicians
and teachers upon the Piano, Harp, Guitar or Organ,
in the shortest time and at the least
possible
nse,
and wishing further information, will please address
PROF. ORAMEL WHITTLESEY, Music Vale Box, New

:

CO's

&

- Vegetable

the

USIC VALE SEMINARY AND NORMAL
Academy of Music, Salem, Ct. Founded 1835.
Location ploneant and healthy, Buildings new, airy

Carpet

Boston,

J

In my article on Elmira, N. Y., Im made to say;
Forward the money
to 0, 0.
Hills Miss. Agent.—~
Leave out the word#®to,” Rev, W. H. Edger, Elmi-

wed,

trial, and given swag to families who are needy Pro

ing.

ENGLISH INGRAIN CARPETS for 75 cents per yard. |

E59 pres,
ot
Hill | Wath
Fretwillbe
of theDover, Washington Street
Pastor
Stewart,
Co.
Carpet TNA
the New"England
ny
urch,
ap
presented.
I'riends of the cause are-cordially invited,

contrary,

Tes to excel ALL others, as thousands of patrons will
stify.
B@~AGENTS WANTED.—Machines sent to A nts for

| bales just opened from auction by the New Eng:
Y

the

Machines can be

is smpnatically the poor man’s Sewing Machine, and is war-

200 pieces from 62 to 87 cents

Sermon by Rev, I. D.

to

in any quantity. This Machine is a double thread,
plete with Table, constructed upon entirely new printiDies

annual

10, commencing

reports

and % DIAMOND”

and DOES NOT infringe
upon any other in the world, It

England Carpet Co., 75 Hanovér Street, Toston.
300 ROLLS TAPESTRY BRUSSELS CARPETING, from’
the New York trade sales, for sale at $1.87} per yard,
by the New England Carpet Co, 75 Hanover Street,
Boston,
INGRAIN CARPETINGS, from auction, a little im-

.:

le pay $50 or $100 for a Sewing Machine
buy a better one for all PRACTICAL

Notwithstanding

subscribers beg to inform their numerous friends that th

for this autumn’s sales, and comprising the newest
and most stylish patterns. For sale by the NEW
ENGLAND CARPET CO., 75 Hanover Street, Boston,—
LC
One price and cash systems strictly adhered to.
A Three-ply Carpets, in beautiful Persian, Tapestry and Chintz style, entirely new, for autumn sales,
just opened by the NEW ENGLAND CARPET Co., 76
Hanover Street, Boston. One price and cash systems
strictly adhered to.
CARPETS FOR THE PEOPLE —Don’t pay the high
prices. Invoices of the following grades will be sold
at retail for less tham Wholesale prices, viz: Floor Oil
Cloths, Three-Plys, Kidderminsters, Ingrains, Dundee fof floors and stairs, Brussels, Tapestries, Velvets, Medallions; also Crumb Cloths, Rugs and Mats,
by the NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO. 75 Hanover
Street; Boston.
:
Don’t pay$2 per yard for Tapestry Brussels Car-

Fhgind

ern

“FRANKLIN”

to that

meeting of the Strafford County | land Carpet Co, 75 Hanover Street, Boston.
Bille Society will be held in Rochester, N, H., Nov.
FLOOR Oty, Crotus in wide sheets and
The

HY
oY

W

purposes?

Crossley & Sons, of Halifax, England, manufactured

perfect in- matching.

ror sive sy ase GROCERS.

BREAD

“Economy is Wealth,”--Franklin.’

house which sells at the lowest prices. Our best
English Velvets, Brussels and - Tapestries will be retailed during the season at importer’s prices. Our
customers will find our departments for fine goods
very complete—comprising the newest and -most desirable styles of foreign productions, as well as the
ite home manufactures. NEW ENGLAND CARfi
PET. COMPANY, 75 Hanover St., Boston. One price
and cash systems strictly adhered to.
CARPETS.—
Get the Modern Styles. “One thousand
pieces real Tapestry Brussels, from the rooms of

‘per yard, just received by the New
Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.

>:
& 6 0% ‘

& rant

Top

For sick headache, nervous

of trade

is the time to get up Clubs
cents.
address upon receipt
any

. IF YOU WANT IT, USE

petings when you can get them for $1.37 at the New

* Notiegs and Appointments.

Rev. Frank Thompson, well known as the for.
mer chaplain of the Young Men’s Christian Asso-

ing Congregational church composed largely of
mericans,an organization resulting from the ef-

probationers.

since January 1st.

John Allen, the wickedeSt “mei in New York,
has resumed his old business, and was arrested
recently for keeping a disorderly house.

to

Christ-

Sports,

MAGAZINE.

ILLUSTRATED

TIP

Hetohg

disorders, enervation, indigestion, and depression
of spirits, they are the only remedy. Sold by all
Druggists.

Baptist translation of the Bible is being made.

ie prices gay

a

Magic

SUCCESS!

; In Exeter, Det. 1, Sr Siugustion of the brain, Lyd-

including

ye to have

town of Hawati, to become pastor of a flourish-

session with

. 4w3l

>
EE
of stamp to pay return postage.
~~" Boston, Mass.
;
awl

Di i
16

have joined and 85 churches have been organized

done, and not to leave the other undone.”

the word

ly. © Next

Plays,

"AVG REAT

Rev.H, S, Inman,

bility, and debility from the impoverishment of the
blood or derangement of the digestive organs. If
from the latter, the Pills are the best tonic medicines
inuse,and for their purifying and sanative properties

does not care to swing

out of the category: “These

Liber-

AMERICAN

Boston, Mass.

MONTHLY

BALLOU’S

Aeleyr Tama County, lows, and |

b

per minute.

Address

CO.,

the Holidays of 1868—9, containing
mas

In Nevada, Ohio,Sept. 29,by Rev, William Mathers,
ct. 13, b

MACHINE

I

ever in-

Tricks, Queer Sxpodiments
roblems, Puzzles, &c.
16 large pages,
llustrated, SENT FREE. Address
ApaMS & Co.,25 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 4w3l

both of Johnstown.

In Providence,
n

Th

Holiday Journal.-New No.-Free.

J, San-

bard, Mr. Marvin H: Janes and Miss Minerva J. Case,

Mr. Alexander

ill knit 20,000 stitches

KNITTING

Oct, 10, Mr,

and Miss Mary

Prices $25.

al inducements to Agents.

J. Baker,

make any movement toward Episcopacy. The
denomination, we are #iSured, was never ina
more hopeful spiritual working condition than
now, They number about 25,000 members, not

from being

ciation of Springfield; and for some time past
preacher for the Conggegitionalists at Russell, ig,

ol

Cecilia

MACHINE.

plest, cheapest, and best Knitting’ Machine

of worship, are “too strongly Congregational in | ti true theory on which th treatment pursued by | 4w31]
sentiment and practice as to church polity to these medicines is founded. Languor arises from de-

latter

ance was small, yet the ‘meeting was one of interest to all present. The social meetings were
precious seasons. We were favored with the
resence of Revs. M, H.. Tarbox, of the Houlton
« M., M, Morrill, of the Anson Q.M.,, and H.

uy

KNITTING

Ricker of

Wesleyans, while Methodistic in faith and form | —To removethe cause and prevent the the effects is

The Roman Catholic Archbishop,of New York

Dr, Clark, | O: Allbee,Corresponding Messengers to Bradford | of a parsonage.

Mrs.

of Albany, presided with charming dignity.

“Prayer

ing the “surprise and dumb amazement”

social
trust,

There is not much religious Prosperity among
the churches of the Q.
M. N. Gammon, Clerk,

Second | with the Deerfield church,

as crowded by

of

kea- |- The American Bible Union: held its nineteenth
annual meeting in New York recently., The exof profit
to those in attendance. The collection penses of the year have been $60,000, receipts
for Home Missions amounted to about $6,00.— $67,000. Itis under this society that the new

fal

Miss

De Witt D. Dolly of Laconia

the Republican party since its formation.”

it being a busy

: THE AMERICAN BOARD,—One of the most Clinton church, Dec. 18, commencing at 1 o’clock.
8. BowpeN, Clerk.
interesting features of the late meeting of 3 ; \
TUSCARORA Q. M.. N. Y.~Was held in Sept.
the Aerio Board was the ‘mother's
Church, and was_ reported

accommodations

indulged in by the people of his diocese. There
are some other things that begin with p(and

ills, of the Wellington Q. M., who preached

Cr

church

sion with the Horicon church.
It was largely
attended and there was a good degree of spirituality manifested.
The collection for missions
amounted to $10,94,
W. H. H. Davis, Clerk.

son. The preaching was good, and the
meetings were seasons of interest,and, we

bids fair to be both brilliant and successful.

that the value of the church

LAKE GEORGE Q. M., N. Y.—Held its last ses-

favorable

his career

It is estimated

;

has prohibited pic-nics,planchette, round dances,

with

and

the
the

in OcClerk.

have ehtered upon their duties under more

circumstances,

M.

do pot, mn re-

Hence its great

Tad

In Gorham, N. H., Oct. 18, by
.
A
passed resolutions denouncing the tyranny of the | Mr. Quinby C. Evans of Shelburne, N. H., and Miss | AND FIFTY CENTS a year.
teen Copies, $15.00. = Now
Frances H. Willis ofG.
Georgia legislature, which turned * from their
for 1869. Single copies, 15
sent to
A@-Sample copy
seats twenty-five legislators merely because they

property in the United States during the last ten
years has increased about eighty-seven millions of
been an increase of

I

|

supplies.

more than fifty millions.
~
Rev. Alexander Duff, D. D., of Scotland, has
written a letter to Geo. H. Stuart, Esq., express-

Miami Q. M, ,0.—Held its Aug. term with
church at Butlerville, Next session with

Providence
tober.

in Maine,only 59 have pastors, and 79 have stated

dollars, and during the Same period there has

Quarterly . Meetings. *

throng of undergraduates and others who
crowded about the door. He spoke with

for his ‘inauguration which was to take
place yesterday. Few college presidents

worthy

have

labored to good acceptance.

to the presidential mansion; the home of so
many great men now at rest, he was obliged
to come fort and address the enthusiastic

and

I

E. M. Baxter was withus

Seminary and College, and the citizéns of
the town en masse. After being conducted

thusiasm of the undergraduates

:

WgaverRTOWN, N. Y. A few mercy drops | him strong.

tianity set free from asceticism and a mere- | have fallen on the Johnsburgh

ly defensive attitude and policy, and put
upon the ground of manly principle and a
war of invasion upon the kingdom of dark-

Julia

it, who

WANTED —AGENTS. — Sibi
sale.

Miss

It CURES and that accounts.for

None use

recomntend it to their friends.

though some of the objections have seemed to'| tions to Episcopacy have gone there; but most | gyolioway’s Pills. —Debility and Lenguor.

—

What hinders the purification of the

ui,

In Monticello, Oct. 11, by Rev. J. 8. Dinsmore, Mr.

:
in the same schools, has gradually changed the J ealevans ore Boing over ty te oe
> ODIO He EEO Dold 0% he AlN: ; Jo says Ca A foW. persons who Jad Lub sight ohjees

Revivals, &c.

latter more than that of the former ? Chris- |

careful

His

and

We have sold hundreds of dozens to go to that

of OXE DOLLAR
low price
Rev. H. B. Mitchell, | scribers at the wonderfully Seven
copies, $9.00; thir-

of the Uni-

condition as men.”

of Cornville,

| study of the results of the edycation of both sexes | _ It has been more than once reported that the | & *

O.E. BAKER.

also whether one visiting Andover and oth- | ly manifést.

Mai

25

both of Mt. Pleasant, Green Co., Wis.
In East Sanbornton, N. H., Aug.?7, by Rev. E.
Smith, Mr. Rufus Kin, of Waltham, Mass., and Miss

Sis suntsl were dark colored,” and expressing their ‘adoes
separated from liquor and gambling, than | wholive alone, ddititute of meetings of yorsity fis Oe
a Tor the education of Women | 1°Tonce to the principles whith have governed
a ty I
to expel students who were tempted by the | their choice.
amusements to violate artificial rules ? and | Duty in such cases seems to us to be clear- | «on the same

sale.

its GREAT SUCCESS.

as either of glethea $4
MATTER ope
Irons, daugh- | Wha,CONTAINING
Miss both Adaof F.Providence.
Jr., andIrons,
Mott,Samuuel
it wise to intro- || Mr.
Utica, N. Y=, thought and
LL
limon, TraAS f MUCH
the late
unanimously te OfJacob
of brit
50 pi inauction

MISCELLANY. .
President

Treasurer.

far-off region of gold.

Charles Terwin ‘Searles, and

The Welsh Congregationalists, at their late

—

‘Dr. Haven,

2.00
782.70

In Saco, Oct. 19, by Rev, Z. S. Knight, Mr. Orren J.
Holmes
Saco.

meeting

General.

with other
who are connected
it would not have been wiser to have had | those
denominations
for
convenience,
and those
the bowling-alley under pure influences,
g

Increased liberality is urged,

the sup-

C. 0. LIBBY,
Dover, N.H

:

i

ity

| 1868.

L. Gott, Clerk.

5

RELIGIOUS

to

moving

in his lectures and philosophical expositions.
Probably half the memoir will consist of correspondence, &id much of this will be of interest to

ed

scholars:
mistaken their calling by finding no fields of labor
opened to them, so
that they
have to leave the
The Wesleyans of Great Britain, last year rework of the ministry wholly, for some other
employment, they should be honest enough to | paired and built 260 churches, at an expense of
£989,822, or nearly $1,500,000 in gold. Seventynotify the Q. M. of the fact (within the year) and
eight of these new churches were built where
have their names left out of the Register.
6. That ministers declaring themselves inde- formerly they had no church accommodations,
endent of the Conference, should be disciplined
thereby furnishing sittings for 22,139 persons.
pe the same way as lay members when they: deelare their indevendence of the churches.
The General Missionary Committee of the
7. That the councils should be very caufious
in ordaining candidates for the ministry, and not Methodists appropriated a million dollars in
1866, and again in 1867, for missionary purposes
allow the pressing wants of Zion to overbalance
their judgment respecting the qualifications of at home and abroad. For this year they approof candidates.
priated but $850,000. It is a matter of deep con8. That ministers who have not reported themcern that, while the large balance in the treasury
selves to this Conference for one year, or upin November, 1865, has been gradually consumed,
wards, should report at the Dec. session—those
the actual contributions have so far fallen off that
who do not thus report to be advertised in the
Morning Star.
:
;
there will probably be a heavy debt at the end of

.

years ago | some point in the West,
question, » whether twenty-five
the
.
.

ex

5. If ministers,become satisfied that they have

Academy, I was expelled for playing nine- | leavingwould damage them materially—we | Star.

pins!

not to

denomination,

our denomination, without first being
a council from this Q. M.

if comfortably and happily located where
they are—and especially if so much needed
by the chrrches to which they belong that

affords

recreation.’

West

another

“We wish you would send a good supply of ALLEN’S
LUNG BALSAM, as it is getting to be one of the necessary institutions of the country, It sells well and
gives entire satisfaction to those using it.”
F. L. ALLEN of New London, €onn., writes that
“ALLENS LUNG BALSAM is favorably received by the
afllicted. I have retailed nearly four dozen bottles
over my counter, and it has given good satisfaction.”
Many letters like the above are daily received from
all parts of the country. The demand for it from California is large for a medicine so recently offered for

membership of Miss A. 8. Dudley,
Rev. A. Losee, 8, Harmony, N. Y., towards the supa Ror of a boy in India.
1
am Brown, Ossipee, N. H., for the support of two
boys in India,
Mis. Mehitaple: Rawson, Hume, N. Y., per M, W.

finds it difficult to conceive of Hamilton having
any domestic life, so completely was he absorbed

nor from a church which has lost its visibility, in

indicates the current of opinion in religious
circles respecting the subject in question. | within 12 to 16 miles, at banks, for 10 to
The world certainly moves, but whether 12 1-2 cts. per bushel.
Farms can be bought at prices varying
forward or backward, we leave it for our
from 830 to 870 per acre,according to advanreadersto judge.
Dr. Patton says:
tage of location and improvements. *
«« As we walked across the Green, and
For intelligence, enterprise and. morals,
made mention of the Gymnasium, an odd
and rather instructive fact was related by the people of Iowa have a reputation equal
Prof. Phelps. A minister visited it not to thatof any other western state.
Now, while we do not advise our people
long since and, looking over the arrange-

ments, exclaimed,

from

hot cakes) and gives

hg

ro

BE, OK. Hutchins,
“Mrs,

Professor Veitch edited, with Professor Mansel, { “Bleornington,N rab:

oy

or io thesis Shall ho the ri

om

from i

ge is nid done in May,

I thank the

school.

also have one Sunday
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Pamphlets, giving full information, may be had at
the ofiice,
;
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”

Government and other Securities’ received in rex
change at market rates.
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Poclri.

“I shall go to Plainfield in the morning,”
he gaid quietly.

-as-PdHiketodoitt—————reiiri

‘Anderson P? repeated

Bfdding the family good-night, he mount-

'

Thou solemn month! I hear thy voice;

What's a few driftsof snow to me, when I'm:

determined to get where

,

books?

Oh, visions bright—oh, blessed hours,” *
‘Where are their living raptures now?
" Task my spirit’s wearied powers—

Perhaps this

I can:be

Master

4

at my

:

;

;

yon

:

%

as it was light, a small package

' stick, in search
called if.

They came in zephyrs from the west;
They bore the wood-lark’s melting tone,
They stirred the blue lake’s glassy breast;

ed, sitting on a bench,

father

and warming

him-

self by the blazing logs, a youth whom he

- =,

How like those transports of the breast
‘When life is fresh and joy is new;
Soft as the halcyon’s downy nest,
And transient all as they are true!

They stir the leaves in that bright wreath
Which Hope about her forehead twines,

Plainfield ?”

Till grief’s hot sighs around it breathe,

%

mre

I heard last night that you wgre teaching
a school here; and I came to get you to
help me contrive a plan.”
“Cannot your parents assist you ?”

Alas! for Time and Death and Care,
‘What gloom about our way they fling!

Like.clouds in autumn’s gusty air,
The burial pageant of the spring.

“No, sir.”

At last like withered leaves appear,

And sleep in darkness side by side.

body, I din-

most

craves, and

most de-

A Pig that had a Chance.

CE

sents a far less touc

ng spetiucle than the

great English Queen closing
her glorious
career by suicide, for her abstinence from
all that might have preserved her amounts
to no less, Around herflitted her courtiers
like ‘specters, with their thou hts half at’

4’ the way fra India, ye maun be tired

hungry.

have no freedom

and

and

no

joining her to take food, and preservea life
on which their own in many cases depend-

ed—but she had played out her part, and

even pure air and a clean

Bide a bit, and eat and drink wi’

society, and

bed.

not

If a little

Margery ! come down, and let us set boy should be shut in a pig-pen and fed upon slops,” and should have nobody to*teach
on the supper !”,
him
or talk to him or play with him, he
The twe women soon provided quite a
us.

would be likely to relish.

deavored to wring from her the name of the
person whom she desired to be her success-

or, and by.

interpreting what

the

intimat-

ed by dumb show accordingto their own
wishes, obtained the recognition of James

Stewart.

Then the spirit of the great Tu-

dor departed, and one of her kinsmen, who,
as a distinguished writer remarks, had been
Boveriog hice araven about her death-bed,
effected his escape from the palace,and fled

northward with the welcome tidings.

him a chance to improve.
from his dirty little brothers
gave him a nice little shed
In the shed was a soft bed

“I thank you,

So he took him
and sisters, and
all to himself,
‘of clean straw,

out, and the nation be forced back, as on
the su cession of her sister, through tor
rents of blood, to hated creed of Hildebrand

and Leo X.—Life of Sir Waller Raleigh.

madam,” he answered; “it does seem to and the door was left open. It was only the
pig's bedroom where he slept at night and |
me that I should like some oatmeal por-

“Have you no friends to lend you a helping hand ?P”
ridge, such a3 my mother used tocmake, if
so be you have any.”
“No.”
“Porridge P” repeated the widow.
‘Ah,
“How
do you expect, then, .to get
.| along?” _..
E: ye mean parritch. Yes, we hae a little

in wet weather.

—

Pe

>

—

The great want
who are not for

OCs

of the age is men, men

sale;

men who are honest,

J

@he Family Circle.

had come onso

un

suddenly that

inky |
many were |.

for it; while the effect of such

severity in the weather so early in the

sea-

~The

place, she asked, ‘Where

ty
A

- One summer afternoon Mr. Malcom

An-

hae

ye left the

LITERARY

they conduct the fluid harmlessly

MISCELLANY.

wife and bairns ?”
:
son was disheartening to'most, both yopngderson arrived with his family at his native | ‘At the inn, mother. Have you room
andold. ©
HE
*hast Hours of Elizabeth.
town. Putting up at the little inn, he pro- for us all at the cottage ?”
There was one exception, however, and
SY C——
ceeded to dress himself in a suit of sailor
“Indeed I have—twa good spare-rooms
this was a youth of fifteen summers, tall and
Centuries have elapsed since the death of
clothes, and then walked out alone. By a wi' large closets, weel stocked wi’ linen I Raleigh
's Queen, yet we are still unable
gannt, who sat one stormy evening in the

old-fashioned chimney cerner-of his father's
humble dwelling, reflecting upon his own

sitpation, and planning what he would do
to improve it. There was one fixed purposein his mind, nd this was, to get an
education.

How to accomplish it he could

not imagine,

for though his will was as in-

by-path he weil knew, and then through a
shady lane, dear to his young, hazel-nutting days, all strangely unchanged, he approached his mother's cottage. He stopped
for a few moments on the lawn outside, to
curb down the heart that was

meet

bounding

hae been spinning or weaving a' these lang
years for ye baith, and the weans.”

“Well, mother dear, now you must rest,”

rejoined the merchant, tenderly.

“Na, na, I dinna care to rest till ye lay

to

that mother, and 10 clear his eyes of

flexible as iron, his power of conception wast- a sudden mist of

not yet developed.

He had been to a school

in the neighborhood thé previoud winter,

but this avenue to learning was now closed
to him. As he sat on his old-fashioned stool
amid the noise and confusion of the family

around him, and the hoarse
tempest

without,

thing of this

her, sitting alone at her spinning wheel,
in the old time.

But,

alas,

as

how changed !

Bowed was the dear form once so erect,
and silvered the locks once so brown, and
dimmed
the eyes once s0"full of tender
sighing of the

his thoughts

were

seme-

nature: ‘Winter has com-

menced, Ilong to be at my studies. The
best part of the year, and the only time I

"can call my own, is passing away. What
* shall I do?”

:

. As ifin answer to this question, there was

a knock at the door, and presently a nejigh-

_bor walked
in covered with snow.

been to a village

happy tears. Through
the ‘open window he caught a glimpse of

He had

beyond,and was returning

to his home, when the bright light of the

pine knots attracted his attention.

Our youth in the corner modded

good

brightness, like - dew-stained violets.

But

the voice, with which she was crooning
softly to herself, was still sweet, and there,
was on her cheek the same lovely peachbloom of twenty years ago.
.|
At length he knocked, and the dear, re-

membered voice called to him in the simple, old-‘ashioned

way—‘“Coom

(Come in). ‘The widow
stranger,

offered

ben I"—
him

was, however,

when

death

Such as she

seemed

to

be

me down to tak’ my lang rest. There'll preparing to lay his icy bands upon her
be time enough between that day and the form, the heart of all England thrilled with
ish. During the 45 years of revolution,
resurrection to fauld my hands in idleness. which
cast down forever the power of Ca."
Now. 'twould be unco irksome. But go, tholicism in England, and inaugurated the
my son, and bring me thg wife; I hope I reign of free inquiry,she had
atthe head
shall like her; and the bairns, I hope they of British monarchy,bubbling to the brim as
she was wita fierce Celtic blood, and mainwill like me.”
tainidg her position with indomitable courIhave only to say that both the good age, yet all the while hardl knowing what
woman's hopes were realized. A very she did, since the/ fangs of the old church
happy family ‘knelt down in prayer that stiil griped her conscience, and regulated
much of her conduct and modes of thinking.
night and many nights after, ‘in the wid- Her struggles,
however
‘ow's cottage, whose climbing roseq and known at best to a few , were internal, or
intimate friends.—
woodbines were but outward signs and In the eyes of ‘the ‘people she ha! always
types of the sweetness and blessedness ‘of appeared to be the type and symbol of Prot.
freedom of hethe love and peace within.— Little Pilgrim. estantism, that is, absolute
lief and speculation, and therefore they hail-

passionate ardor with which men of true
. If youare in trouble or a quandary tell] English blood, with Raleigh at their head,
They watched her
your wife—that is if yon have one—aH clung to the old Queen.
looks,
about it at once. Ten to one her invention bution they reckoried with profound perturthe years she had lived,and the prob-

a

chair.
vking her in an assumed voice,
somewhat gruff, he sank down as though
weariedl, saying that he was a way-farer,

evening to the guest; but his mind was too stranger tothe country, and asking the way’ will solve your difficulty sooner than all ability that she could not live m ny more;
deep
sorbed to listen to the chit-chit to the next town. The twilight favored your logic. The wit of woman has been yet jt was only by degrees, with strange
him
in his little usc; he saw that sho did praised, but her instincts are quicker and version and reluctance, that they gave cred
which followed. The great question, “what ‘not,
recognize him, even as one she had keener than her reason. Counsel with your it to the reports of her failing health, which
next?” was still ‘undecided, and his brow
neverthe

knit more and more,
as he reflected on fw

ever seen.

But after giving him

the in- wife or your mother,or sister,and be agsur-

palties in his path which, however, not’ formation he desired, she asked him if he
was a Scotchman by birth. “Yes, mad.

for one moment deterred him from pursuing
_

Present], he was roused by a voice.

"Jo,

|
J

did you hear, Jo? There's
a school

bor G. says it's a good
vaard.” .

seat,
a look of
every feature.

od light will flash upon your darkness.

less became more frequent and
alarming, issuing forth like black midnight

"+|from the palace, and falling like the first

Women are too commonly adjudged as symptoms of plague upon the bewildered

am,” he replied ; “but I have been away in

their

own. team

to the

totakean

§wim. They belong
to the.xatural aristocracy of this cotintry; that is, to the class of
active, lively, intelligent and altogether
healthy persons, who are above the fash-

ions because knowing how

to make them,

They came

in, upon

us at the

cliffs the:

other day, vigobously tugging their own

big baskets of lunch and pail of ice-water
(everybody. but the Yankees would say
S'bucket” of ice-water),
and sat down,

after

putting their Morse to feed, among the great
“stones to enjoy themselves. Presently they

were up and springing about the rocks,

climbing the ruggedest cliffs in advanee of

the most

adventurous

gentleman

of the

company (for they knew the way everywhere), and apparently as incapable of

fatigue as young deer upon. their native
mountains.

!

- The second of these sisters was a buxom

more varied work in a
day than
ladies could manage’in a week.

most oity

One fine morning she dro%e over to the

beich to take some

lady friends up to her

father's to pay a visit. Finding them not
quite ready she said, “Well, I'guess I'll sake
abath while

waiting ;” and in ten minutes

she was inthe sea, swimming and curveting through the waves like a dolphin, floatwater,” and

per-

d

and expert swimmer.
ue
- She
then drove them to the village,

four

miles distant, got up a fine dinner, sat down
and made a cushion and trimmed a hat,
and then invited them to take a row on the

river.

She rowed

the boat herself<n the

most expert sailor fashion, and took a long
pull along the winding shores, rowing
close under the shadows of trees, and fast

by the banks fringed with flowers,

so that

the party plucked them without leaving
boat.
;

the

nation.

¥

a

Idoubt if my

p)

all Maine ladies are as handsome, wholesome and accomplished as this one, for
there are multitudes that are as pale dnd

pining as their other American sisters; but

assuredly such graces of mind and person
and varied capacity could not long remain
in single blessedpess in an SURI § ouiide
of New Eugland>—Lelter
2 Maine.

Something

about Tin,

——

.

Four classes of Tin find- their way into
our market. These are denominated
Banca,
Straits, English and Spanish. The first is
the best, and is the principal sort which we
employ.

“Banca Tin”
in our columns
always sold for
more per Joued

;

.

.

the priceef which appears
of the markets weekly, is
about two and three cents
than any other, jecause it

is a reliable article, and

its qua

can

be

taken upon trust. The hon
lander
deserves credit for this confidence’ in the Tin
with which he furnishes. us, Its name is
‘derived from

the Island

of Banca, where it

is obtained, and which is under the government of the Dutch East India Company.

Great care is exercised in smelting the ore

to obtain tht metal pure and of a uniform
quality, and the manner in which business

13 done in the selling of itis peculiar. The
company makes public sales of this metal

only once per annum, inthe month of July,
an
sccumulsiedhilie yearly
ucts of
their mines for
purpose,
tterdam,

in Holland, is the

two or three
the SOupany
countriesof
the reliable
‘pound shall

place of sale; and, about

months
previous to this event,
sends
to all civilized
the
an
to be sold,~with
guarantee that not another
be furnished until July of the

air.

If caught, therefore,

{rom

the

in a thunder

storm and drenched to the skin, let us console ourselves with the thought that we
are thus much safer than we were a fow
minutes before when our clothes were dry.
These moans of safety apply chiefly "to
the thunder-storm i s-lf—to the time when

an undue accumulation having occurred,
the
balance, must be redressed even atthe cost

of anger.
But Providence has not forgotten to take precautions by which undue
accumulation, though mot absolutely prevented, is at leastrendered intinitely more
rare than it otherwise would be had no
such arrangement existed. The world is,
fact, studded all over, with

in point of

safe-

guards against disturbance in the electric
equilibrium

'>etween

the
ea th.

the atmosphere

On this subjecta

recent

and

writer

has well observed that, God has
made a
harmless conductor in every
pointed leaf,
every twig, every blade of grass. It is
eaid that a common blade of grass, pointed

instances

great

temptations

presented by a high

have

been

in the prices of the

metal after the public sales. Those who
purchase Banca tin at Rotterdam, do so
with the
perfect confidence that subse-

quently a flood of this metal. cannot be
wot into the market tolower their
.
he investment.in it therefore is safe, and
the Rothschilds and other! large bankers
are frequent purchasers for the purpose of
safely investing idle funds.
“Straits Tia" derives its. name from

|’ vesselss which trade is
ortein
an A
"
pass |

the Indi-

e

Straits of loge
They collect tis
metal at Singapere,at Borneo, and other places ;
and, although some of the pigs are as
as Banca, on the wholeit is nos so reliable,
but ranks next in value,
‘* English Tin" is obtainable in Cornwall,

where the most Jo ductive mines of this
metal in the world are located. The best
qualities of English Tin, it is said, never

reach. our markets; the poorer qualities
gnly are exported. The ‘Refined Engneedle, | lish,” which is estimated as good as Banca,
aad a single twig is fur more efficient. han
the merallic points of the best constructed and sells for the same price in London; is
agency of all ep for British manufacturing purposes,
rod.—What, then, must be the
the forces of the Somand for it being greater than the
a single forest in disarmin

with nature's workmanship, is three’ times

as effectual

the

as the finest cambric

of

storms

g
their terrors P—while the

supply. °°,
Our *“ Spanish

It was at Whitehall that the sym p-

2 A

Domesticated Otter.
—

The Detroit Post says a resident of that city

has lately become the possessor of a
mule otter,

that,

oung

Farioguody.

Suppose a clergyman were to advertise
that he should preach nexs Sunday morn-

ing on the ‘Necessity of Regeneration,” in
the afternoon on *‘Grieving the Holy Spirit,”
and in the evening on “Faith In Christ" the
county,on the first of April, by the Chip- community would laugh. at bis simpHeity,
pews Indians, who killed its mother,
A and stay at home. But if it should be nofrom

its

thoroughly

do-

westicated habits, is a great curiosity. ~ This
one was captured in “bry Lake, Gratiot
few days later it was

purchased

by Justin

Stewart, of Crystal Lake, for one

dollar,

ticed that Rev, Mr, A

Rev. Dr.

C

~, would preach on “War in Heaven," .

5

\4
A]

yy

OF course the reader is not to infer that

and when four and a
verdant in all but purely womanish affairs. toms
old was and the part that young men and young
of her fatal malady first became visi- bought by Mr. Smith. halfThemonths
is now women were to take in it; or on “Paul, the
No philosophical student of the sex thus ble, up>n
which, by the advice of her phy. about two feet in length, and,animal
having been Christian gentleman ;" or a paralled between
own mother would know me now, though Judges-them. Their intuitions, or insights, siciwns, she removed to the mild
air of Rich. ‘thoroughly domesticated, is not only per- ‘Wash ington and Moses” or a parallel be-she was very fond of me before I went to are the most subtile, and if they cannot see mond, But the conflict going on within
fecily haimless, but appears to have the ‘ween the dancingof David before the ark
sea.”
:
|
wii
4
acat in the meal, there’ is no cat there.— | her was not so much with disease, as with greatest affection for children, and lies
and the dancingof Herodias’ daughter beNemeris. Essex
may
not have deserved moti mies for hoyrs if
“Ab, mon! its little ye ken about mith In counseling a man to tell his. trouble to the
permitted to lie at a fore Herod, there would be a rush to hear
regret she felt, but this did not prevent child's side.
3
this new Gospel, ion Wa
‘are full of
pom
ors, gin yo think sae. Tcan tell yo there his wife, we would go farther, and advise her feeling it. His enemies were about
her
Ita food consists of bread and milk, Bhs
fresh these ‘quack Gospel advertisements,

foreign parts many years.

AJ

Tin” comes from Mexico
same Almjghty hand has made rain-drops
aud snow-flakes to be conductors, bridges and Both America, Its quality is poor, ~
to the slovenly method employed to
| ed her presence among them almost as that for the lightning in the clouds, alike, it owing
smelt the ore. It could be refined to equal
of a religious saviour. Here, then, was a seems, proclaiming the mercy and the maj- any
other; but as itis, the pigs ofit in our
4
| motive more than sufficient to Justify the | esty of the Almighty hand,
market are very impure.

Tell your Wife.

rose at sight of a

gd courteously

correctly to estimate her character. We
move through the chill of mighty shadows
created by ourselves, and instead of seeking to disperse them, suffer them irresisti-

bly to influence our judgment.

There is a trioof youn ladies from a
neighboring village who
frequently -drive

subsequent year. These annual sales were
about 20 years ago, and the
tree and shrub, coats and other vestments, comuienced
and thus adds to the facility with which ‘I'promises of this Dutch company have always been sacredly kept, although in many

Then lookg up steadily into the face of pork-barrél.— Springfield Republican.
the middle-aged man who had taken its

Unexpected Son.

yo

forming all the anticsof the most p

sound from center to circumference, true
to the heart'score; men who will condemn
“I don’t know, Fthought I'd come and see left frae our dinner, * Gie it him, Margery. him better. This friend was Mattie, the wrong in friend or foe, in themselves as
farmer's little daughter. She had entire well as othe ; men whose consciences
:
you about it—I'm determined to get learn- But, non, it is cauld.”.
“The world is even as we take it,
:
charge
of the pig,and fed him three times a are as steady a
e needle to the
pole;
“Never mind ; I know I shall like it,” he
ing before I'm much older.”
And life, dear child, is what we make it.”
1 men who will stand for the right,
if
the
heavday
with
sweet
brown
bread
and
milk,
and
~ There was something in the cool, resolute rejoined, taking the bowl and beginning to
ens totter
Thus spoke a grandame, bent with care,
often ran and played with him as if he had can tell theand the earth reels; men who
truth and look the world and
manner in which the youth undertook to stir the porridge with the spoon. As he
‘To little Mabel, flushed and fair.
beer. a dog. He was very fond of Mattie, the Devil right inthe eye; men that never
conquer -difficulties, that interested the did so, Mrs. Anderson gave a slight start
Bat Mabel took no heed that day,
a
and bent eagerly toward him. Then she and when she sat down in the doorway he flag nor flinch; men who can have courOf what she heard her grandame say=""" 3D teacher. ‘He told the stranger to remain
age
sank
back in her chair with a sigh, saying, would come and lay his head in her lap. It out without whistling for it, and joy withthrough the day, and he would see what
shouting for it; men in whom
the curwas
clean,
and
his
food
Years after, when, no more a child,
was clean, and he rentof everlasti
could be done. Before night he had made in answer to his questioning look—
ng life runs still and deep
Her path in life seemed dark and wild,
was
very
often
washed;
I
have
“Ye minded me o’ my Malcom, then—
seen many and strong; men too large for certain limarrangementsin the family where he was
Back to her heart the memory came
boarding, that the young man should re- just in that way he used to stir his parritch, bbys and girls in Springfield who were dirt- its, and too strong for certain bands; men
who will not seck to make their voices
- Of that quaint utterance of the dggne;
main, paying his expenses by labor out of gieingit a whirl and a flirt. ° Ah! gin’ ye ier than this little pig. =~
beard in the streets, but who will not fail
He
knew
a
great
deal,
too,
were
my
Malcom,
my
poor
laddie
!”
and
he had or be discoura
school hours.
:
“The world, dear child, is as we take it,
but
one
fault, but that was a sad one, and the earth ; men ged till judgment be set in
“Weel, then, gin I were your Malcom,”
And life, be sure, is what we make it.”
‘Our friend now gave himself dilligently
who know their
made
his
friend Mattie a great deal of tellit; men who know their dutymessage and
said the merchant, speaking for the first
and do it:
to study, and soon convinced his teacher
She cleared her brow; and, smiling, thought,
time in the Scottish dialect and in his own’ trouble. He insisted on following her men who know their places and fill them:
that
though
not
possessed
of
brilliant
talents,
“Tis even as the good soul taught!
wherever she went, except when she went men who know their bu-iness; men who
his willto acquire knowledge was. indomi- voice; ‘‘or gin your braw young Malcom
in the house. Ifehe picked violets or straw- will not lie; men who are not too lazy to
“And half my woes thus quickly cured,
table. -Through the winter he made good, were as brown, and bald; and gray, and |.
work and too proud to be poor; men ‘who
The other half may be endured.”
berries he was always with hed, and she ire willing
to eat only what they have paid
but ndt rapid progress, and so much inter- bent; and old as I am, could you welcome
never could visit her little playmates withNo more her heart its shadow wore;
in
or.
ested his teacher by his perseverance that, him to your arms, and love him asin the
Bhe grew a little child once more.
auld lang synef Could you, mith- out his “tagging,” as children callit. One
at the close of the term, that gentleman dear
er "Mm
day she set out, when he was fast asleep,
‘| made arrangements with a clergyman, who
A little child in love and trust,
Nature's Lightning-Rods.
and ran down the road out of sight round a
All
through
this
touching
little
speech
She took the world—as we, too, must—
resided four miles from his father’s house,to
turn.
.
Very
soon
she
heard piggy trotting
the widow's eyes had been glistening, and
hear his recitations.
In happy mood; and lo! it grew
As there are comparatively few places
after, so she climbed a wall and hid herself
Brighter and brighter to her view!
For some time the youth boarded at her breath came fast; but at that word, behind
which can be artiticially protected by light
it, waiting till he should go by.— ning-rods,
Providence, ever wise and kind,
home, gladly walking the distance to recite, “mither,” she sprang up with a glad ery,
She made of life—as we, too, should—
But she could not deceive him in. that way. has made various natiral, arrangements
and
tottering
to
her
son,
fell
alniost
faintto
and beguiling the "time with repetitions of
A joy; and lo! all things were good
ing on his breast. He kissed her again When he came near where she was, he stop- diminish the danger by which we should
Greek and Latin nouns and verbs.
ped and said, “ugh! ugh!” and began to otherwise be surron
d during every thunAnd fair to her, as in God’s sight,
At last he was prepared for college and and again ; kissed her brow, and her#Tips, smell in
der-storm.—Thus it sohappens that water,
‘When first He said, “Let there be light.”
the
bushes,
and
soon after there whether
in theform of liquid or of vapor,
the theological school, being one of the ear- and her hands, while the big tears slid was a great
. =—Independent.
clatter among the stones, and promotes the conducting:
qualities of bodics.
liest members of the Seminary in Andover, down his bronzed cheeks; while she clung the head of
the pig came over the wall How fitly, therefore, in this hymn has lightfrom which place he went to Greece asa about his neck and called him by all the where
the child was hiding. He was de- ning been associated with clouds! Out of
missionary of the American Board of Com- dear, old, pet names, and tried to see in lighted
the clouds comes the danger—out of the
to find her, and she could not make
him all the dear, old, young looks. Bymissioners for Foreign Missions.
¢ ouds, too, comes the water which helps
him understand that he was troublesome.—
to avert it from us. Dry air is a bad con1 scarcely need say that I have given the and-by they came back. The form in her So at last this bad habit was
the cause of his ductor, and favers undue electrical accamuearly history of Dr. Jonas King, whose in- embrace grew comlier; love and joy gave death. He grew larger
and heavier than lations ; but moist air is a good conductor,
The Persevering Boy.
| domitable perseverance amidst discourage: to it a second youth, stately and gracious; herself, and often knocked her
down in his and drains the fluid harmlessly ‘from the
‘the
first
she
then
‘and
there buried deep in,
St
ee,
ments apd persecutions, has done so much
atmosphere. Each big, round drop of rain
‘clumsy gambols, without inthe leastmeanas it falls, becomes freighted witli some
The month of December in the. year 1807, for the Redemption and Christianization of her heart; a sweet, beautiful, peculiar ing it; she was
obliged
to
compla
in
to her the superabundant electricity, and carriesof
was ‘unusually cold and blustering. In Greece, and has excited the admiration of memory. It wasa moment of solemn re- father, and the
pet pig went where all other it off safely to the earth.
nuneiation, in which
gave up the fond
¢ falling torthe whole Christian world.
some instances, cattle and swine,
pigs go. He died and “was buried in the rent, moreover, soaks louse and tower,
wa
she
had
cherished
so
long.
“sheltered, were found badly Yrozen ;

Mabel’s Cure.

Giff.

—

ing on her back, “‘treading

The Kind of Men Wanted.

In pleasant days he ran

about the yard and over the green in front
of the house, and he would have gone into
the house if a friend of his had not taught

A Maine

for hows.

Nev-

er more, perhaps, in the experience of this
country shall the death of a sovereign be
contemplated with so much solicitude.—
over a pink skin,and the farmer who owned Equal affection others may perhaps inspire,
but many feared lest with Elizabeth the
him took a fancy to him and resolved to- give ‘light of truth and freedom should
be put

‘‘Where are the unerring natural instincts
I have read about in poetry and novels ?”
His hostess, seeing he did not eat, kindly
asked if he could” suggest anything he

will play with a string or stick

;

and who are superiorto the wulgdrity of
Richmond, half in Scotland—the honest en- thinking hard work to be vulgar. ~

determined to close it then. When all but
Here the masquerading merchant, conMost pigs never have any chance to be insensible, she was lifted from the carpets
siderably taken down, made a movement
and placed’on a bed; where *by the ler
as though to leave; but the hospitable dame. respectable. They are fed on the coarsest present her thoughts were sought to be distayed him, saying, “Gin ye hae traveled food and shut up in a dirty pen, where they rected toward another world. Some en-

asked himself, half grieved, half amused—

“No, sir, butI want td get an education.

Then Pleasure’s
lip its smile resigns.

Seemed bathed in hues of brighter pride,

she

had never seen before. There was an exwould grow up coarse and brutal,ifhe lived
pression on his brown face which fixed the tempting repast, and they all three sat
to grow up at all. I once kiew a pig who
attention of the teacher, and the following down to "it, Mrs. Anderson reverently
had
a good time the first half year of his
asking a blessing. But the merchant could
conversation took place.
life, and as it is a true story I will tell you
not
eat.
He
was
only
hungry
for
his
“Have you come to join the school ?”.
all about it.
“Yes, sir, I have walked seven miles this mother’s kisses—only thirsty for her joyful
When he was abvut a month old he was
recognition;
yet
hd
could
not
bring
himmorning to do it.”
ass
;
very plump and pretty, with white bristles
“Are you acquainted with” any one in self to say to her—“I am your son.” He

" But changed and strengthened now they beat
In storm, o’er mountain, glen and glade.

Phe dreams that, each successive year,

And what

‘serves, is confidence—without which love is
never free from shadows.

na doubt, and a decent woman's son.”

of clothes

“‘larnin,” as his
:
:

a las-

star. . Na, nd, ye are no like my Malcom,

On entering the school-room in season to
see that the fires were sufficient for the’ severity of the day. Mastér Maynard observ-

‘When Spring’s delightsome moments shone,

Through summer, fainting in the heat,
They lingered in the forest shade;

of

as

* We are certain that no man succeeds so Elizabeth, relinquishing the endeavor, sat
your son a rich merchant, and a man about
well
in the world as he who, taking a part- in hopeless dejection upon the floor, refusmy age and size, with something such a
ing to be comforted by man or woman, refigure head
:
B ner for life, makes her the partner of jecting food and physic alike, and resolving
all
his
purposes
and
hopes.
What
is
wrong
“My son is’a rich merchant,” replied the
to expiate the offense she’ believed herselt
widow proudly, ‘but he is younger than of "his impulse or judgment, she will to have committed by voluntary death.—
you by niony a long year, and begging check and set right with her almost univer- Massalina lying dejected, waiting for the
gardens of Rome, preyour pardon, sir, far bonnier. He is tall sally rightinstincts. ‘‘Helpmeet” was no executioner inthe

though Fe are a guid enough

and books slung over his shoulder with a

‘While their low pinions murmur by,
How much their sweeping tones reveal
- Of life and human destiny.

visitor,

a brow like the snaw, and the blue een, wi'a
glint in them, like the light of the evening

house covered the stone walls; but,not one
1 avhit daunted, our friend started off as ‘soon

"The year’s dead honors on the ground;
And sighing with the winds, I feel,

:

—Raleigh, Cecil, Cobham, and nearly all

meat and fish, all of whichit eats with avidthe members of her Privy Council who had ity, but dogs not care for water unless the
and many a fortune retrieved, by man’s full ‘regarded the Earl as a State criminal while weather is hot. It follows its owner to
Elizabeth regarded him in a different light. the river nearly every day, and will swim
confidence in his “better half.”
They approved what had been done; her off a few yards from the shore and watch
. Woman is far more a seer and prophet reason approved it, too; but. affection, ‘until ‘a fish comes swimming
when
than. man, if she be a fair choice. Asa which dominates in woman to the last, ‘it will dart for its prey so rapidlyrapi
* that the
general rule, wives confide the minutest of would not, and did not, approve. What her eye can ecarcely follow it.
+" makes but
their plans and thoughts to their husbands” outward bearing may have been signifies two kindsof noise; the first like that of a
havixg noinvolvments to screen from-them, nothing—she could for a while actas others piping chicken, only more shrill; and the
more than
acted,and did act so as to impose even on the second that of grief, resembling
W.OY not reciprocate,
if but for the pleas- |
me |
=but
the torrent o:
ure of meeting confidence ‘with confidence? at length too strong to be stemmed, and is very playful, and, lying upon its back, _

insignificant title, as’ applied to man’s comsie's ; he had brown, curling hair, sae thick panion. Sheis a meet help to him in every
and glossy! and cheeks like the rose, and darkness, difficulty, and sorrow of life.—

The next morning the thermometer was
downto zero, the banks in front of the
FH...

the

and etraight, wi’ hands and feet like

Maynard ll

help mé to contrive a way to get an education.”

pale and fevered brow !

I look to Nature, and behold
My life’s dim emblems rustling round,
In hues of crimson and of gold—

Sg

though striving to. remember...
There]
be many of that name in Caloutta; but is

SU.

ed to his-humble chamber in the loft, saying to himself, ‘Yes,that’s the next step.—
I'll go to Plainfield, and I'll‘ go to-morrow.

‘When but to live was to rejoice,
When earth was lovely to my gaze!

for sae lang a

«In India~-in Calcutta, madam.”

«I know that father, but I am determined

~ Tt tells my soul of other days,

'

speech P”

to have an education.”

And bars of purple clouds appear,
Obscuring every western star.

where hae ye been

time, that ye hae lost a’ the Scotch fra: your

"| can’t pa¥ for yourboard
nor schooling, much

Pale Summer’s melancholy bier.
The moaning of thy winds I hear,
As the red sunset dies afar,

.-

—And

28, 1868.

him to keep none of his affairs secret from
her. Many a home has been happily saved,

“But,” remonstrated his father, “I don't |. “Ah, then, its likely ye ken something
soe the way for you togo to Plainfield. I o' my son, Mr. Malcom Anderson ?”

A

Solemn yet beautiful to view,
Monthof my heart! thou dawnest here,

I ask my

J

“But how can you get there ? It'll be aw-

BY THE LATE WILLIS GAYLORD CLARK.

STAR: OCTOBER

is na mortal memory like theirs,” the widow somewhat warmly replied ; ‘then added

“fully drifted, the snow is a foot deep now,
and the wind blows a gale.”
“I'll get there somehow, I reckon.”

October.
rly

MORNING

ed
1

[}

a

-

TE

MORNING

; mate friends, and not to *’ commemorate |
them by some token of affection, however
slight for the value is nothing compared
«a highly interesting to the sentiment),is a barbarism, a sacri:

paper before the British Association of the lege.

In large families, these commemo-

rations, reaching from the

Advancement of Science, on ‘Dynamite, a

Particular Notice!

grandparentto

recent preparation of the nitro-glycerine, as the yearling baby, and extending out to all
friends, keep up, of course, an almost
an explosive agent.” The new compound dear
continuous exercise of kindly attentions
consists of75 per cent.” nitro-glycerine
and and forethought; and the
)
ermans have

_..25 per cent. perous silica ence

equal to five cents a line, to insure

pearsto possess only three-quarters of the.| these beautiful little things with dramatic
power of nitro-glycerine, the specific gravi- surprises, so as to render the ‘‘manner” infiprecious than

Of the power and safety of the new agent,

day is known to all his rustic flock, and

was originally a eylinderwof 11 feet diame-

ter and 12 feet hight,of best scrap

cut off from a shaft.

slippers,

chickens, geese,

oung pigs, are showered

iron, and

is decked

The bora hole through

with

boquets,

upon
and

even

him.

was

exactly

one foot, and

his

He

humble

the

mas, and similar days, are occasions

charge was too much for the work. Besides blasting the cylinder, it had hurled the

credible

festivities

.

or

3

¥

Premiums

N

Miss NANCY EDWARDS, formerly of Rollins.
ford, died

at the County Farm

6th, aged £3. She died in
through Christ.
:

in this

hope

city, Oct.

bers to

of salvation
J. MEADER.

.T.

substance which tells so well on iron should

=

verted a few years ago and joined: the F. W.
Baptist church at Springvale.
8he was expect.
ing soon to be united in marriage, but was suddenly called to pass the narrow stream that di-

Model

Husband.

be effective
against rock.
:
——
$C
t power is a safety,.
Coupled with this
tor proofs of which I will simply refer to the . He walks out with hiswife on a week-day,
He
tegi publicly made both at Glasgow and and is not afraidof a milliner's shop.
Merstham. A box Sontaluiag about eight even has ‘‘change” when asked for, and
pounds of dynamite
(equal in power to never alludes to it afterward. He is not

Of the
cal results, lie saidg—
The
introduction of dynamite is so recent
that its advantages over other blasting

agents
in all

ot be proved by statistics; but
exdept danger it is so analagous to

a.

fiitro-glycerine,

that the

results: obtained

with
the latter will allow us to form a clear
estimate of its commercial value. Sweden
is the only country where nitro-glycerine
has béen In use ever since 1865; itis therefore the most conclusive example.
Tho
sales in that country, as extracted from the
books of the

Nitro-glycerine

Company,

mented

at

Stockholm, were In 1865, 33,268 pounds; in
1867, 76,675 pounds; and during the firsi
six months of the present vear reached: 64,208 pounds. These figures show a steady
and rapid increase. The quantities are not
enormous, but it should be borne in mind
thas Sweden, although

an

extensive

coun-

try, isnot a very productive one, and that
nwall alone consumes three times as
much
gunpowder as the whole of Sweden.
The
sale of 221,900 pounds of nitro-glycerine saa] to at least two and a half million
pounds of gunpowder, is therefore a proof
of decided success. If the material had over
gunpowder the advantage of . cheapness,

in its place

a piece of glass through

which he could observe the brain in its different states.

is larger

Ia the waking state the brain

than it is during sleep,

the latter condition
bloodless.

If

while in

it becomes

pale and

the animal be disturbed

by

dreams, a flush suffuses part of the brain;
and after complete wakefulness, the cere-

parlor or vestry.

waste are absent,.while

‘At the close of the

war

cerine costs the miner as much as eight

Sayings of John Newton.

nearly seventy years resided upon the farm
where she died. It may be emphatically sald of
her, “she hath done what she could.’ She la~

18 has,no doubt, greatly facilitated the introduction of nitro-glycerine in Sweden,
that the Sansportaon, storage and use of
the quantitya.
mentioned, has caused

-, no
r accident of any

se

gjoms nature, and. pos-

Py

Ld Ibe.

--eamé. down from heaven

to execute a

appointed
other

Divine command, and one Was

to conduct an empire; and the

to

sweep

a street in it; they

would

feel no inclination to change employments.’
In divinity, as well as in other professions, there

are

the

lille artists.

A man

itive less total of minor accidents than if
Fiupowdet had been used in its stead.— may be able to execute the buttons of a
statue very neatly ; but I could not call him
an able artist.
There is an air, there'is a

had

been

riven

in two

as

if by

a

wedge, by. the explosion of six ounces of
dynamite, without the use of a plug. In
answer to other questions, Mr. Nobel stat-

ed the explosive force of dynamite as com-

pared with gunpowder was as ten to one,
ut at present its cost was eight to one.—
Advertiser.
=
[ 3

German Home Life.
;

——

Wn

Rev, Dr. Stevens gives

in the Methodist

seven

all of whom

sons

‘rose

up

call

.

Table

—

To meet at the breakfast table father,
mother, children, all well, ought to be a

happiness to any. heart; it should be a
sourceof humble gratitude, and should
wake up the warmest feelings of our nature.
Shame upon the contemptible and
low-bred cur, whether parent or child, that
can ever come to the breakfast table, where
‘all the family have met in health, only to
frown,

and whine,

is prima facie
and

add growl, and

evidence

selfish,

fret; it

of a mean

and

and: degraded

a few mouthfuls, garrulous.and noisy

curiously meetfi this regard.

; but if

{

The tables

He

was

ha

8 of mirth, wit and bonhommie; it
hours to get through % 1epast, and
they live long. Ifany body will look in
gps the negroes of a well-to-do family in

entucky, while at their meals, theyeannot
but be impressed with the perfect abandon

of jabber, cachinnation and mirth: it seems

a8 if they
long.

could talk all day, and they live

It follows,

then, that at the

family

table all should meet, and do it habitually,

to make a common

: p

and

their

school-masters,

le make more pleasure outof fete days,

ha 8, Weddin
:

JSaiyetea jo, pai
know
the
ays

and wedding anniversaries of all his inti

All

+"

gates: into

in

Methodists

city.”

and Rev...

jl:

Rev.

Armsby,

8.

interchange of high-

bred courtesies,of warm affections,of cheer-

ing mirthfulness, and that.generdsity of na-

ture which’ lifts us above the brutes” which"

perish, promo‘ive as these things are of
digestion, high health and a long life.
~Hall's Journal,
lle

Cording,

them,

Dover, N. H., opposite

and

Single qnd by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

$1.20,

MOCHA,

42¢. Roast 55c. Ground PURE

COFFEE DEPARTMENT

our new method, which

removes

d 0

do
do
do
do

Bbc.

is the largest on

all the

renders them perfectly pure.

acidity

an

WE SEND THE BILL with goods for collection when
it amounts to over $25.00. Orders under
$25 must be accompanied with funds to
pay for them.
.
WE PAY FRpEGH T and deliver our goods free of
expcnse, at any railroad station East of the
Rocky Mountains, on orders for
upwards, when accompanied with

have

WE

is the

at Batchelor’s

Wig Factory,

Box

SPECIAL

ALONZO

RAL, LITERARY

DYE.

when

16 Bond

|

Loosens

As

Wilbor's Cod Liver Oil and Lime.
The great popularity of this safe and efficacious
preparation’ is alone attributable to its intrinsic
worth: In the cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bron.
chitis, Whooping-Cough,
Scrofulon+ Humors, and all
Consumptive Symptoms, it has no superior, ir equal,
Let no one neglect the early sympio na of disease
when anragent is thus at hand which will alleviate all
com laints of tne Cheat, Lungs or Throat. Manufac.
tured only by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, No.166 Court
stroet, Boston,
ge
pA
4wB1 |

|
andy

and

250., 80¢., 38¢.

We warrant
all the goodswe sell to give Hilore satisfac

Gilat, AMFRIONY,
To, ouPANT,
Post Office Box 56.43, New York City.
WANTED!

N every town in NEW ENGLAND to sell C. 8,
’
.
3
o
hw
bg be
a ET
ot
ket, and superior to any steol pens ever manufactured.

Ke
oF 0 ott, Foe Bok ooauof ome
varicries adnpted io every dsocripion of lies
I

o

140

13,2
20
2,88
,1¥
1,72
120
12,00

2,88
25

,30

08

,60
[04

848
20

deen,
single,

wu

fr

LL

dozen,
single,

PR

2,10
1,00
3

Book.)single,

88

56,6 2,66
20
120
2
ni

,

dozed,
ingl
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,

Minutes of General Confer-

14
28
na

1,72
2%

2,00
,4
1,35
- ,08
,77
,75
1,20

244
18
156
,10
97
87
864

44
04
20
02
20
,13
144

ence,
gingle,
, 75
20
95
¥ a There is no discount on the Minutes by the
dozen.
OUR

BOOKS

A full supply of
found at Woodman
St., Boston, Mass,
ties desiring them,

IN

BOSTON.

.

Freewill Baptiet
Books may be
and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
They furnish our books to all parat our published rates, See their

advertisement in another column,

HOW TO SAYE MONEY
the Metropolitan

any Organ, Melodeon or Piano, Jou

how

to save inepey, a

Purchasing fan

reserve
your instrument
Egood tune,y by addressing
3mortf]

may

rg:

or

learn

aldo

f

»

an
ways
L. L. HARMO
Portsmouth, 19 : A

sist

r

remarkablé
for flexibility
durebility, and anti-corroding
properties, These
pens
neat!
t up in
yn Deonitly suited for DOT
b
WhOORIY
ad retail
business,nnd will yield a handsome profitto the sell ry
and ample- satisfactionto purchasers, Orders
or in.
iries will receive promos attention, If addressed to
the subscriber, who is
General Agent for New Boy

land, ELI BARNETT, Westville, Conn,

MOTHERS!

g

in

Lu

3

both

Town

and

1y10

Headache, Bad Breath,

it;

frees

the head

a Troche

Powder,

{8

pleasant

|

WILL BUY
WASHING

ROM

R,

and
a

“MRS. WINSLOW'S BOOTHING SYRUP,
. Having the fac-aimate of “ Curtis & Praxive,”
on the outside
imitations,

wrapper.

All

others

are bass

6mib

THE BAKER AND RANDALL ORGAN.
Ihave been
personally acquainted with the ORGANS
of Messrs, - Baker and Randall, Manufacturers at
Providence, R. I., for several years past,
hesitate to set down their Xastruments

IN

and
as

do

not
in

mechanical excellence, in action, in purity and richness of tone, in durability and in the combinationof
numerous valuable applidiices and good qualities,
to
those made at any other establishment in the country,
GEORGE T, DAY,
Dover; N. H, Jan, 27, 1808,

hut

matter,

. WOODMAN
AND HAMMETT
RE Rrepared to furnish any School Books, pab-

lis!
in Boston, New York, or Philadelphia,
together with any article needed in the School Room,
including
Globes, Maps, Charts, Pointers, Blackboards, Ink Wells, &c,, &e. Also a full assortment
of Blank Books and Stationery, at the lowest prices
and with liberal discounts,
a
The patronage of Dealers, Sohool Officers nd
Teachers is solicited.
;

to the taste,

WOODMAN

&

;
°°’

HAMMETT,

& 59, Brattle Street, Boston, Mass,

CATARRH.

°

DR. DUBOIS GREAT BUROPEAN
CATARRH
REMEDY...
WARRANTED TO CURE THAT LOATHSOME DISRASE,
CATARRH is a diseaseNjttle understood’ by Bb:
sicians; in fact many say
there is no cure for if;

KEROS

A CHALLENGE
MACHINE,
war

ihe CHALLENGE
RINGER
perfect
Wringer combined
w
an

Ironer or Mangiegfor ironing WITHOUT HEAT, and
ve
dly.
Agen wanted 8Ve hore; at profit of from 210
ren.
enclosing stamp,
day. Sen
& CO,
Xf y
references, 8. W. PALMER
rib
;
Auburn, N, Y.

|Fry
ving
et

SUCCESS IN THOU. |

Be sure™and call for

will .

ranted the hest in the world, regardless of [sles and
money refunded if it does
yot prove to
so, It
washes easier, quicker and
better and with less wear
to the clothes,
than any other machine or process.
Sold, and are giving the most perfect sat
0
isfuction, Agents wanted everywhere, for
AN

ae

OF OF CAS ES.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but
tuvigurste the stomach and
correcta
3,404 Sives fens ahd cerg) 0
whole
system. It will also instantly
Griping in the Bowels and Wind Colle.
‘We believe it. the BEST and SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD,
in all cases of DYSENTERY and DIARRHEA IN
whether arising from tee
or any other cause.
Full directions for using
accothpany each
e.
oii

LAMPS for sale. Any church desiring such articles
can learn terms, &c., by addressing
i
Rev. J. MALVERN,
Dover, N, H.
. 29
:
he

{ {0

:

has been used with

BANDS

Sale.
and

PROCURE

For Children Teething.

NEE

Hoarseness,

of all offensive

FAIL TO

- This valuable

RUbegins a

Country,

MOTHERS !!

MOTHERS!!!
Winslow's Soothing Syrup,

DON'T

Mrs.

Dover, N. H,,

FAMILY NEWSPAPER,

second hand CHANDELIER

porfect satisfaction, ROABTED (Unground), 80c., 860.

AGENTS

(Ques.

HE Cliarles 8t. Church in this city has a very food

warrantto

tion. If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, a:
our eNpens, within thirty days, ind have the money "re.
funded.

i120

in

For

DAILY,

Grouno Covrex, 20c., 260., 80c., 850., best 400. per Ib.

|.

Jesus,

of

18,62

dozen,
single,

yg.” lL
Lessons > oye; Sunday on
e Year,
(Ques. Book)
do
do
do
Appeal to Conscience,
do
do
do
Communionist,
do
Choralist,
do
;

COOPER, WILSON & (0.,
Proprietors, -, « -' +» + Philadelphia.
- FOR SALE BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE.
-6m20

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and
lies who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article
by using our French
Breakfast and Dinner
, ‘which
(Unroasted),

Story

and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
DELICIOUS SENSATION OF
w
!
COOLNESS AND COMFORT.
"1a the best Voice Tonic in the world! Try IT!
Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Sold by Druggists, or malled free. Address

|

GREEN

Tacnsh
Thought,

do
do
The Book of Worship,
0 i
0 (Qi
o

quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach; allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so
mild and agreeable in its effects that if positively
1E"CURES WITHOUT SNEEZING !' 21

YOUNG HYSON (Green), Toc, 800, 000, $1,00,
$1,10, bast 1.25 por Ib.
:
4
UNGOLORED JAPAN, 000,81, $1,10, best $1,265 perl
GUNPOWDER, (Green), best $1,60.

. per Ib,
best 860. per Ib.

single,

4

upon

ELKINS,

Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, §'c., and all Disorders
resulting from COLuLS in HEAD
THROAT AND VOCAL ORGANS.
This Remdy does not “Dry up” a Catarrh,

ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) T0o, 800, 900,
$1,00, $1.10, best §1,20 per ib,

GROUND

and

Svelybody:

Catarrh,

i

1b.

OUR CUSTOMERS

AND TROCHE POWDER,
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY

pJUPERIAL (Greeny, 70c, 800, 90c, $100, 41,10,

five.

do

188

8,26

dozen, 11,52
2,40
single,
25
04
dozen, 2,40 - 48
single,
,156
,08
dozen, 144
28
gingle, 1,00
20
dozen, 9,60
240

Book,

do

126
12,62
08
0,14

,~

dozen, 15,36

0
Thoughts

JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF

CE LIST OF TEAS.

per pound,

do
Treatise,

want the most
rogre ssive, Timely, Entertaining and
Useful Weekly of its Class—MOORE’S RURAL. Full
rice $3 a year. “The 13 Numbers of this Quarter
Oct.to Jan.) sent, On Trial, tor Only FI¥TY
CENTS!
ry the Trial Trip! Address
A
s
D.1D. T. MOORE,
4129 41 Park Row, New York or Rochester, N. Y.

PRICES.

AND

Church Member's

dozen distinct Departments,each ably conducted, the
BestTalent being employed.
Election will soon be over

world ;

(Green and Black,) 70e, 80c, 90c, best

ROASTED

do

..

“do.
TT
Christian Pepsin, Bound,
do
0
o
do
. do Paper Covers,
do
do
Life of Marks,
¢
do °. .do

» Large Double-Quarto Pages, Illustrated with over a

in the

OOLONG (Black), 70¢, 80c, 900, bast $1 per Ib,

COFFEES

20

Quatter Oct. 8, anddience Now is the time to Subscribe!

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.

r

1,20

Of MOORE'S
Rural
Newe

in quantities to suit customers,

$2,

160

THE
FALL CAMPAIGN
=
Yorker. the Leading
and
Largest-Circulating

152]

Recelve their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them

ot

1,20

11 88

,16
1,96
08

single,

as Agent to séll our pure Teas and Coffees, which he
will receive fresh from gs and supply to the publi¢ at
our Warehouse Prices.
ORIENTAL TEA COMPANY »
- 4120]
oston,

3

bi

Total.

a maiter of convenience

Franklin Square,

and 176

COMPANY

#1 per Ib.

NOTICE.—As

85 TO ACCOMMODATE

GREAT AMERICAN

MIXED,

Morocco, eingle, 1,10
do
dozen, 10,56
single,
,86
dozen, 8,18

Preose purchasing

JUass.

this vicinity we have appointed

THE

CARGO

Boston,

r}
228

this
;

3057

1,00

gingle,

do

to our distant customers we arg arranging with
Apothecaries and other Merchants all over the coun
try to act as Agents for distributing our goods in their
locality at our warehouse prices, We want one such
agént in every town in the Union. Traders desiring
it in towns where we have not already appointed one
are invited to correspond, as above, concerning it.

ESTABLISHED.
1861.

AT

not confound

ORIENTAL
TEA CO.

is,

stitch,

No,

=

PLEASE

ence to the

’

;

-

Price.

dozen, yy9,60

all kinds of

New York.

TEA

none

single,

History,

Company with any other house in the coun
try. Address all orders and correspond:

of

that

but

perfect satisfaction or to return the money
at any time and pay all expenses.

great

House,

best

&e.,

GUARANTEE all our goods to be
precisely as
répresented, and WARRANT them to give

ly

American

orders of $100.00,

Embossed
do
32mo,
do-

do

Butler's Theology,"

GIVE A COMPLIMENTARY PACKAGE with
orders of 25.00, fwo with orders of $50.00,

THE PUBLIC*WILL
the

50,00 and
the cash,

in advance, free of expense to us.

.

Pealmody, 18mo. in Bheep,

. ALL OUR COFFEES are carefully sclected for
our trade from the best field ripened berries, and we
roast them
in our establishment every day bt

varieties

rices of Freewill Baptist Books,

choice
1.65.

this continent, and we 4re now selling more PURE
coffee by several tons per week than any other house in
America.
r
Pd

Tucking. Braidin,

HAIR

splendid Hair Dy®8

applied

x Wdvertisements,

»

$1.50. |

LIST.

with orders under $25.00.

Sewing on, Quitting, 8

we soll at the low price of

a knife, fe
ink eraser. Neat, light, and durable. Agents and
Dealers supp!
on liberal terms. A sample with
price list sent by mall postpaid on reveipt of 60
cents.
Addresa
\
L.F. STANDISH, Patentee and Manuf’r,
wll
~
.Bpringfleld, Mass.

of

Greo. W. Drew, Ag't. -

street,

Congre-

Pooket-Knife
pen, pen-holder

COFFEE

Sold by all Druggists and” Perfumers ; and. properly

Green,

:

good $1.10,
$1,35,

RBRBEAKFAST,
roast and ground, MIXED, 20¢
DINNER,
20¢. Roast 30¢. Ground PURE 30c.
PLANTATION,
25c. Roast 35¢. Ground PURE 385C.
ORIENT JAVA,
80c. Roast 40c. Ground PURE 40c.
LOANGO
3bc. Roast 46¢. Ground PURE 450.
OLD GOVT.JAVA,38¢. Roast 5)c. Ground PURE b50c.

the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in.
stantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints;
remedics the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and & beautiful black or brown,—

die in the Lord, yea, saith the Spirit that they
may rest from their labors and their. works do
follow them.”
Com, *

Standish’s, bined
In which ia

Felling,

Be

ationalist, ely
in
the
services.
He
eaves a wife, an
aged sister, two
sons and
their families and atarge circle of relatives "and
friends to mourn their loss, but their loss is his
ain. ‘“And
I heard a voice from heaven sayng unto me, write, blessed are the dead which

ps
Patent

Shafting, Turning Lathés,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mill
. Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
Rod
Gas Works,
1651),

MIXED, up. or Green & Blk. fair 80c. good 90c.choice
$1.10.
| $1.00, finest, full strength, recommended,

ONLY

all kinds

Elm St. Manchester, N. H.

right to the tree of life and may enter in through
the

AND

AND

Portable Steam Engines,

$1.10.

choice $1.10, finest, full strength, recom’d,

Opposite Phenix Hotel, Concord, N. H. Sold also

shiped so long, and were attended by a large
woourse of people, The Sermon was preached

the

of perfection,

who have tricd

wor-

pastor from Rev. 22:
14, “Blessed are
that do his commands that they may
have

~

ENG. BR'KF’ST, Black,common 80c. fair 900.good $1,

testimony, and unite in recommending
t
as the
pest and most perfect machine now o
to the pub
lo.
;
Samples of work will be sent to all who may desire
to see them by inclosing return stamp. For sale by

for

they

FIRST

done with equal beauty and perfection on

vice and counsel to relatives and friends, and
quietly fell asleep in Jesus. The funeral ®servihad

flr Sees

choice $1.40, finest, full strength, recom’d,

fabrics, not excepting Leather, It is one machine
doing the work of many.
;
.
It is simple, noiseless, and easyto manage, combining in one the merits’ of all others, Itis the only
SEWING MACHINE now known that can make a per:
fect, finished and beautiful Button-Hole, besides doing
Ha
varieties of work not dono by other Sewing
achines.
The ease with which it is man.
, recommends it
Sapecially to all Families as a most
pleasant and agree
companion, being divested of
rplexities and
annoyaucesof t
breaking, Soe
of tensions,
noise and fatigue in operating, &c., which make up
some of the difatcean)s features of other machines,
They will 8
the test of the severest criticism,
and elicit the encomiums of all who admire real ingenuit, and even extort praise from jealove rivalry,

talked freely ef his departure,

he

STATIONARY

;

0c. fair 80¢. good 200.chaice

GUNPOWDER, Green, fair 1,25, good $1.40,
$1.50, finest, full strength, recommended,

by which edges of different fabrics are sewn together
as by hand sewing.
.
:
It also has no rial in its Buiton-Hole and EyeletHole making, and embroidering on the edge, which ia

and made all necessary arfangements
for his
funeral, selecting the Scripture which he wished
to have used on that occasion, gave his last ad+

ces were held in the church where

th

.

HYSON, Green, common $1.00, fair $1.10, good $1.25,

Dee. 81,

or can be done by any machine now in use.
It has norival In its celebrated over-seaming

enty-five years, and ‘at our last communion season he waited upon his brethren and
sisters. From .the commencement
of his last
sickness he had a premonition that his work

was done. - He

8,

Y. HYSON, Green, common 90¢: fair $1.00, good $1.10,
choice $1.26, finest, full strength, recom’d,
$1.40.

Machine.

Binding, Gathering and

baptized by

ed the church in the deacon’s .office

phy

JAPAN,
Uncole, common 900. fair $1.00,
choice $1.25, finest, full strength, recom’d,

AND

machine is warranted to exelir to

Sewing, Hemming,

to

of the rich and the nobles of England are

:

os

¢¥t degree

Elder Moses Bean, and joined the F, W, Baptist church in Raymond in 1821. After his removal to Candia he united with the church here,
and was
an active member to the last.
He

nahave: by his

ture, - whencesoever” the churl ma
sprung. Nor is it less reprehensible to
make such exhibitions at the tea table; for
before the morning comes some of the little
circle may be stricken with some deadly

$1.00, red

advent in this or any other
.~ Country.:

This

disciple of Christ in 1816.

Manners.
rr

OOLONG, Black

Button-Hole Making and Sewing Machine Oombined, that has made its

Candia, which has been his home until death
removed him to his home above.
He became a

world. I say this peremptorily,
German within at all reasonable or bearable bounds,
mothers are thoroughly materndd and ex- it is better to let them alone; they eat logs,
tremely affectionate; German fathers are because they do not eat so rapidly as if
generally forbearing and moderate, and sin- compelled to keep silent, while the very ex.
gularly inclined to ‘‘domestication;” Ger- hjlaration of opi its quickens th lroulation
man children
generally
grow up as by ofthe vital fluids, and energizds digestion
instinet, with an admirable mixture of filial and assimilation. The extremes of society

C

THE

her

he moved

im
apo

Classified List of Teas.

Sour with

and four

to

and oe

American market.

WE
g

blessed.” She accepted the Christian faith before
she left her native state, and was baptized by
Eld. John Wescott, and through these seventy
and more years maintained her Christian integrity to the last. Three of her sons and a son-in-

and resided there until 1850, when

this glimpse of a charming feature of German life, which Amgricans may well disense, to gather around that table not
forever. Children in good health, if
study :
4
: again
left to themselves at the table,become, after

A good German home is the best in the

womanhood,

JosEPH DUDLEY, of Candia, N. H., departed
this life, Aug. 31st, in the triumph of Christian
faith, aged 78 years.
He was born in Raymond

groveling,

= “|

and

daughters,

ance which sin will not damp.
If David bad
come from his adultery and
had talked of
his assurance at that time, I should have

Now in the church there are youg

despised his speech.

eter,

man

currency,

THROUGH OURCLUB SYSTEM we supply families,
hotels and boarding houses in every section
of the country at the same low prices as al
our principal warehouse.

in which she lived, only.to bless and encourage
by precept and exzuple to every
good word and
work.
family of eleven children attained to

1 would not give a straw for that assur-

reach.

his fiarrow capacity cannot

dexterous button-makers.

more thana foot high and a foot fa diam-

Sewing

as well as through the society

law, are spending their lives in the gospel minisys. ‘William, her eldest son, now nearly80 yéars
of age, preaches quite Jepuiarly where he resides
at South Butler, N. Y. ¥erily blessed are the
living that have a Christian mother, as well as
“blessed are the dead that die in the Lord.”
R. 1. papers please copy.
De GY.

taste, to which

Professor Rankine asked how the dynamite was exploded. Mr. Nobel said it was
exploded by a peroussion cap. The force
obtained could be seen in the piece of iron
exhibited. 2 largo Place of ou ht iron,

OVER-SEAMING

cents in

OF

Gas Fittings of sll kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles; Locomotive, Marine, Tubsilar,*Flye and: Cylinder Bollers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
“for Print Works ; Lap Welded’
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
;
Patéht Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

;

the FINEST lots of Teas and Coffee ever offeredin

shall pre

offers hold good until

40

. . AGENT,

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

TO FACILITATE customers in making .out theb
orders, we offer the following * lists” which embrace,

The American Button-Hole,

in 1771. She With her husband came into this
then “far-off west” when a wilderness, and for

bored in her family

Set

These

nearly

PAUL,

MANUFACTURERS

competition

reig
acking and ‘other expenses of
areas AA sy on the poorest as on the finest.

OUR

he re-

weight for weight, the demand might pos-

it.

-

butchery.

degree his inflexible energy and unbending zeal,
She was the daughter of Eid. John Williams and
Bethia Hopkins,
and was born in Rhode Island

pounds of gunpowder, it is evident that it
must do some work, or ho would not, have

Josiage, &e.

which

the great importing toa houses has sacrificed

Seip or

N. B. Any of the above premiims may be forward:

fer, and so save them; when possible, the expense

of full strength,

Company,

SOUTH NEWMARKET, N. H.

EXPERIENCE PROVES the rixesr reas relatively
the cheapest, as the goverhment duty, 25 cents in

x

ed to the receiver in such methods as they

TEAB

for ** low price lists.

abinet Organs.
Price $125,00.
BRO. HARMON’S
skill in selecting Instruments and his method of supplying purchasers.
with them free from risk, are we
understood ane highl upproved by all who know
and dos) with him.
His P.O. Address is Portsmouth,

turned to the peaceable Freuits of life, and in
1816 he entertained a good hope through grace of
eternal life, and united with the Freewill Baptist church in Boston, N. Y., and continued a
worthy member until discharged by death.
His
interests and sympathies were ever enlisted in
all-of the benevolent enterprises of our denomination,“and
his good heart and ready hands
contributed largely for their success,
His last
days were characterized by the same flrm reliance on the promises of God that had ever supporied him in the-conflicts of life. - Said he, “For
more than fifty years have I waited and
looked
forwardto this hour.”
His joy was full, the
angel of the covenant stood by him, fearlessly
he stepped into death’s rolling flood and triumphantly passed from his labors to the reward.

there is still sufficient left to repair the matter which has been wasted.
.

sibly be ascribed to futile and mistaken
economy; butas one .pound of nitro-gly-

among

largest number of new subscribers (in addition to
other premiums offéred) Rev. Lor L. HARMON will
ve one of Mason & Hamlin’s Five Octave Portable

heard the cry of his country for help, and girded
on his armor and hastened
to the front to repel
the proud invader of our soil and roll back the
savage hordes that gloried only in devastation

and

:

Machine

AMOS

WE DEVOTE PARTICULAR ATTENTION to PINB

FLAVORED

Price$5

Price $140,00,

a WilccoT

FINE high grades of ‘ Foochow” Black, * Moyune”
Green and * Natural Leaf” Japan Teas direct from
the tea farms in China and Japan, cured under special contract for them, in'pleasant weather.

10. For one hundred and fifty new subscribers and
75,00, we will give one of Baker & Randall's Five
ctave Three Reed Organs, in Black Walnut: Case,
having six stops, and combining the latest excellences and improvements. (Transportation to be paid
by the receiver.)
Adapted to churches and large
veetries, Price $225,00.
=
11. SPECIAL PREMIUM. To the person sending the

bral substance becomes tinged with blood,
the whole surface being now a bright red,
D. M. L. RoLLIN.
while vessels, invisible during sleep, are |
RiOBA WILLIAMS, wife of Martin M’Koon, |
filled with blood coursing rapidly through
them. The observations made show that died in Columbia, Herkimer Co., N. Y.. May 27th,
97 years, 4 months and b days. She was ¥
there is Jess arterial blood coursing through aged
the sixth generation from Roger Williams, the
the brain during sleep, and that consequent. first settler in R. I., and inherited in a marked
ly the conditions of

WILL
HEREAFTER BREAK PACKAGES and
sell the PINER sorts of Black, Green and Japan Teas |
direct to consumers, by the pound as low as by the
cargo, a saving to families of one-third to one-half.

have no

vides the heavenly land from ours. As an only
daughter and sister she is deeply mourned. Reshegted and beloved by those who knew her, portation
to be paid by the receiver.) Price $115,00,
, We
[3 e has'gone in early life to where they who | 9, For one hundred new subsecrib rs, and
:
ve one of Baker & Randalls Five Octave
die in the Lord are blessed.
:
Double Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Cage. ( Trans.
;
James H. MASON.
portation to be paid by the receiver.) “Adapted to the

=
JOBEPH ALGER, late of Boston, N. Y., died
July 6th, aged 73 years. In 1812 Bro, Alger

It was an error among physiologists that
there was more blood passing through the
brain, or at least as much, during sleep
as
in wakefulness; but this was disproved
by
Blumenbadk, and still more convincingly
by Donders, who made a cruel though striking experiment on the subject. He cut away part of the skull of an animal and ce-

their character we

6. For eleven new subscribers, and $27,560, ( with’
#1,36 additionalto pay Bostage we will send the firs
and second volumes of
3
7. For foi
will
givea
Machine, (Howe’s, or
Gibb’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be preferred.
Tiausporiation to be paid by the receiver.) Price
65,00.
8, For seventy-five new subscribers, and $187,50,
we will give one of Baker and Randall’s Five Octave
Single Reed Organs; mn Black Walnut Case. (Trans

F. REED.

~The Brainin Sleep.

Of

"UONIUSAU]

economy of money, of labor, and of time.—{

TEA COMPANY,

premiums for new subsorh

‘two. copies for one year, provided the gecond copy be
sent to another new subscriber,
ra
ya
te
2. For two new subscribers, and
$5,00, ( with 20
cents additional to Day postage we w
gend a copy:
of the new ‘‘ Book of Worshi.”
Price $1,00. =
. For
new. subse
, and $150, (with 80
cents additional to pay postage) we will
send * Life
Scenes from the four Gospels.” Price $2,00, or
4. For three new subscribers, and $7,560, we will
send the ‘“ Riverside Magazine for Young
People,” for
the current te commencing with the No.
for Janu.
v
ce
v
t
a For, six new subscribers, and $15,00, ( with 68
cents additional to pay
postage) we will send the
first volume of Strong and M
tock’s Biblical and

JOHN BAcCKUS died in Farmington. Me., Sept.
cighty pounds of gunpowder) was placed above carrying a jarge bundle or -a cotton 6th, aged 67 years. He was baptized by Rev. D.
over the fire, where it slowly burned away ; ymbrella, or even holding the baby in his Waterman in 1843, and has been a firm friend of
He runs on fifst to the church, and its interest has seemed to lay
and another box with the same quantity was lap in.-an omnibus.
hurled from a hight of more than sixty feet knock at the door when it is raining. He near his heart. When sickness or other necessadid rot prevent, Bro, B. was sure to
goes outside if the cab is full. He goes to bery causes
onthe rock below, no explosion ensuin
on the Sabbath with all his family,
gets np in and atinchurch
frdih
the concussion sustained. It is dif- bed first in cold-weather, He
the Bible class, although "he+lived some
#nswer the over two miles away. He was an industrious,
ficult to see what more can be required the night to rock the cradle or
from a blasting material in order to be call- door-bell. He believes in hysterics, and is enterprising, aetive man in the community, and
cd safe; but some experiments made lately melted instantly by a tear. He patches up will be much missed in the town and especially
his afflicted family and in the church.
He
at Stockholm have put it to a still more se- a quarrel with a velvet gown, and drives inleaves
a wife and six children to mourn the loss
vere test. A weight of 200 pounds was away the tulks with a trip to the Central of a most affectionate husband and indulgent
father.
He was fully reconciled in his short,
dropped from a hight of twenty feet on a Park. Henevyer flies out about his buttons
box containing dynamite, which it smashed, or brings homesfriends to supper. His but distressing illness, and sweetly ‘sleeps in
of eourse, yet no explosion took placas.— clothes rever smell of tobacco. He re- Jesus.”
ELLA, only daughter of Rev. 0.’ and
An aotount of this experiment ig to be found spects the curtains, and never smokes inthe | M. CARRIE
Pitts of Weld, Me., died of typhoid fever,
He never invades the kitchen, and: Sept.W. 21st,
in the Stockholm paper, Afton Aladit,of this house.
aged 12 years and 6 months,
Bhe was
would no more think of “blowing up” any an amiable, affectionate and winning child, the
‘month,
=
;
Such a testcan leave no doubt that dy-’ of the servants than of ordering the dinner. light ofher home and the circle ‘in which she
namite offers sufficient safety against con- Hetets the family go out of town once every moved, Mature beyond her years, she bid fair
ear while he remains at home with one toexcel as a scholar, especially in music, of
cussions for all practical purposes, and apwhich she was enthusiastically fond. But now
nife and fork, sits on a brown Holland
pears to be the safest of all known exploCarrie sings of redeeming love in heaven.
She
chair, sleeps on a curtainless bed, and has leaves deeply afflicted parents and one brother
sives,
h
Mr. Nobel then related many incidents to a char-womanto wait on him. Helis very assured that their loss is her great gain, May
friends and her. numerous associates
show that, even in the present state of eom- easy and affectionate, keeping the wedding surviving
be intently in earnest in every good thing, incitparative inexperience inthe use of the new anniversary punctually.
ed by her worthy example, as there is now an
- explosive, a great economy is obtained,—
additional attraction in heaven.

-

~ ORIENTAL

MERRITT, Supt.

for New Subscribers.

Star.

of

| THE.COMPANY ARE CONSTANTLY RECEIVING

HOUSE.

AUGUSTA 8. GOWEN died in Sandford, Maine,
Sept 13tif, aged 24 years. Sister Gowen was coh-

A

the

ORGANIZED

and conducted
under, the direct supervision

oh known New York all Boston sadhiin on
eh, who have been for many years in the LuroreiNg
and
WHOLESALE Tea TraDE, i

ears; or for the same prey he shall be entitled to

Santa Claus has no better dominion.

No wonder that a

By,

FLORA IOLA, daughter of Daniel ; Jr., and Lin
zie Russell, of Boston, Mass., died in Papsons«
field, Sept, 19th, aged 10 months,
Thus earl
this sweet flower has been removed from eart
to Boom inthe light of God’s glory forever.

of in-

throughout Geérmany.

M.

Wo offer the following

one-half here deposited with such violence
5¢ a three-quarter boiler-plate at some

distance as to break it.

~

June 22, 1868,

P.M., and on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday
at 7.38 P.M.
Leave Boston ET Dory, at 730 As M., 12 M,, my M.
and on Monday, Wednesday,
and RS iday ut 6 P. M.
i

home garlanded within and without; he is
charge of six ounces was put in without se- addressed in original doggercl, and sergif
3
Liye
+ Be Cy COOK,
caring eitfier end b Any sort of plug of naded with music and dancing. And thus,
[
"
JACOB MARTIN, of Charlestown, Me,, died igtamping. The cylinder was blown at erst- also, fares the village pastor ; and all these
. ham on the 14 of July, in the presence of a things are done so heartily, so joyously, as stantly of heart disease, in Portland, Oct. 6th
76 years. Ile was a kind husband and
large audience. . Allowing for the hole,and to be evidently spontaneous, never ceremo- aged
affectionate father, and leaves a wife and eleven
putting the tensile strength of the iron at 20 nious, as much a joy to the donors as te the children who deeply mourn his loss. Bre. Martons per square inch, the strain necessary to recipients. Add ¢o0 these ‘domestic occa- tin had been a worthy member of the Freewill
«ffeos the rupture must have been
equal to ‘| sions the public festive days of the church Baptist church of Atkinson for .a number of
years, and we believe died prepared to leave the
‘2400 tons ; and since there was no plug at and the state, and you can imagine that church
militant and join the church Jrimphant,
cither end of the hole, it is evident that the German life has holy days enough. Christits enter

Arrangement.

45, 5,45,.6.45 P, M.
|’ . For Altoh Bay, 10.10 A.
For falhoro anad Boston af 5.01, 8.82, 10.65 A. Me, 6.08

lL

his

* Mr, Nobel said :—
aid
cottage on that day is a “shrine of pilgrim‘Phe block of wrought iron here deposited .age toall the little feet of the hamlet; flowwill bear testimony to its great
power. Iv ers, books, cheeses, loaves of bread, embroidered

an insertion.

single square can well be afforded to ‘any single
obituary. Verses are inadmissible.

the ‘‘matter.”

The lowliest’ village schoolmaster’s birth-

Summer

ries published in the Morning . Star, who do not
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45P. M
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12P, 3,
patronize it, must accompany: them with cash “and
For Great Fails, 10.10A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. .

it ap- | qa unvrsally a peculiar uc of closing

ty of both ‘substances being nearly the same. | nitely more

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD

Persons wishing obitua-

3

_ Mr. A. Nobel

Subetsmats.

Obitmaries.

Dynamite J
———

STAR : OCTOBER 28, 1868.
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hundreds will testify to

by using
DR. DUBOIS’
tients
will not have to usp
ages before they receive

ing

en

oured

’)

QATARRH COMPOUND.
Pa»
more than one or two
a benefit. Severe cases have

been cured

A

BY UBING ONE PACKAGE.
REMEDY HAS MET WITH G
EEE AND HAS CURED THOUSANDS op
THE
3
:
Catarrh causes dropping in the Th
wi
ands itting, Sound in the Head, Weak heer
THIS

Li
m

ralgia, Hoarseness, Canker,
4
ease, Apia, and flnell ond inthe great terror of
mankin ~CONSUM PTION.
d by all Druggists.
rice #1 per package.

Wholesale Agents: Gap. C. Goodwin & Coy M.B,

Burr & Co., Boston.
DR. H. W . DUBOIS, Prop

fon.

Tested Free.

Send

for

og
tor, 72 Friend
.
frou

Lo.

”

JOY, COE & CO., Publistiers’ Agents, Tribune

8. M, PETTENGILL & 00., Newspaper Advertis-

Buildings, New York, Brcwn's Iron Building, Phila
delphia, are authorized to contract for advertising of

ng Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 87 Park Row,
New York, are authorized
to contract for advertising

our paper,

vi the Star.

b

Laat
A

estimates

that

Committee of Young Turkey, Zia Bey,

Persons are born, live, die and

gardens on canal boats.

A

negro

preacher from the

publish-

North, named Randolph, who was also a meny<
ber of the South Carolina Senate, was shot dead
in the cars at Cokesbury, Abbeyville County, in
that state, on Friday, and in Arkansas a deputy
sheriff of Kren County, while out serving sub" . peenas, was-on Saturday night tied to a negro,

and with him shot dead.
General Reynolds, commanding the fith military district, has ordered an election in Falls,
Bells and McLennan counties, Texas, on the
9th, 10th and 11th of November, to fill the vacandeath of W. E. Oakes.

.

money

The Soldiers’ and Sailors’ National Republican

of its stockholders for objects not

ex-

pressed in its charter; wise, because the motto,
Executive Committee are preparing to welcome
“Not every man ‘can do all things,” has ‘been
General Grant on his return to ‘Washington®in’|
shown by experience to be as true of railways as
about a week.
A torchlight procession, with
of individuals.
bands of music and transparencies, will parade
It isestimated that 250,000 pounds of sugar can~
the streets, and it is expected that there will be a
dy are daily consumed in the United States. At
large turnout =nd an imposing display.

A

company

has been

formed

twenty cents

in New York,

confuse

and

paraly ze

cause Mr. Jenckes is an able legislator, but bécause

general principles of the Republican

THE

The

’

accustomed

A riot occurred in New Orleans on Saturday
night. between the whites and negroes, in which
three of the former and six of the latter were
killed, and many on both sides wounded. It orig
inated between opposing political clubs which

ereg which party was the aggressor.

discov-

~

many Republicans in that State who: stood by
Mr. Henderson when he was denounced for “his
vote on impeachment are very much dissatisfied
with

his

course’

he present

ment at Madrid
mirable steps

politi®al cam-

FOREIGN.

platform.

*

The
fddress which the Liverpool Chamber, of
Comn
voted to present to Reverdy Johnson;
‘congratulates hii on the peace and harmony
which exists between Great Britian and the

United

States, and urges

from the corporation of Liverpool

er of commerce were presented to

Johnson at. Idverpool, Engthe Hon.
land, on js "B, ma Mr, Johnstn made brief

i

——

A _ correspondent
writes to that paper
I will tell you my
in Rhode Island, of

towards the

|

to the associatedd prone says
ent of the Alabama

for arbitrament to the

Lands.

and toe poor to keep

a ygke of oxen,

of

ashes

to-the

acre,

harrowed

millet, eay

two

tons

taken

institution

several adof an au-

and intelligent

it in,

per acre,

announced

that

permission

to do

the same will be granted to Englishwomen. They
willbe admitted to all the hospitals, to every
branch of medical instruction, to five medical and
surgical examihatiqns , and, on passing, will receive a degree.
ocate of the women’s

four thousand

square miles, to, settle gradually toward the cen-

ter. The island has’ settled
its whole coast line,"
but chiefly
on the southern and western’ shores,

‘Where the depression amounts

to several feet;'|

to cause Heoverfowjug of the lowlnits,
”

«2 08290

Bale
ale bay, ¥

:

Be

never failed; he
dreamed of it, and

never knew any failure. He had a system in
his head (for hé did not get it from books) which
he carried out like

* clock work,” and

was beautiful to look at.
He

farm

He said the land was

not fit for manure, so he took
it ready.

thought ashes would

clover, and

his

the millet would

four -years-to

the

EX,

sizes....... Be Tune
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The Drooping Ears of Animals.
—

W—

Per

A

farmers

cept potatoes.
This crop, fortunately, is not
injured by early lifting, and as soon as dug, a
clean sweep should be made of the weeds,
If

11

ending,

Our domesticated quadrupeds are all descended, so far as is known, from species having erect

Western

@ iH

,. . 14%

RN.
WhiteWest'rn 123 @ 1 a
Yellow...

.

POUL

80

China, horses in parts of Russia, sheep in Italy
andelsewhere, the guinea pig in Germany, goats

and cattle in India, rabbits, pigs, and dogs in civ«
ilized countries, have dependent ears. With wild

animals, which constantly use their ears like
k funnelsto catch every passing sound, and especcially to ascertain the direction whenee it comes,

there is not any species with drooping ears except the elephant, Hence the incapacity to erect

the result

This semi-monthty, published by the
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It is printed on paper of a
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excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publication should be addressed
to Rev. J. M. BAILEY, EDITOR, Saco, Me.
‘All orders and remittances for the paper

drooping
of the ears, though probably the effect

of disuse, is not accompanied by any decrease in
size; on the contrary, when we remember that
“inimals so different as fancy rabbits, certain .Indian breeds of the goat, our petted spaniels,
bloodhounds, and other dogs, have enormously
‘ually caused an fncrease in length," With rabbith,
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filled at present price.
At this, time they pay
more than 8 per cent, upon the investment, and have,
from National and State laws, guarantees superior to
any other corporate securities now offered.
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- The First Mortgage Bonds are of$1.000 each, with
semi-annual gold coupons attached, payable in July
and January. Both INTEREST AND PRINCIPAL
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1st is charged only at the currency rates.
© We receive all classes of Govérnment Bonds, at
their fall market rates, in exchange for the Central
Pacific Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to
realize from 5 to 10 per cent. profit and keep the
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Darwin, in his work on the domestication of
animals, present these curious facts, or specula-

the ears is certainly in some mafner
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Even upon the virgin soils of the West, recently recluimed from the forest or the prairie, it is
astonishing to see the rank grewth of weeds.

There are few
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producing grass only.

the only economy. We have no doubt that the
extra cultivation required will be paid for in the
extra yield of corn, and in all the root crops, ex-
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who do not indirectly pay a heavier tax to weeds
than to the government. We insist, then, upon
absolute clean tillage all through dog days, as

no protection.
The harrowing and rolling were indispensable.
He commenced in May, and sowed millet and
clover every day as fast as the land was ready,
for two or three months, and knew no such word
as fail.
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ant GRANTS from the State and Cities of California,
worth more than $3,000,000 in Gold. The proceeds
of these Lands, Bonds, Capital Stock, Subscriptions,
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are hopelessly mixed.
Much of the grain that
is sold for seeding has chess or other foul stuff in

to the changing seasons.
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any other process than clean cultivation, while
the land is under the plow.
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as'much to the presence of these weeds in the
stubble, as to the loss of fertility in the soil, or
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Cleanness of soil depends more upon the treat
ment which cultivated crops receive in the latter
part of the summer, than upon any thing else.
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through the country to see so many plants out
of place and so very few meadows and “Pastures

how to raise clover.
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applying the ashes, was not worth, ashesand all,
after it was mixed, what the ashes cost.
Now thereare a great many inquiries about

and
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raises the seed designs it or not. Few farmers
have the means of detecting the cheat until the
weeds come up, and bloom with the grasses in
their meadows. Then itis quite manifest that
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by various authors to disuse, for ani ver, N. H.
mals protected by man are not compelled habit.
Terums.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
ually to use their ears,
Col. Hamilton Smith
states that in ancient effigies of the dog, * with Ten ‘copies or more gent to one address, 20
’ A CORRESPONDENT of the NéWw York 7ribune the exception of one Egyptian instance,no sculp- cents each, ~—payable in all cases in ad
says the Island of Hawaii is apparertly settling ture of the early Grecian era produces represen- yance,
slowly into the sea. This uncomfortable phe- tations of hounds with completely drobping ears:
PosraGr.—The postage on a single copy
nomenon was first noticed soon after the great those with them half pendulous are, missing in of the Myrtle, under the new law; is 24
earthquakes of last April; but the derangement ‘the most ancient. and this charactér increases,
by degrees, in the works of the Roman period.” cents aear; and no more on 8 copies,
of level was at first supposed to be temporary,
and due to the tidal wave, which Would recede Gordon has also remarkaed that * the pigs of or any numberbetween one and 8, when
to one address, than on a single one.
had not their ears enlarg- sent
in the course of time, It soon became apparent, the ancient
however, thaf the crust of the earth was yielding ‘ed and pendent.” But it is remarkable that the The postage is payable at the office of de-
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which he had been for years preparing, and raised eighty bushels shelled corn per acre, on land
that before he commenced, was called barren,
and land that the neighbors said, when he was
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with timothy, red top and clover that we buyat the stores for pure seed.
Such sales are a
fraud -upon the public, whether the man who
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FACILITIES for a complete medical education
and a university degree are now granted to wom-

An

Sééding
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and a loss on his eig
that season.

again sowed millet and clover, harrowed and
gave ita good rolling. In six weeks he had a
good growth of

{|

a crop of inferior quality in every article grown,

one cow

plowed under the clover, harrowed, applied

00

result was,as his experience should have taught,

and ohe horse in good oa
This farm was
worth at that time about $4,000 or $5,000.
But a
new man came along who thought he could raise
grass where none grew before.
He tried with
perfect success every time; so that in a few years
he’ kept about fifty head of cattle, mostly cows,
on the place, and sold annually as many tons of
hay.
‘The modus operandi was this: 1.” plow the
land; 2, harrow; 3, spread two hundred bushels
ashes per acre; 4, harrow ; 5, sow millet and clover; 6, harrow; 7, roll; 8, cut half a ton of millet
to the acre in six weeks from sowing time,
enough to pay expenses first year.
He then. had a good stand of clover, which
was cut twice the two years.
The next year he
bushels

by

that it would be foolish to waste manure on his
crop, and so planted and sowed all without. The

Oe

of the New
York
Zimes
as follows :
experience on a poor farm
one hundred and fifty acres,
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friend

$60 for manure.
Another neighbor, with a lease
only one year to run, also unwisely concluded

“gions, whichever they may be:

thoritatively

States are even greatef in peace than in war.

Son

already

are requiredto pass in Paris, and it has been au-

merce and show that the resources of the United

and the

has

last few weeks been
admitted to the first of the
series of medical examinations which students

the necessity fora

long,

support of the people.
But
unless Spain is
shamefully misrepresented, her people are not
ready for such a change as the Madrid revolutionist propose.
’

en in Paris.

practical adaptation of the principles of free
trade
in America, declaring that such a change
would give a great impetus to ‘American coni-.

yes

‘Worn-out

revolutions, -nsfist be re-

thority founded in the confidence

They say he shows but little sympathy

with the ideas of the Republican state

to annual

garded as small. Every ¢hange of ministers in
Spain, is a revolution, and the Queen, whose
character, both public and private, renders her a
subject of odium at home and abroad, is not after
all more sinning than sinned against. She may
be a party to the intrigues before a changé of adminstration, and may connive at the ascendartey
of this or that faction.
But she is really at the
mercy of a set of the most unscrupulous and violent intriguers in the world.
The new govern-

Private advices from Missouri are that a good

paign.

is Potter Pal-

The United States, through Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, were the first to recognize the
new provisional government
of Spain. The
chances for the continuance of this revolutionary
government in that land and among that people,

between

met daring a parade, but it has not been

RICHEST man in Chicago

now forty years old, and a bachelor.

licans. Whitcher’s majority in the Third district
will be about 500. In the legislature on joint

all day

and another good stand of clover. The next
year he turned under the clover, applied his

w,

mer, who, just before the war, went there with
$7,000 worth of dry goods, did business on the
high pressure system, made a fortune of some
millions, which he invested in real estate in
Chicago, and is now covering it with marble
blocks. He began life as a farmer’s hoy and is

remaining counties will not probably reduce this
below 4000. All three congressmen are Repub-

30 and 40.

in a body toward thé Zuyder Zee.

cupied fully an acre of ground, so that my

chip-boats

:
And which enjoys already & self: sustaining way traf
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years’

and crop being more than an average; but the
portion from which the guano had been withheld
hardly averaged $3 per hundred. The street oc-

barn-yard

West Virginia,

be

a measure

Service

American Congress.

plat-

which show a Republican majority of 4237.

ballot the ‘Republican majority will

Civil

our

The N.Y. Tribune has received returns from
in

is so identified with the

reform that his serviees

form.

three-fourths of the counties

he

a

business, and reduce the value of our property
one half.” And yetthe Judge is a Democrat,
and we do not know that, even now, he endorses

« the

expenditure would

MR. THOMAS A. JENCKES has been fenominatod as representative in Congress of the Providence
(R. L) district.
We are glad of this, not only be.

One of the most remarkable incidents of the
Presidential campaign, is 2 letter from Judge
Pierrepoint, of New York, to A, T. Stewart,.enclosing a check for $20,000, to be used in promoting the election of Gen. Grant, because, in
his opinion, “the election of Seymour and Blair

forthwith,

the

amount to more than $18,000,000 in a year.

with Peter Cooper as president, for the construction of a canal across the Isthmus of Darien.

would,

a pound

Illinois
and Ohio,
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00
Mich. and Indiana
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Canada,super6 25
com.extras..7 25
.| medium do. : 25

experience,
and whose grounds have always
been a perfect model of productiveness, had it
in Hrospect to run a sixty-foot street through his

actually lost over $1000 in crop

THE ACTION of the stockholders of the Boston
and Albany Railroad in refusing to buy two steamships was both just and wise—just, because a
railroad company has no moral right to use the

cy in the constitutional convention caused by the

gardener of twenty

do.otherbr..
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I never yet saw soils of any kind that had
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borne a crop of vegetables that would produce 1 Southern,sup
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as good a crop the next season without the use
extras. covuss 9 00 g11
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of manure, no matter how rich the soil may be
Brandywinel0 50 @l11
thought to be. An illustration of this came un- Rye Flour.. 2150 @ 8
orn M
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der my observation last season.
One of my

and never make a return trip!
But enough.
A
full recital would set all Young America rushing

where one can launch

ion,

A HOUSE recently built at Brownsville, Me., is
not only shingled but cjapboarded with slate.
The slates are put on the boarding of the walls
|4yith only paper between, and are placed in the
form of segments of a circle, overlapping each
other, The natural color of the slate is pleasing
to the eye, no paint is needed and the house is
fire-proofand indestructable.
We do notsee why
such houses should not be common w here slate
may be cheaply procured.

choice extral3 00 g15 00

over their eyes, -grounds ; thinking his land sufficiently rich to cartucked-up sort of ry through a crop of cabbages without manure,he
keep dry if we
thought it useless to waste money by using guaa wide stool on
no on that portion on which the street was to be
each Wes tol
[fem out of the mire. In shoyt, made, but on each side sowed guano at the raté
the landscape everwhere suggests a paradise for of 1200 pounds per acre, and planted the whole
ducks.
It isa glorious country in summer for with early cabbages.
The effect was the most
bare-footed girls and boys. Such wadings! Such marked I ever saw : that portion on which guamimic ship sajling! Such rowing, fishing and no had been used sold off readily at $12 per
swimming !C Only think of a chain of puddles: hundred, or at about $1400 per acre—both price

| es g letter in the French papers, in which he emnames will be registered to vote in that city at plfiitically denies the correctness of the report,
the coming election.
Of this number, at least
and declares that his party regards assassination
30,000 will be bogus names, who will vote five or as a means unworthy “of the great cause they
six times in a dozen or more wards in the city,
serve. Their chief aim, le gays, is to substitute
and as many in Brooklyn.
for the arbitrary power of a few individuals the
will of the nation—that is, of the populations® of
The sheriff and parish judge of St. Mary’s,
Louisiana, were recently assassinated at Frank- the Empire, without distinction of race or relig-

being reeognized.

their

Farm-houses, with roofs
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like great slouched hats Dglied
stand on wooden legs with a
air, as hig say, “ We intend to
can.”
horses wear

160,000

lin, in that state. The murderers escaped without

even have

Henderson says in his ¢* Gardening” :

neighbors, a market

nearly
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Times

call-
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The

(Butler)

“A land that rides at Anchor and is ‘moor’d,
In which they do not live but 80 aboard.”

TURKEY, LIKE every other European country,
has its progressive party, which demands the establishment of a representative Constitution and
the early convocation of a National Assembly.
Several papers having recently charged the party of “ Young Turkey” ; wo plotting a conspiracy againit the life of the Sultan, the head of the

Democrat predicts 20,000 majority for Grant in
the State according to the present appearance of
the campaign, and the number, already on the
increase, is likely to be largely increased by the
resylt in the States which have recorded themselves this week.
The New York

of saturated sponge, or as the poet
ed it—
Ll

.

medium do..8 25 @ 9 00 | Lard, bb. , Bb. 10% @ 20
choice do...11 00 12 00 | Hams smoked .. 17 @19
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Western farmers and gardeners are apt to despise manure.
They will think differently by

and by.
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. 84
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The canvass in Missouri is looking well.”

“Which is Holland—the shores br the water?”
The very verdure that“thould be confined to the
land has made a mistake gud. settled upon the
fish ponds. In fact, the entire countpy is a kind

OR

|. Codfish, large6 50 @ 7 25
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elected,

business, (nite scorning the tame fields stfetching, .damp, besidé them.
One is tempted to ask,

rr

Accrued Interest, in Cur.

most important link of the great Inter-Oceanic Rail-road, two-thirds of which is already built, at a ‘cost of
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greed, one part declaring Mr. Cavode
and another, Mr. Foster.
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“Turn again, Whittington, lord mayor: of London,” ringing to him as he pauses in the furrow,
“ Turn again, plow-hoy, millionaire and merchant!”
.
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103 per cent. and
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The election judges in the twenty-first
gressional district of Pennsylvania have

bustle

Nims

diy

50
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will make the majority not less than 2460.
The
Republican gains are 1640. Inthe last congressional election the vote was nearly 17,000, which
shows that the vote in Nebraska has been almost
doubled in two years.

sunlight, catching nearly all the
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think,

I do not wonger that the mad houses are so richly recruited from the farm houses, as the statistics'show,—that the farmer’s daughter hangs enchanted over stories in the weekly paper of the

$
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returns

low, that the earth was telling the "time of year
‘think

with flowers in the woods above. As I
of these things, of this solitary incessant
ery, of the taciturn husband coming in
“with sleep,—too weary to read, to talk, to
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despatches

from 20 counties in Nebraska give a Republican
majority of 1954. The counties to be heard from

boring bulrushes is nearer the stars than she.
Water-bugs dart backwards and forwards over
the heads of chimney swallows; and willow trees
seem drooping with shanre because they cannot
reach as high as the reeds near by.
Ditches, canals, ponds, rivers and lakes are everywhere. to
be seen.
High, but not dry, they shine in the

Sh

lovely landscape! How anxiety snarled at her
heels, dogging her like a cur! How little she
knew or cared that bobolinks, drunk with blithe

upon them, from which horses may look down
upon wayside cottages. Often the keels of floating ships are higher than the roofs of the dwellings. The stork, chattering to her young on the handsome Edward Augustus with white hands
housepeak, may feel that her nest is lifted far 1 and black eyes,—nor that the farmer’s son hears
the city bells that long ago rang to Whittington,
out of danger, but the croaking frog in the neigh-

CERTAIN ARMS purchased for the State of Arkansas, were recently shipped from Memphis for.
their destination.
They had been kept on the
wharf for several days; numerous threats had
been made that they should never reach Arkansas; and-the Ku-Klux Democracy of Memphis
had kept a close watch upon them.
Shortly after
the boat carrying them had left Memphis a tug
was seized by an organized party, thoroughly
drilled ‘and under military discipline. They proceeded with it down the river—in pursuit—getting ready meanwhile for fight, their surgeon taking ent his instruments for work, and everything
indicating a thorough preparation for théir piratical undertaking.
Contrary to their apparent expectation, there was no resistance,to their piraticalattack; they held armed possession of the boat
till all the muskets had been destroyed, and then
abandoned it.

Reports from the election in West Va., which
was held last week, indicate Democratic gains,
but the probabilities are that the state has gong,
Republican.
X
Omaha
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The Pregident has sent a despatch to Mr. Seymour, exhorting him to expose and rebuke in
his speeches the corruption and
injustice of
the enemies of the country, secret and ‘avowed.

.

it belongs.
On certain parts of the coast it sometimes leans with all its weight against the land,
and it is as much as the poor country can do to
stand the pressure. Sometimes the dykes give
way, or spring a leak, and the most disastrous
results ensue.
They are high and wide, and the
tops of some of them are covered with buildings
and: trees. They have even fine public roads

:

888E

gov-

ernment 5-20°s.

cost ef money and labor to keep the ocean where

THE BRITISH government expected £487,000
more than last year’s returns from customs, excise, stamps, taxes and the post office; but they
have received during the last six months £680,
000 less. Stagnant trade, the dread of w: ar, universal distrust.are: offered as partial explanations
of this fact.
J

On the 1st of November interest in gold to the

Great

dykes, or bulwarks, have been erected at a heavy

Paragraphs.

A. P. Sutton for Western Pennsylvania.
the

try is lower than the level of the sea.

hiding

Central Pacific Railroad Company.
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The Scaetary’ of ‘the Treasury has confirmed
‘ John Legro as supervisor™eé internal revenue
for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, and

on

than de-

failing popularity that no journal which supports
the Government can at present exist without a
subvention.
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legislature

last week:-

amount of $23,700,000 will be paid
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Hon. George F. Edmunds was reélected to

United States S&hate by the Vermont

It may be

St. Domingo

scrub at night, and scold all diy long! How care
blurred
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-I think of many and many a sad eyed woman
I have known in solitary country homes, who
stemed never to have smiled, who struggled with
hard hands through melting heat and pinching
cold, to hold back poverty and want that hovered like wolves about an ever increasing flock of

;

administra=

trary-land, for in nearly every thing it is different
from other parts of the world.
:
Inthe first place a large portion of the couu-
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Alas, that so many sit for the picture.
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to throw the case over into the next
tion.
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der the sun. It should be caMed Odd-land,or Con-
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say

is no probability that Jeff. Davis will be tried
next month, and assert that the President means
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lations at the attorney-general’s office,

:

There is genuine
wit in- the following description of Holland, taken from ‘ Hans Brinker,
or the Silver Skates.”
Itis alittle piece of characterization worthy of Irving, or any of our best
writers:
;
Holland is one of the (ueerest countries un-

Consti-

Government is a bad speculation; the property
of the company has declined from 4,000,000 to
400,000 francs, and M. Gibiat can see only one
way to recover the money which has been lost;
a change of politics is. recommended, om~ the:

re-

.

“7 .| GOLD BONDS

CANDLES.
Moulds... enenend1d @ 173%

“What ~w-vivid-sketchts—that whith George
‘William Curtis draws of some country homes.

.

A meetingof he shareholders of the

Pictare,
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the Spanish revolution.

Farm

BOSTON; WHOLESALE PRICES.
¥ or the week ending, Oct. 21, 1868.

THEE

| déal of reliance
on the Cable telegrams about

Bdburtisements.

Markets.
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day; and that the two Houses would then be ad- | tutionnel has just been held, and the accounts
journed by‘their respective presiding officers presented by the manager show that, looking on
until the first Monday in
ber.
the matter ih a pecuniary light, defending the
Gentlemen of standing, who have intimate

Pow

late as the 6th instant,

however, show
that nothihg of the kind has
been done.
Secretary Seward has placed a good

The

the drooping of the much elongated ears hie Af
fected even the Shructure of the skull.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Speaker Colfax is reported to have said that no
quorum would be present in either House on the.
~-10th-of Novembers-that-all-the-members—he—hadtalked to on the “subject expressed the opinion
that there is no necessity for a’ meeting on that

1868.
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Cable news to the press declared that
had been abolished, the duties on imports lowered, and ether reforms established,
Dispatch-
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